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Nothing exists in a vacuum. Studying individual interactions and reactions
is a fundamental part of synthetic and supramolecular chemistry, but many
distinct interactions and processes occurring simultaneously within a single
system is a key trope of biology. Consequently, interfacing synthetic systems
with biology  from prostheses to medicine  requires an understanding of how
single interactions combine and compete to form a complex system. This
thesis discusses how ostensibly simple interactions between particles and
surfaces, when combined, are capable of creating complex systems with a
rich and dynamic behavior.

Multivalent binding is the formation of multiple, specific, distinguishable inter
action pairs between two entities, such as a (nano)particle and a surface that
are functionalized with complementary ligands and receptors. Binding to a
targeted surface using more than one ligandreceptor pair at a time is ubiq
uitous, both in nature and in synthetic systems. For instance, the surface of
cells is covered by the glycocalyx, a thick layer consisting of a mix of carbohy
drates that functions as an identifying ’fingerprint’ to other cells and proteins.1
Carbohydratebinding proteins, called lectins, and entities that contain many
lectins, often have low affinities for any one carbohydrate, yet exhibit high
affinity and selectivity in binding to the glycocalyx.2 The difference between
binding to one carbohydrate and to binding the glycocalyx, is in the number
of interactions that is formed, and in the more structured interface that results
from it. It is therefore this multivalency that is pivotal in their binding.

Multivalency combines the properties of individual interactions, regarding
thermodynamics, dynamics and structure.3,4 It translates both the binding
strength and selectivity of individual interactions ’upwards’ into the overall
binding behavior. This identifies the number of interactions as an important
parameter, but it also limits the binding strength each individual interaction
should contribute. If multiple interactions can be formed, but any one of these
interactions is of sufficient strength to keep the entities bound for extended
periods of time, i.e. the interactions are individually strong, the interaction will
not have many of the characteristics of multivalent binding. Not only should
there be multiple interactions, they should be individually weak to cover a
large range of varying properties.

At a very general level, we can see how the number of interactions and char
acter of individual interactions of multivalent binding will lead to behavior not
observed in monovalent binding. The number of interactions that can phys
ically form can be limited by either the number of ligands or the number of

3



Ch. 1: Introduction

receptors that can reach one another when the functional entities interact.
This imparts a dependency on density, shape and/or flexibility in multivalent
binding.5 Individual interactions being weak imparts a degree of cooperation
between interactions. Multiple individual interactions need to act similarly at
the same time; any event that is probabilistic on the scale of a single interac
tion, has an exponentially enhanced or diminished probability on the scale of
the total particle.4,5

Individual interactions being weak also imparts kinetic effects. The strength
of an individual interaction is its binding equilibrium; weak interactions spend
a significant part of their time unbound. A ligand that unbinds, may rebind to
any receptor that is within range. Which receptors are in range is determined
by the geometry of the interaction, such as orientation, contact area and lig
and/receptor densities in the contact area. The geometry of the interaction
is, in turn, affected whenever an interaction pair forms or unbinds. Under the
influence of an external force or inhomogeneity, small changes resulting from
the interplay of geometry and repeated unbinding(re)binding events may ac
cumulate. Even while remaining bound, a weakly multivalent particle will thus
be capable of dynamic behavior.6,7

Weakly multivalent nanoparticles are conceptually simple, but they exhibit a
range of complex behavior. This behavior is not trivially deduced from the
properties of the individual interactionmotif, the particle and/or the surface, but
it is based on them; we therefore call it emergent behavior. Weakly multiva
lent nanoparticles make a convenient model system to investigate the mech
anisms of how complex behavior emerges from simple parameters such as
interaction strength and number. The ability for a particle to bind a surface
with multiple, individually weak interactions forms the basis of a wealth of be
haviors not observed in systems bound with a single, strong interaction. This
thesis discusses these behaviors, their sources, their mechanisms, and their
applications, and contributes to an ongoing effort in understanding weakly
multivalent systems from a theoretical perspective, but also uses the limited
theory that is available to study the emergent behavior of weakly multivalent
nanoparticles.

Chapter 2 discusses how the surfacebound motility observed in influenza
viruses may be understood and explained by comparing it to a class of molec
ular walkers called ’molecular spiders’. A relation is drawn between the recep
torcleaving by influenza viruses on the one hand and the fasterthandiffusive
surface motility and selfavoiding walk of molecular spiders on the other hand.

4



This chapter provides a complementary view on how antigenic changes in in
fluenza viruses may impact their motile behavior.

Chapter 3 visualizes the superselective binding of influenza virus particles to
receptor density gradients in a microfluidic flow cell by means of fluorescence
microscopy. Fitting the obtained data using a statistical thermodynamic de
scription of superselective binding allows for quantification of the virussurface
interaction by physicochemical parameters.

Chapter 4 uses the method described in Chapter 3 to assess the effects of
the length and the shape of glycan receptors in influenza binding. The binding
behavior shows how intrinsic structural differences in the binding of hemagglu
tinin (HA) to α2,3 and α2,6linked sialic acid receptors are transferred through
the length and density of sialoglycans at the cell surface into virus avidity and
specificity.

Chapter 5 provides an overview on the theory of superselective binding, in
the specific context of quantifying existing systems such as the binding of
influenza virus particles to a receptor density gradient.

Chapter 6 aims to quantify the streptavidin (SAv) coverage on biotin
functionalized supported lipid bilayers and selfassembled monolayers using
a model that does not require any fitting parameters. The biotinSAv motif
provides a surface that is densitycontrolled, and that can easily be further
functionalized as desired, for example with biotinylated receptors. Having
predictive control over receptor density is important in the study of multivalent
interactions and for the development of biosensors.

Chapter 7 introduces a method to quantify the contact area between a
nanoparticle and a supported lipid bilayer (SLB), relying on the nanoparticle
induced recruitment of receptors, bound to SAv in a biotinmodified SLB. The
formation of a dense, local patch of receptormodified SAv labeled with FRET
donor and acceptor dyes is monitored by fluorescence microscopy.

Chapter 8 studies the densitydependent behavior of influenza by tracking flu
orescently labeled viruses over receptor density gradients. Chapter 2 predicts
a directional bias towards higher densities, as well as a densitydependent dif
fusion coefficient and dissociation probability. The tracks of individual viruses
are extracted and the receptor densitydependent behavior is analyzed in a
gradually increasing level of refinement. The potential occurrence of motion
bias and densitydependent diffusion and track lengths are being discussed.

5
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Introduction

2.1 Introduction

Influenza is among the most common diseases in the world. The disease and
mortality of seasonal outbreaks and the deadliness of the rarer pandemic out
breaks have made influenza a prime target of virology. Its facile adaptation
to a range of different hosts and its rapid evolution under antigenic pressure
originate from two cooperating glycoproteins, the receptorbinding hemagglu
tinin (HA) and the receptorcleaving enzyme neuraminidase (NA), and from
the rapid mutations that occur in the genetic material that encodes for these
proteins.1,2 HA and NA make up the characteristic ‘spikes’, and are jointly re
sponsible for the surface interactions of the virus with a host cell and for its
passage through the mucus layer that protects the host cell.1,2 These interac
tions are far more complex than an ordinary receptor–ligand equilibrium and
are only partially understood.

It is widely accepted that the receptorbinding function of HA and the receptor
cleaving function of NA must be balanced for successful infection.3–5 This
functional balance between HA and NA is reflected in the evolution of HA and
NA.6–10 It has therefore been suggested that all changes in activity of HA or
NA must be followed by an adjustment of the activity of the other to maintain
a functional balance.6,7,11,12 In vivo studies have shown that lower NA activity
leads to less efficient virus replication, but stronger binding by HA can have
the same effect.13 It is believed that the role of NA in this balance is to prevent
aggregation of the virus and entrapment of progeny viruses on the surface of
host cells.1,3,14

Recently, several groups have described a new function of NA in imparting
motility of the virus on a surface.15–18 Sakai et al. were the first to report that
the motion of influenza over a surface is NAdependent.15 They also showed
that this motility increased cellular uptake of the virus. De Haan et al. found
that the receptorcleaving activity of a few adsorbed viruses is enough to pre
vent adsorption of new viruses and proposed that the viruses roll over the
surface while cleaving off the receptors across the path they follow.16 Vahey
and Fletcher found that the organization of HA and NA on filamentous viruses
imparts directionality to their motion, and these viruses crawl rather than roll.18
These new observations call for a model that can account for this motility and
has predictive power.

Surfaceconfined motility is not new, neither in biological nor in synthetic sys
tems. In biology, the most famous examples are the kinesin and myosin V

9



Ch. 2: Influenza as a molecular walker

motor enzymes, which transport cargo unidirectionally alongmicrotubules and
actin filaments.19–21 Vogel et al. showed that kinesin immobilized on a surface
could impart motility onto microtubules in a synthetic environment as well.22
Synthetic systems which aim to achieve motion over a surface or track are
called ‘molecular walkers’.23 In the simplest form amolecular walker is a biped
with ’feet’ that can bind to and release from a surface sequentially, and it will
act like a molecular walker for as long as at least one foot remains attached
to the surface.24 Its movement depends on Brownian motion and will there
fore be diffusive and nondirectional, unless it can move over a gradient or is
inhibited in one direction by ratcheting.25,26

Mimicking directional motion as shown by kinesin and myosin V requires the
walker to overcome Brownian motion and requires energy input.27 The natu
ral motor enzymes use ATP as fuel, whereas synthetic systems have a wider
array of possible energy sources.28,29 The first molecular walker used DNA
strands as fuel, quickly followed by an example that used ATP as fuel.23,30
Instead of using the consumption of a chemical fuel to impose a strict direc
tionality in each individual step, overall directionality can be attained when
the direction of the steps is biased, for example using an enzyme with a chi
ral preference to cleave the back leg.31 Leigh et al. wrote a comprehensive
review of different walker designs, energy sources and mechanisms.29

Stojanovic et al. introduced a class of molecular walkers, called ‘molecular
spiders’, that use their receptors as fuel.32 A molecular spider consists of a
body with multiple catalytically active legs that cleave the receptors to which
they bind. The cleaving of its receptors is the energy source for biased motion
away from their starting position, leading to selfavoiding walking. Its essential
design is simple enough to allow systematic study, both experimentally and
in silico, while their receptorcleaving dependent motion may be comparable
to that of influenza, as will be explored below.

In this review we aim to show that the combined roles of HA and NA in the
surfacebound motility of influenza can be understood by looking at receptor
cleaving molecular walkers. We first explain the mechanism of surfacebound
motion in receptorcleaving molecular walkers. Then we describe how this
mechanism leads to fasterthandiffusive and selfavoiding motion and how
these properties are influenced by the design of the walker. The roles of the
HA and NA proteins are discussed, as well as their presentation on the sur
face of influenza. We comprehensively review the proposed mechanisms that
have been published about influenza movement on cell surfaces. We argue
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that both the “rolling” and the “Brownian ratchet” mechanism requires collab
orative interactions of HA and NA that make influenza a molecular walker and
propose that both models can explain how influenza can efficiently cross the
mucus layer. We then discuss how properties of molecular spiders may be
favorable for influenza in avoiding clearance by the mucus and in finding a
suitable site for host cell infection. After that, we discuss the similarities and
differences in the motility of molecular spiders and influenza. Finally, we in
dicate research directions for molecular walkers that have high relevance for
understanding influenza. We will not discuss the role of HA and NA inside
the cell, as their role in the complete cycle of infection has been described
elsewhere.33,34

2.2 Molecular spiders and superdiffusive walking

Molecular spiders interact with a surface through their legs. All legs are
identical and cleave the sites to which they bind.32,35,36 Experimental setups
of molecular spiders generally use DNA on the surface and DNAzymes as
legs.32,35,37,38 The DNA on the surface is cleaved by the DNAzyme, resulting
in a shorter DNA strand (Figure 2.1a). The DNAzymes are still able to bind to
these shorter strands but have a diminished affinity and residence time.

When a molecular spider is on the boundary between uncleaved substrates
and cleaved products, it experiences a gradient in affinity and residence times,
leading to a directional bias towards the uncleaved substrates. The cleaving
of receptors acts as a fuel to continually create the gradient. With each step
of the spider, the boundary shifts one step as well (Figure 2.1b). For as long
as the spider remains at this selfpropelling boundary, it moves away from
the starting position faster than it would by normal diffusion. This mode of
motion is called superdiffusivity.36 The directionality is temporarily lost if the
spider moves a step away from the boundary (Figure 2.1c). The overall bias
depends therefore primarily on the chance that the spider remains at the mov
ing boundary.

The superdiffusive motion of a molecular spider is weakly selfavoiding; it is
possible for the spider to revisit a site, but it will spend most of its time visiting
new sites. Some molecular spiders cannot revisit former sites at all and are
therefore strictly selfavoiding; these are also called ‘burntbridges’ walkers.29
When a spider leaves the boundary between cleaved and uncleaved recep
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Figure 2.1: Mechanism for directional motility in molecular spiders.36,39 (a)
A molecular spider consists of a rigid body with several legs. The legs bind
to receptors on a surface, cleaving them as they go. The legs can bind to
a cleaved receptor, but have a lower residence time. (b) The difference in
residence time can lead to a bias in movement. At t0, the spider is attached
at the boundary between fresh and cleaved receptors with one leg. At t1,
the legs are more likely to be bound to fresh than to cleaved receptors due
to the difference in residence times. At t2, the first leg detaches and leaves
a cleaved receptor behind, shifting the boundary. (c) The spider is either at
the boundary and moving with a bias towards fresh receptors, or the spider
is in a patch of cleaved receptors where all legs have low residence time and
diffusion is fast.
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Figure 2.2: Main design parameters in molecular spiders. (a) The number of
legs (n) of a spider and the length of each leg (L) define the boundary state
of the spider. (b) Molecular spiders can walk using an inchworm (I) or hand
overhand (II) motif. (c) The kinetics of interaction between the substrate
and an individual leg.

tors or reaches a previously visited area, it undergoes nondirectional diffusive
motion over the surface. The low residence time of the legs on cleaved recep
tors results in fast diffusion of the spider. The spider thus spends only limited
time in this diffusive state and quickly returns to a boundary where it again
undergoes biased motion away from the cleaved receptors. This weakly self
avoiding walk is a more efficient way of probing an area than diffusion.36,40

The superdiffusivity of a molecular spider is determined by how well it recog
nizes the gradient at the boundary between cleaved and uncleaved receptors.
The state of a spider on this boundary is defined by the length of its legs L and
the number of legs n (Figure 2.2a). The superdiffusive behavior of a spider
emerges from its multivalent character, because onelegged spiders cannot
recognize a gradient.41 Whether additional legs increase superdiffusivity de
pends on the length of the legs. The superdiffusive behavior of molecular
spiders with short legs benefits from a high number of legs,40 whereas a high
number of legs decreases the superdiffusivity of molecular spiders with long
and flexible legs.42

13
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The maximum size of a step is determined by the length of the legs of a molec
ular spider and by its gait. Molecular spiders tend to move faster if they use
a handoverhand or rolling motion (Figure 2.2b II) than if they use inchworm
motion (Figure 2.2b I).38 It is faster because a handoverhand gait limits the
step size to how far the spider can stretch, whereas the inchworm gait limits
the step size to the farthest point that is already attached.

The rate of each step is determined by the kinetics of the catalytically ac
tive legs and by the dissociation rate of a leg from a cleaved receptor (Fig
ure 2.2c). Stronger binding of a leg towards an uncleaved receptor means
a lower Michaelis–Menten constant and can therefore increase the speed of
walking. Less intuitive is that stronger binding to both the uncleaved and the
cleaved receptors can increase the superdiffusivity of a spider, not only com
pensating the slower release of its legs but even increasing its velocity.35,38,43

To maintain a molecular walk over longer distances, a functional balance is
needed between the cleaving activity and the binding activity of a molecular
spider. A higher cleaving activity leads to faster motion, but if its cleaving
activity exceeds its binding activity the spider dissociates.32,42

For the exploration of larger surfaces, dissociation of a molecular spider can
even be favorable. If a spider finds itself in an area that was visited before,
the low residence time of legs on cleaved receptors increases the probabil
ity that all legs are unbound at the same time, releasing the spider from the
surface.36,38 After dissociation, the spider can diffuse through the solution for
some distance and associate again with a higher association constant for un
visited areas. This type of motion could be regarded as a “selfavoiding hop”,
so that molecular spiders are weakly selfavoiding over multiple length scales.

2.3 Motility of influenza virus

Of the two glycoproteins on the surface of influenza virus that are involved in
host cell binding, HA is the most abundant. HA is a trimeric protein that can
bind sialic acidterminated glycans with millimolar affinities (Figure 2.3a).5,44
The HA conveys host cell specificity to the virus by binding with greater affinity
to a sialic acid that has either a 2,3linkage to a neighboring galactose (2,3
SLN), which is more abundant in avian intestines, or a 2,6linkage (2,6SLN),
which is more abundant in the human upper respiratory tract.1,34 This speci
ficity is amplified by the multivalent presentation of HA on the virus so that
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a b c

Figure 2.3: (a) Hemagglutinin (HA) is a trimeric protein that binds to sialic
acidterminated glycans in a reversible manner. (b) Neuraminidase (NA) is a
tetrameric protein that binds and cleaves sialic acidterminated glycans. (c)
HA and NA are present on the surface of influenza in high copy numbers,
approximately in a 6:1 ratio.

small differences in the affinity of HA lead to major differences in affinity of the
virus.44

The secondary glycoprotein, NA, is a tetrameric enzyme that binds sialic acid
terminated glycans and then cleaves the bond between the sialic acid and
galactose units (Figure 2.3b). NA typically has a Michaelis–Menten constant
Km in the low millimolar range and a turnover number kcat of several 10s per
second.5,45 In some virus strains kcat is reduced to tenths per second.46 This
magnitude of Km means that the initial contribution of NA to the binding of a
virus is comparable to that of HA. The enzyme–substrate complex is, however,
short lived as its lifetime is not greater than k−1

cat. Cleaving off the terminal sialic
acid by NA reduces the affinity of HA to the glycan by more than 10fold.47,48

The HA and NA are presented on the surface of influenza in high copy num
bers in an approximately 6:1 ratio (Figure 2.3c).49 The virus is approximately
100 nm in diameter and can be almost spherical or filamentous, with lengths
up to a micrometer. HA and NA are densely packed on the surface, but not
entirely random. Patches or even complete separation of HA and NA into
domains have been reported.18,49,50 This distribution likely originates from an
interplay between entropic factors and differences in the preferred membrane
curvature between HA and NA.50–53 It is likely that the organization of HA and
NA has an influence on the way their functions cooperate.

Motility of influenza was first reported by Sakai et al.15 They tracked the mo
tion of influenza viruses over fetuinmodified glass with total internal reflection
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Figure 2.4: Mechanism for virus motion proposed by Sakai et al.15 (a) In
fluenza binds tightly to a surface with multiple HAreceptor interactions. (b)
NA cleaves receptors, which decreases the number of interactions and initi
ates motility. (c) A loosely attached virus performs crawling and gliding mo
tions by iterative association and dissociation of HAreceptor interactions,
until it reaches a site where it can form multiple interactions and again bind
tightly to the surface. Reprinted from Ref 15, with permission from Springer
Nature, licensed under CC BY 4.0.

fluorescence microscopy (TIRF). When adding an NA inhibitor, the movement
of the viruses was completely blocked. They concluded that the virus moves
over a cell surface not by lateral diffusion of the virus along receptor sites, but
by NAinitiated exchange of receptors from one binding pocket to the next.
They distinguished two modes of movement: a slower and more frequent
“crawling”, and a faster and rarer “gliding” (Figure 2.4a). Lower NA activity
in mutant viruses led to slower motility and lower occurrence of gliding steps.
The gliding steps were also shorter. Therefore, they concluded that NA is
not only necessary to initiate movement, but also to sustain gliding steps.
The NAdependent motion of influenza was not only demonstrated on artifi
cial surfaces, but also on live cells. Adding an NA inhibitor or using a mutant
with less active NA both led to decreased endocytosis of the viruses.

In a kinetic analysis of the binding of influenza HA and NA with biolayer in
terferometry (BLI), De Haan et al. found that the cleaving of receptors by
adsorbed viruses was far more complete than suggested by Figure 2.4c.16
They allowed various concentrations of influenza to bind to a receptor
functionalized sensor in the presence of NA inhibitor, followed by transfer of
the sensor with adhering viruses to a buffer solution. If the buffer also con
tained NA inhibitor, the viruses remained adhering, but without inhibitor, they
dissociated completely. When a lower amount of virus was adsorbed, the
viruses dissociated more slowly. De Haan et al. then regenerated the sen
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Figure 2.5: Motility of influenza is driven by NA activity. De Haan et al. par
tially blocked receptors on BLI sensors with viruses that had inactive NA and
then exposed the sensors to a virus with active NA.16 One sensor (in blue)
was protected with the NA inhibitor oseltamivir carboxylate (OC), one sensor
(in red) was only locally blocked by the NAinactive virus, and one sensor (in
green) was left fully unprotected. After regeneration of the sensors, expo
sure to new virus showed that receptors were cleaved from all unprotected
areas. Adapted fromRef 16 with permission from Public Library of Sciences,
licensed under CC BY 4.0.

sors at pH 2, removing all viruses, but leaving the receptors on the sensors.
The regenerated sensors were subsequently allowed to rebind viruses at the
maximum concentration. While the sensors that were placed in buffer with NA
inhibitor were unaffected, the sensors where the virus was dissociated could
bind significantly fewer new viruses.

To test whether the deactivation of the sensors was due to receptor cleavage
by NA, De Haan et al. blocked two sensors partly with a virus with inactive
NA (Figure 2.5). Next they incubated the partly blocked sensors and a third
sensor with a different virus that had active NA, with NA inhibitor present at one
of the two blocked sensors. Subsequently they regenerated the sensors and
allowed the virus with inactive NA to bind on all three sensors. Binding was
uninhibited at the sensor that was protected with NA inhibitor, partly inhibited
at the sensor that was partly blocked, and fully inhibited at the exposed sensor.
With these two experiments they showed that NAdependent ’rolling’ of a small
amount of virus could cleave receptors from a large surface area.

Vahey and Fletcher showed that the asymmetric distribution of HA and NA
on filamentous viruses imparted a directional bias over several microme
ters.18 Filamentous viruses are more common in clinical isolates, whereas
laboratorygrown strains often produce more spherical viruses.52,54 Vahey
and Fletcher hypothesized that the filamentous shape together with non
uniform distribution of HA and NA promote efficient penetration of viruses
through mucus. They labelled the HA, NA and nucleoprotein (NP) of a fila
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Figure 2.6: By labelling HA, NA and cleaved receptors, Vahey and Fletcher
showed that the asymmetric organization of HA and NA imparts directional
motility in filamentous viruses.18 Reprinted from Ref18 with permission from
eLife Sciences Publications, licensed under CC BY 4.0.

mentous virus with fluorescent probes and showed that HA was more or less
homogenously distributed, NP was clustered at one pole and NA was more
abundant at the same pole (Figure 2.6). Tracking the viruses with TIRF and
imaging with superresolution microscopy, they showed that the virus moved
directionally away from the NArich pole. By labeling cleaved receptors with
the fluorescent lectin ECL, they showed that receptors were cleaved in the
path of the virus. They posed that the cleaving of receptors functions as a
Brownian ratchet by restricting backward motion. To predict the effect of the
diffusion coefficient of receptors on the mean square displacement of viruses,
they made a computational model. They found that the velocity of viruses is
the highest when the diffusion coefficient of receptors is small, but not zero.
The values for the diffusion coefficient where motility is fastest are consistent
with the diffusion coefficients of sialic acid in mucus. They cultured mucus
secreting cells to test whether the virus could also move through a three
dimensional environment and observed tracks similar to those observed on
twodimensional surfaces.

Block et al. also tracked influenza viruses, but with the aim of using its mo
bility to quantify the number of receptor–ligand interactions17 They tracked
labelled influenza viruses with TIRF on a supported lipid bilayer (SLB) contain
ing glycolipid receptors (Figure 2.7). Because multivalent binding decreases
the dissociation rate constant koff and the diffusion coefficientD, the average
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Figure 2.7: Block et al. tracked influenza viruses on supported lipid bilay
ers to quantify the number of interactions with glycolipids.17 They observed
elevated koff values for 1/ ∼ 5 s μm−2, which decreased with added NA
inhibitor. Reprinted with permission from Ref17. Copyright 2019 American
Chemical Society.

valency scales with 1/D. In a plot of koff versus 1/D, the effect of multivalent
binding appears as an exponential decline, but is actually composed of sub
populations that share the same D values (Figure 2.7). Interestingly, there is
a peak structure visible with elevated koff values for 1/D ∼ 5 s μm−2. This
peak decreases with added NA inhibitor and is therefore ascribed to receptor
cleaving by NA. Block et al. claim that the lateral diffusion of the glycolipids
to which influenza binds remains significantly faster than the NAdependent
motility that was reported by Sakai et al.15,17

It is interesting to note the differences in setup and observed mobility be
tween these four publications. Both Block et al. and Sakai et al. used an
eggadapted influenza strain with HA and NA from the IAV strain Aichi/2/68
(H3N2).15,17 Vahey and Fletcher used HA and NA from A/WSN/33 (H1N1).18
De Haan et al. used the HA and NA from the same strain for its lower NA
activity and used A/Puerto Rico/8/34 Mount Sinai (H1N1) to demonstrate the
removal of receptors.16 In an assay of NA activity, Aichi/2 was approximately
fivefold less active than WSN, which was fivefold less active than PR/8 Mt.
Sinai.5,16 It is therefore remarkable that Block et al. report a motion that is
up to two orders of magnitude faster than Sakai et al., whereas Vahey and
Fletcher reported a motion that is an order of magnitude slower than Sakai
et al.15,17,18 Unlike De Haan et al., who reported that NA contributes to the
association of viruses,16 Block et al. report an increase of association rate
with added NA inhibitor.17
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We think it likely that the differences described above are primarily due to the
different structures of the surfaces that were used in these studies. Block
et al. used 1 mol% of glycolipid GDa1 in an SLB;17 Sakai et al. used 10%
fetuin with albumin adsorbed on glass;15 De Haan et al. used BLI sensors
with streptavidin and biotinylated fetuin;16 and Vahey and Fletcher used a
PEG2000 brush on glass with streptavidin and biotinylated fetuin.18 Sakai et
al. reported an optimum in the receptor density, while Vahey and Fletcher re
ported an optimum in the diffusion coefficient of sialic acid.15,18We expect that
there exists also an optimum in the conformational flexibility of the receptors.
These differences show that the motility of a virus depends on a combination
of many properties of both the virus and the surface.

2.4 The role of motility in host cell recognition

Sakai et al. found that the NAdependent motility of influenza contributes to
its endocytosis, but did not study the mechanism of this contribution.15 They
propose that the motility of the virus allows lateral motion even if receptors
are restricted from diffusion by membrane rafts or other rigid structures. They
also argue that it must play an important role in intercellular migration.

The studies of molecular spiders offer two additional possible advantages
of molecular walking over random lateral diffusion. Firstly, the weakly self
avoiding walk provides a more efficient pattern to search the surface of a
cell for a suitable location to bind to induce endocytosis (Figure 2.8a). Sec
ondly, the molecular walk provides a bias towards high receptor densities (Fig
ure 2.8b). Because endocytosis of influenza is mediated by clathrincoated
as well as noncoated pits, it is likely that influenza searches for these pits
or for locations where they will form.34,55 The bias towards higher receptor
densities follows from the mechanism of walking and may provide a means
of recognition to the virus if such locations prove to have a higher density of
receptors. Higher densities are also favored by the ability of influenza to bind
multiple receptors through HA,56 but without motility the chance of binding to
an area of high receptor density remains relatively low for an individual virus.

De Haan et al. and Vahey and Fletcher claim that the primary advantage of
motility for the virus is to penetrate the mucus layer.16,18 This mucus layer
consists of a dense gel of mucins that is propelled by a layer of cilia that
extend from the epithelial cells in the respiratory tract (Figure 2.9a).57,58 The
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a b

Figure 2.8: (a) Selfavoiding walking gives rise to an efficient search pattern
to find clathrincoated pits. (b) The motility of molecular spiders is biased
towards a higher density of receptors.

mucins are glycoproteins with a sugar content of 50–80 wt% and are rich in
sialic acid.59 Themucus can therefore easily entrap sialic acidbinding viruses
such as influenza and clear them from the respiratory tract.60

It has been shown that influenza uses NA to cleave sialic acid when the virus
passes through the mucus and thus prevents entrapment.61,62 The sialic acid
in the human mucus is mostly 2,3linked, and humanadapted viruses usually
have an HA specificity for 2,6SLN, but an NA specificity for both 2,3 and 2,6
SLN.1,2,63,64 The effect of this cleaving on influenza was evidenced by an in
vitro experiment where infection by a virus with weak NA activity was inhibited
by human mucus, but for a virus with stronger NA activity it was not.65 It is
believed that this prevention of entrapment of entering viruses in the mucus
is essential for aerosol transmission between humans.4,66

Preventing entrapment and clearance of the viruses may, however, not be the
only reason why this receptor cleavage is important for the virus in crossing
the mucus. While the mucus layer allows diffusion of inert particles of the
size of influenza virus, the periciliary layer underneath contains a mesh that
is dense enough to exclude even 40 nm particles.57,60 This mesh is formed
by mucins that are tethered in a bottle brushlike structure to the cilia.67 It is
therefore likely that influenza, instead of relying on diffusion that is inhibited
by interactions with sialic acid, must use an active motion to cross over the
mucins and cilia towards the surface of the respiratory epithelial cells (Fig
ure 2.9b).
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Figure 2.9: (a) The structure of the mucus in human airways as proposed
by Rubinstein et al.57 (b) The function of molecular walking of influenza in
crossing the mucus. (I) When there is no interaction, particles are repelled
by the charged brush. (II) Particles that have an affinity for sialic acid are
entrapped. (III) Influenza, which binds and cleaves sialic acid, can walk
through the mucus.
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2.5 Lessons from molecular walkers for influenza

We have described how directional motion emerges both in molecular spiders
and influenza from their receptor cleaving properties. In this section we first
address the lessons from molecular spiders that may apply to influenza and
how they can help understand the changes that influenza viruses undergo in
their adaptation. Thereafter, we discuss the properties of the receptor–ligand
interactions of influenza that are not addressed by molecular spiders and how
they may be addressed by other molecular walkers.

Probably the most interesting lesson from molecular spiders is that a higher
cleaving activity leads to faster motion, but if the cleaving activity exceeds the
binding activity the spider dissociates.32,42 This suggests that if there is a se
lective pressure on an influenza population to develop increasing motility, both
the NA activity and the affinity of HA will increase. Conversely, if the affinity
of HA decreases, there will be a selective pressure to decrease its NA activity
as well. This cooptimization may offer an explanation why influenza acquired
both stronger binding to, and faster cleaving of, 2,6SLN during circulation in
the human population.7

Another trend that was reported for molecular spiders is that the superdiffu
sivity of a spider with short legs increases with the number of legs.40 The HA
and NA of influenza are too short and rigid to reach behind another trimer or
tetramer, so it is likely that the superdiffusivity of influenza can benefit from the
high number and density of glycoproteins on its surface. Because filamentous
viruses have more interactions with the cell surface because of their larger
contact area, their superdiffusivity may be increased over spherical viruses.

Different from molecular spiders is the gait of influenza. Molecular spiders
move faster by rolling than by inchworm motion,38 but Vahey and Fletcher
demonstrated that the motion of influenza is more inchwormlike.18 It remains,
however, interesting to see if spherical influenza viruses would move like the
filamentous viruses of Vahey and Fletcher or would shift to rolling.

The main reason why Vahey and Fletcher found an inchworm gait is that HA
and NA are organized in trimers and tetramers that are asymmetrically dis
tributed on the surface of the virus,18 unlike molecular spiders which have
identical legs that perform both the binding and cleaving actions. It would be
interesting to see how a molecular walker would behave when only a fraction
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of the legs is catalytically active and how an asymmetric distribution of these
legs would affect its behavior.

In contrast with Vahey’s and Fletcher’s observations for influenza, molecular
spiders do not need a separation of their binding and cleaving action for di
rectional motion. This separation of actions may benefit influenza by allowing
adjustment of its functional balance of binding and cleaving through indepen
dent variation of the cleaving activity and the binding activity of NA, the affinity
of HA, and the ratio of HA to NA copy numbers. Indeed, some H3N2 strains
have adapted in the human population by developing binding through their
NA with almost undetectable HA binding.46,68

Large rolling motors developed by Salaita et al. share their walking mecha
nism with molecular spiders, although they are powered by enzymes in solu
tion.69,70 These rolling motors demonstrate that receptorcleaving molecular
walkers of micrometer size can be propelled with high speed over long dis
tances due to their polyvalency. Interestingly, if these particles form dimers,
they roll over their shared longitudinal axis,69 in contrast with influenza’s inch
worm motion.18 This may indicate that the organization of HA and NA on
influenza dictates its gait.

Perhaps the most important aspect of influenza motility that has neither been
addressed with molecular spiders nor in the experimental studies of influenza
motility, is the relation between receptor specificity and directionality of the
virus. We briefly mentioned that the humanmucus is rich in 2,3SLN, whereas
the epithelial cells that are most commonly infected by influenza are richer
in 2,6SLN. We hypothesize that the balance between cleaving and binding
in human influenza for 2,3SLN is different from 2,6SLN. Moderate binding
to 2,3SLN combined with fast cleaving would result in strongly superdiffu
sive motion with a high chance of dissociation. This dissociation is, however,
strongly inhibited by the 3D structure of the mucus. At the cell surface, where
dissociation is more disadvantageous, a stronger binding to 2,6SLN com
bined with moderate cleaving still results in superdiffusive motion to find a
suitable spot for endocytosis, but with lower chance of dissociation. At the
interface between the mucus and the cell, the binding to 2,6SLN on the cell
would then be strongly favored over 2,3SLN on the mucus.
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2.6 Conclusion

We have argued that the multivalent display of NA and HA on the surface of
influenza makes the virus a receptorcleaving molecular walker. In its molecu
lar walking, the virus resembles the synthetic molecular spiders, but the virus
may achieve additional directionality by the asymmetric organization of HA
and NA on its surface. It is likely that the surfacebound motility of influenza
plays a key role in the transmission and propagation of the virus.

We expect that studies of artificial receptorcleaving molecular walkers on
heterogeneous surfaces can further our understanding of influenza as viruses
that actively find access to their host cells, can help to explain and predict the
evolutionary changes of influenza viruses, and can help identify possible new
targets for antivirals in the transmission cycle of influenza.
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Introduction

3.1 Introduction

Influenza A viruses (IAVs) originate in wild waterfowl and have repeatedly
caused outbreaks in livestock and deadly zoonotic infections.1 Adaptation to
human hosts has led to four pandemics since 1918 followed by regular sea
sonal epidemics.2 The initiation of an infection is governed by complex inter
actions between the surface proteins of the virus and the glycocalyx of the
host. Biophysical measurements of IAV can help to understand these inter
actions by quantifying physical parameters that contribute to the virus–host
cell interactions.3–5 Effective use of these measurements requires an under
standing of how the measured parameters relate to the interactions of IAV
with the glycocalyx on the molecular level.6

The surface proteins of IAV are hemagglutinin (HA) and neuraminidase (NA).
HA can bind sialic acidterminated glycans with millimolar affinities.7 NA is an
enzyme that binds the same receptors with comparable affinities and cleaves
the bond between sialic acid and the penultimate sugar monomer, which is
usually galactose.3,8,9 The opposing actions of HA and NA have a functional
balance that ensures sufficient avidity while maintaining the dynamicity that
the virus needs to proliferate.10–12 Avian influenza viruses bind preferentially
to glycans where the sialic acid is linked to the penultimate galactose by
an α2,3linkage (2,3SLN), whereas human influenza viruses favor the α2,6
linkage (2,6SLN).13,14 Structural factors such as the length and branching of
glycans also affect the specificity of the virus.15

The receptor density determines whether a virus can bind or not, as multi
ple glycan–HA interactions are needed for stable attachment.7,16 If a particle
needs multiple interactions for stable attachment, its binding depends non
linearly on the number of receptors that are available in the contact area.17
The resulting bias toward high receptor densities is called “superselectivity”,
which is characterized by a sigmoidal increase in binding around a threshold
receptor density.18–21

Biolayer interferometry (BLI) is an optical technique that is used to address
both the receptor specificity of IAV and the receptor density dependence of the
virus–surface interaction.7,22 BLI typically uses streptavidin (SAv)modified
sensor tips that are functionalized with biotinylated glycans, glycopolymers, or
glycoproteins.7,12 The density of receptors is controlled by varying the load
ing time12 or concentration7, or by diluting the receptors with a dummy re
ceptor15. The virus binding is measured in solutions with a single, fixed con
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centration of virus to obtain binding profiles as a function of relative receptor
loading. The resulting BLI curves are used as a relative measure of IAV avid
ity. The insight that this technique can offer is limited by the limited control
over the surface chemistry of the sensor tips and the constant virus concen
tration.

Glycan microarrays provide an efficient technique to evaluate the receptor
specificity of IAV.23,24 Small islands of several to hundreds of different glycan
types are printed on a surface in an array so that the binding to each glycan
type can be measured relative to the others.25,26 The binding of IAV or re
combinant HA is quantified using fluorescent labels.27,28 While this technique
is more efficient in evaluating the receptor specificity than BLI, it offers even
less control over the surface chemistry and does not address receptor density
dependence.

Surface gradients of receptors allow evaluation of virus binding as a func
tion of receptor density in a single image. Spatial gradients of physicochem
ical properties are widely used to improve the efficiency of analysis, design,
and discovery.29–35 Our group developed methods using interdigitated elec
trodes on glass chips to form electrochemical surface density gradients in
selfassembled monolayers36,37 and electrophoretic gradients in supported
lipid bilayers (SLBs).38 By using lipids that are in the gel state at room tem
perature, gradients have been formed at elevated temperatures and lockedin
by cooling.39 The resulting gradients were then postfunctionalized and used
as a receptor density gradient.33,40

Recently, we introduced a method, called “multivalent affinity profiling” (MAP),
to measure the avidity of influenza viruses using receptor density gradients to
obtain binding profiles as a function of receptor density.15 The equilibrium
constant of the multivalent virus–surface interaction is a receptor density
dependent quantity reflected in the shape of the binding profile obtained by
MAP. The binding profiles were acquired using fluorescence microscopy. The
use of internal standards and normalization allow MAP to determine thresh
old receptor densities that can be compared with those obtained using other
platforms. When the maximum receptor density on the sensor tips of BLI is
known, this technique can be used to determine the threshold receptor den
sity similar to MAP, though less efficiently.41 The binding profiles obtained with
MAP were used to determine the threshold receptor density, and we applied
a model to determine the number of interactions and their individual contribu
tions. Broader application of MAP in dynamic measurements requires further
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understanding of how superselective binding is visualized and how the thresh
old receptor density depends on experimental conditions.

Here, we show that receptor density gradients can be used to make superse
lective binding of IAV visible in a single image. These images can be analyzed
to quantitatively assess multivalent IAV binding and study the effect of shear
force on the binding. First, we show that the broad and continuous range of
receptor densities on a gradient allows visualization of superselective binding.
Image analysis of fluorescence micrographs is a powerful method to construct
binding profiles. The threshold receptor density is shown to be a character
istic quantity for a superselective particle–surface interaction. After that, the
influence of flow cell design and experimental conditions on the accuracy of
the measured binding profiles is studied. A model is described to account for
the influence of flow rate on the threshold receptor density.

3.2 Results and discussion

3.2.1 Visualization and quantification of virus binding on receptor gra
dients

Receptor gradients for studying the binding of IAV were prepared in amicroflu
idic chip as shown in Figure 3.1a. The sensing area in the MAP chip is divided
into three positions with a total of 21–48 corrals, depending on the chip layout
and the alignment of the microchannel. Two inlets are used to decouple the
SLB formation from the binding of receptors and viruses.40 Using a previously
described method40, we formed SLBs from vesicles of zwitterionic MPPC
(1myristoyl2palmitoylsnglycero3phosphocholine) with 0.3–0.8% biotin
DOPE (1,2dioleoylsnglycero3phosphoethanolamineN(biotinyl)), which
has a negative charge. Electrophoretic gradients were formed by applying
a potential over the SLBs. The resulting biotin gradients were subsequently
modified with fluorescently labeled streptavidin (SAv) and biotinylated glycans
(2,6S(LN)3, Figure 3.1b). The fluorescent SAv signals the presence of 2,6
S(LN)3, so that the colocalization of fluorescently labeled IAV and 2,6S(LN)3
can be imaged to obtain binding profiles and determine the threshold receptor
density (Figure 3.1a). Whereas previously, gradients were formed at low po
tential to avoid water splitting,38 we formed the biotinDOPE gradients at 2.0
V for 30 min to address a wider range of receptor densities. The formation of
bubbles at the electrodes was prevented by passing a solution of ferrocene
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Figure 3.1: Method for visualization of superselective binding of IAV. (a)
Method to form gradients and visualize superselectivity. In SLBs between
electrodes inside a microchannel (positions A, B, C), electrophoretic gradi
ents of biotinylated lipids are formed. Fluorescently labeled SAv and 2,6
S(LN)3 are bound onto the biotinylated lipids to form a receptor gradient.
Fluorescently labeled influenza virus is added, and the colocalization is im
aged with fluorescence microscopy. (b) Structure of the biotinylated glycan
receptor 2,6S(LN)3. In the dummy receptor (LN)2, which is used as a neg
ative control for 2,6S(LN)3, the sialic acid group (purple) and one LN repeat
are omitted.
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methanol continuously through the flow cell at high flow rate while the gradient
was formed.

After forming the receptor gradients, fluorescently labeled IAV Puerto
Rico/8/34 Mt. Sinai (PR8) was passed over the chip in concentrations of
(6.25 * 108)–(2.0 * 1010) virus particles (vp) per mL (1.04–33.2 pM) overnight
at a flow rate of 1 μL/min in the presence of 200 mM Zanamivir to inhibit
the receptorcleaving activity of NA. When PR8 was imaged over the 2,6
S(LN)3 gradients, bright areas could be seen against a lowintensity back
ground matching with the relatively brighter and darker areas of SAv (Fig
ure 3.2a). The transition from dark to bright areas was sharper for IAV than
for SAv, indicating that the binding was superselective.17 As a negative con
trol for IAV binding, glycans without sialic acid (LN)2 were used as a dummy
receptor. The same surfaces have been prepared in a quartz crystal microbal
ance (QCM) experiment where no significant virus binding was observed,15
showing that the SLBs are highly antifouling against IAV. Here, some binding
was observed but only at the highest (LN)2 densities (Figure 3.2b). Possi
bly, PR8 retains some affinity for (LN)2. To investigate the range of receptor
densities at which superselective binding may be observed, we formed gra
dients from SLBs with 0.3% and 0.5% biotinDOPE and studied the shape of
the gradients and the colocalization of virus and receptors with fluorescence
microscopy. We used 100 μm * 100 μm corral chips and multicorral chips
that have alternatingly one corral of 430 μm long, two corrals of 210 μm, and
four corrals of 100 μm, each with a width of 100 μm (Figure 3.2a). With 0.3%
biotinDOPE in 100 μm corrals, the SAv gradient had an exponential shape
in accordance with the shape of the electric field as was previously described
for lipid gradients (Figure 3.2c).38 The SAv gradients were not affected by
flow direction. With 0.5% biotinDOPE, the SAv fluorescence leveled off (Fig
ure 3.2d). In the 210 and 430 μm corrals, the SAv fluorescence was more
sharply divided, approaching a sigmoidal rather than exponential shape (Fig
ure 3.2e), possibly indicating that steric crowding of SAv occurs at the higher
biotinDOPE densities.

The sigmoidal binding profile of IAV, characteristic of superselectivity, could
be seen in all corral lengths for both 0.3% and 0.5% biotinDOPE. In some
binding studies, we found that the virus bound in lower amounts at the areas of
the highest receptor densities in the 210 μm and 430 μm corrals (Figure 3.2a,
indicated by arrows), whereas these artifacts occurred rarely in the 100 μm
corrals. These defects manifested in a drop in the virus binding profile toward
maximal SAv fluorescence (Figure 3.2e).
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Figure 3.2: Visualization of receptor gradients and superselective binding
of IAV. (a) Fluorescent micrographs of receptor (green) and virus (red) gra
dients on SLBs with 0.5% biotinDOPE. White arrows indicate areas where
little virus bound despite sufficient SAv density. The square corrals at the top
are 100 * 100 μm2. (b) Negative control for virus binding using a biotinylated
glycan without sialic acid (LN)2 as a dummy receptor on SLBs with 0.5%
biotinDOPE. (c) Lateral intensity profiles of SAv (green) and virus (red) flu
orescence on SLBs with 0.3% biotinDOPE in a 100 μm corral (0.6 μm/pixel)
with an exponential fit (yellow) through the SAv profile. The black lines show
the median along the vertical direction. The colored contours around the
median indicate the percentage of data points that fall within that contour;
i.e., the 50% contour corresponds to the interquartile range of a boxplot. (d)
Intensity profiles on SLBs with 0.5% biotinDOPE in a 100 μm corral. (e)
Intensity profiles on SLBs with 0.5% biotinDOPE in a 210 μm corral.
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The digital imaging transforms continuous gradients into a finely meshed array
of discrete samples. At 10x magnification and a resolution of 1360 * 1024 pix
els, each pixel is 641 * 641 nm2. In binding studies of bacteria, the individual
bacteria were counted to quantify their binding.33 Here, a visual inspection of
the fluorescent micrographs (Figure 3.2a) shows that the fluorescence of the
viruses is not clearly separated from neighboring viruses so that fluorescence
intensity is more appropriate for quantification than counting the number of
viruses. The viruses in this study have an average diameter of 112 nm.15
Assuming random deposition with a maximum coverage of 54.7%,42 up to 23
virus particles may bind on the area of one pixel. Each pixel is regarded as an
individual measurement of receptor and virus density for the purpose of deter
mining the binding profile and threshold receptor density with 1562 pixels for
a 100 μm corral. These measurements are not strictly independent, as any
degree of defocus causes a spillover of emitted light into neighboring pixels,
which has a smoothing effect on the intensity. A nottoohigh gradient steep
ness should therefore be chosen, as long as plateau values of virus binding
can be determined on both sides of the transition.

To determine the colocalization of virus and receptors, fluorescence micro
graphs in appropriate colors are acquired at identical position and focus and
saved as an image stack. The stacked micrographs are cropped into corrals
by aligning a mask, using a customwritten MATLAB script (Figure 3.3a). Part
of a corral outside the microchannel is selected as background. From the
edges of the corrals, part of the image with a width of 10 pixels is discarded.
The local receptor density in each pixel is calculated using

ρR,i = ρ̄R ∗
Ii − Ībg
Ī − Ībg

(3.1)

with ρ̄R the average receptor density based on the percentage of biotinDOPE
in the SLB and the lipid footprint, Ii the local fluorescence intensity, Ībg the av
erage fluorescence intensity of the background, and Ī the average intensity
of the corral. A lipid footprint of 60 Å2 was assumed,43,44 and a stoichiometry
of 2 biotinDOPE lipids and 2 receptors per SAv, so that ρ̄R = 2.77 * %biotin
DOPE.15 While the biotinDOPE/SAv stoichiometry appeared constant in this
study (see below), its absolute value was not verified. The local fluorescence
intensities are typically approximately 4fold lower than average at the mini
mum and 4fold higher at the maximum. After the local receptor densities are
calculated according to Equation 3.1, these values are used on the xaxis in
plots of virus intensity vs. receptor density (Figure 3.3b–d). The fluorescence
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Figure 3.3: Image processing of fluorescence micrographs to extract IAV
binding profiles as a function of receptor density. (a) Corrals and background
are selected from the receptor image using amask. The samemask position
is used for the corresponding IAV image. (b) “Point cloud” of one corral,
having a receptor gradient from 0.5% biotinDOPE, showing the normalized
virus coverage as a function of receptor density. (c) Binding profile of one
corral, fitted with Equation 3.4. Data points are shown in a density map that
was generated using a rolling window average that was evaluated at 2001 *
250 points with a window of 40 * 25 points. The fit is based directly on the
point cloud and not on the density map. (d) Binding profiles and fits where
the data was binned into superpixels with a size of 2 * 2 (I), 3 * 3 (II), and 4
* 4 (III) pixels.
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intensity of the virus in the corresponding micrograph is normalized between
0 and 1 using

θV,i =
Ii − Imin

Imax − Imin
(3.2)

with θV,i the virus coverage, Ii the local fluorescence intensity, Imin the min
imum fluorescence intensity, and Imax the maximum fluorescence intensity.
The minimum fluorescence intensity is determined by finding the maximum
of a 1D kernel estimation of the data points with the 50 lowest receptor den
sities. The maximum fluorescence intensity is determined using a 2D kernel
estimation and the 10% highest receptor densities. These values to select the
minimum and maximum showed a robust balance between ignoring outliers
and finding the extremes in data sets of varying sizes.

The normalized virus coverage, calculated according to Equation 3.2, is plot
ted against the receptor density of each pixel in a “point cloud” (Figure 3.3b).
Groups of outliers having exceptionally high values for normalized virus cov
erage and low pixel count correspond to the bright red spots that can be seen
on micrographs of bound virus (Figure 3.2a). These may be small aggregates
or larger virus particles, which occur in varying amounts in IAV samples.45
The point cloud is unevenly distributed over the xaxis because the receptor
density increases exponentially over the length of a corral. To visualize the
discrete and unevenly distributed point cloud as a binding profile, we used a
rolling window average. The average was evaluated at 2001 * 250 points with
a window of 2% over the xdirection and 10% over the ydirection, in which
we normalized the number of data points to the maximum within the window
to obtain a continuous binding profile where the areas with the highest local
density of data points are indicated with a dark color (Figure 3.3c). This bind
ing profile forms a direct visualization of the superselective binding profiles
that were predicted by MartinezVeracoechea and Frenkel.17

The point cloud (Figure 3.3b), which is a representation of the IAV binding
data as a function of receptor density and is represented in a binding pro
file, can be fitted using a theoretical binding model, based on the statistical
thermodynamics of multivalent adsorption,26,30 that was described earlier:15

Kav = NAVex

(
1 +

Ki,eff

NAVexplore

)AcontactσR

(3.3)

where Kav is the multivalent equilibrium binding constant, NA is Avogadro’s
number, Vex = 4

3π
(
d
2

)3 the excluded volume of a virus particle with diameter
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d = 112 nm, as determined by nanoparticle tracking analysis,15 Ki,eff the
effective equilibrium constant of an individual HA–glycan interaction, Vexplore

the volume accessible to a glycan, the surface area that can be reached by
HA when the virus is bound with h = 3.5 nm, the length of 2,6S(LN)3 from
molecular dynamics,15 and σR the receptor density. The product AcontactσR
is the maximum number of possible simultaneous virus–receptor interactions
a virus can form on average when σR is smaller than the density of binding
sites on the virus. The resulting virus binding profile is described by

θ =
Kav(σR)[V ]

1 +Kav(σR)[V ]
(3.4)

where θ is the virus coverage,Kav(σR) is the receptor densitydependentKav

(according to Equation 3.3), and [V ] the virus concentration. The threshold
receptor density is the point where Kav(σR)[V ] = 1.

This model is fitted to a point cloud using Ki,eff

NAVexplore
as fitting parameter. With

all other constants given, both the threshold receptor density and the steep
ness of the fit depend on Ki,eff

NAVexplore
. In Figure 3.3c, the fit is slightly steeper

than the experimental binding profile for one corral. Point clouds obtained
from multiple corrals in multiple micrographs are combined to obtain a more
reliable binding profile and fit. For this virus–receptor combination, we used
molecular dynamics to determine the length of a compressed or a stretched
2,6S(LN)3 glycan and estimated that Vexplore = 140 nm3 using the volume
spanned by two halfspheres having these lengths as inner and outer radii,
respectively. We foundKi,eff = 409.1± 0.4 M–1, using 22 corrals from 3 pairs
of micrographs.15 This value for Ki,eff is within experimental error identical
with the value for Ki (476 ± 68 M–1) that was found in solution with NMR
for influenza strain X31,7 which has a highly similar binding profile to PR8 in
biolayer interferometry studies.46

Because the pixel size is only 1 order of magnitude larger than the size of a
virus, we investigated if binning adjacent pixels into larger superpixels would
decrease the noise from stochastically adsorbed viruses (Figure 3.3d). In
creasing the bin size progressively decreases the resolution of the binding
profile around the threshold receptor density and broadens the confidence in
terval of the fit. While binning may generally help to suppress noise, in this
case it also lowers the accuracy because the underlying properties of adjacent
pixels (even above or below) are not necessarily the same and the virus bind
ing depends nonlinearly on receptor density. This also suggests that increas
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a b

Figure 3.4: Quantitative assessment of the superselectivity of virus bind
ing profiles. (a) Binding profile and fitted model as a function of receptor
density (logarithmic axis). This binding profile was obtained using receptor
gradients from 0.3% biotinDOPE in 100 μm corrals, from a data set that
was published previously.15 (b) Superselectivity parameter α as a function
of receptor density (logarithmic axis).

ing the resolution or color depth of the micrographs would further improve the
precision of the binding profiles.

To assess the superselectivity, binding profiles are usually plotted against re
ceptor density on a logarithmic axis (Figure 3.4a).17 The superselectivity can
then be quantified using the superselectivity parameter α (Figure 3.4b):17

α =
d ln(θ)
d ln(σR)

(3.5)

Binding is superselective when α > 1. The superselectivity parameter has
a peak just before the threshold receptor density. For a threshold receptor
density at 0.89 pmol/cm2, α has a maximum of 10.7 at 0.72 pmol/cm2. Equa
tion 3.4 assumes thermodynamic equilibrium. To test whether this applied, we
passed a PR8 solution over the chip at a flow rate of 1 μL/min and acquired flu
orescence micrographs at 30 min intervals over a period of 16 h. The shutter
was closed between frames and no obvious differences in fluorescence inten
sity were observed between positions at which time series were acquired, and
those where only the end point was imaged (data not shown). Over time, the
fluorescence intensity increased toward a plateau that is not reached within
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the time of the measurement (Figure 3.5a). The fluorescence intensity in
creased at the same relative rate at the different glycan densities so that the
shape of the binding profile did not change over time (Figure 3.5b). As soon
as the signaltonoise ratio was high enough, the fitted threshold receptor den
sity stabilized so that the variance between corrals decreased (Figure 3.5c).
From 360 min onward, the average threshold receptor density did not differ
significantly from that of the last frame, which was long before the fluores
cence intensity reached its plateau. This means that when the virus binding
profiles are individually normalized (Figure 3.5d), the profiles from 360 min
onward are identical to the profile at equilibrium. When the chip was washed
with PBS with and without 200 mM Zanamivir at a flow rate of 10 μL/min for
30 min, the threshold receptor density did not change, but the fluorescence
intensity dropped slightly (Figure 3.5a). While equilibrium was not reached
after 16 h, the threshold receptor density reached a stable value much earlier
(Figure 3.5c), suggesting that the shape of the binding profile of IAV is ther
modynamically controlled. Yet, the overall binding rate of the virus is likely
controlled by mass transport because the absolute fluorescence intensity ap
peared to increase faster at higher virus concentrations and flow rates (data
not shown). We deduce from this that the maximum binding rate of IAV de
pends on mass transport, while the chance of successful binding depends on
avidity. The actual threshold receptor density is expected to be independent
from the layout of the receptor gradients. To test whether the layout of the
gradients influenced the observed threshold receptor density, we compared
the mean threshold receptor densities for different corral sizes and different
positions in the microchannel, using a twoway ANOVA followed by a multiple
comparison test. The threshold receptor density was significantly higher for
210 μm corrals than for 100 μm corrals (p < 0.05), and the variance within
430 μm corrals was high (Figure 3.6a). We compared the observed threshold
receptor densities for gradients made from SLBs with different percentages
of biotinDOPE and found that the threshold densities differed strongly (p «
0.001) (Figure 3.6b). We found no significant difference (p > 0.05) between
the three positions in the microchannel or between the two gradient directions,
with or against the flow direction (Figure 3.6c). This suggests that the differ
ences in the observed threshold receptor density for different layouts and dif
ferent percentages of biotinDOPE do not arise frommass transport limitations
of the virus but from differences in the gradients. Figure 3.6d shows the lat
eral intensity profiles of gradients from different percentages of biotinDOPE.
While the gradients from 0.3% biotinDOPE have an exponential shape in ac
cordance with the electric field (Figure 3.2c), the 0.5% gradients level off, and
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Figure 3.5: Threshold receptor density of IAV particles binding to receptor
gradients as a function of time in 4 corrals. (a) Development of the average
fluorescence intensity over time in 100 μm corrals of a mixed corral flow cell
with 2,6S(LN)3 gradients on 0.5% biotinDOPE. The shaded area indicates
the standard error between corrals. After 930 min of PR8, the solution was
changed to 200 mM Zanamivir, the flow rate to 10 μL/min and micrographs
were taken every min. After 960 min, the solution was changed to PBS with
out NA inhibitor. (b) Development of virus binding profile over time (from 30
to 930 min). The time between frames was 30 min. The median fluores
cence intensity of the virus was normalized to the highest value in the last
frame. (c) Development of the threshold receptor density over time. Error
bars show the standard deviation between corrals. From 360 min onward,
the threshold density does not differ significantly from that of the last frame.
This point is indicated with an arrow in both b and c. *: p < 0.05, **: p <
0.01, ***: p < 0.001. (d) Individually normalized virus binding profiles from
360 min onward.
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Figure 3.6: Threshold densities of IAV particles binding to receptor gradients
observed for different chip layouts and biotin densities. (a) Mean threshold
receptor density for corrals of different sizes on gradients from 0.5% biotin
DOPE, determined for 24, 11, and 4 corrals. Error bars indicate 95% confi
dence interval. n.s.: not significant, *: p < 0.05. (b) Mean threshold receptor
density on gradients prepared from different percentages of biotinDOPE
in 100 μm corrals, determined for 36, 24, and 46 corrals. Error bars indi
cate 95% confidence interval. ***: p < 0.001. (c) Mean threshold receptor
density on 0.3% biotinDOPE in 100 μm corrals for different positions in the
microchannel (A–C, Figure 3.1a), determined for 8, 6, and 8 corrals. Gra
dients in A and C are with the direction of the flow through the channel; B
is against the flow. Error bars indicate 95% confidence interval. n.s.: not
significant. (d) Median lateral intensity profiles of SAv on gradients prepared
from different percentages of biotinDOPE in a 100 μm corral, without the
edges removed from the image. (e) Median lateral intensity profiles of SAv
(green) and ATTO 565biotin (red) fluorescence on 0.5% biotinDOPE over
four 100 μm corrals, normalized to the average of the first and last 20 points
of the median.
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the 0.8% gradients have a distinct sigmoidal shape. This sigmoidal shape is
more strongly pronounced in the longer 210 and 430 μm corrals (Figure 3.2e).
At both ends of the intensity profiles, the fluorescence drops off near the edge
of the corrals. The strong differences in fluorescence intensity between 0.3%,
0.5%, and 0.8% for x values below 50 pixels are an artifact of mask alignment
(Figure 3.3a), which is mitigated by cropping 10 pixels off the edges (cf., Fig
ure 3.2c). The deviation from an exponential shape for higher biotinDOPE
percentages suggests that the maximum density of SAv is reached. In studies
with quartz crystal microbalance (QCM), SLBs are typically saturated with SAv
at around 1% biotinDOPE.43,47 This means that the number of biotin groups
per SAv is not constant over the whole gradient for higher biotin percentages,
and ρ̄R cannot be calculated directly from the percentage of biotinDOPE in
the SLB but is likely overestimated. If Equation 3.1 is then used to calcu
late the local receptor densities ρR,i, the observed threshold receptor density
will also be overestimated. This overestimation can be seen in Figure 3.3c,
where the virus binding profile is stretched out with respect to the fitted model.
In other experiments using the same receptor on 0.3% biotinDOPE gradients,
the binding profile was slightly steeper than the fitted model (Figure 3.4a). Be
cause the normalization is unreliable when the SAv profile does not follow the
biotin gradient, it is difficult to calculate how much the threshold receptor den
sity is overestimated. Normalization is reliable only when the actual threshold
receptor density is well below the density where the SLBs are saturated with
SAv, which is achieved by using only 100 μm corrals and no more than 0.3%
biotinDOPE in the SLBs.

Dubacheva et al. reported that the residual valency of SAv increases with
biotin density (between 1.12 and 1.74) in fluidstate SLBs but decreases
with biotin density, but to a smaller extent (between 1.95 and 1.68), in self
assembled monolayers.43 We expect our gelstate SLBs, because of the lack
of lipid mobility, to resemble selfassembledmonolayers rather than fluidstate
SLBs. To test whether the residual valency of SAv in the gradients on gelstate
SLBs changes, we incubated SAv gradients on 0.5% biotinDOPE with fluo
rescent ATTO 565biotin (Figure 3.6e). The lateral intensity profiles of ATTO
565biotin and SAv are highly similar, suggesting that the residual valency of
SAv in the gradients is constant, and no additional constraints on the percent
age of biotinDOPE are necessary.
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3.2.2 Effects of virus concentration and flow rate on threshold receptor
density

To study the influence of virus concentration and flow rate on the observed
threshold receptor density, we measured the virus binding on gradients from
0.3% biotinDOPE in 100 μm corrals at flow rates of 1 μL/min and 5 μL/min and
titrated the virus concentration. We found no significant change in threshold
density (p > 0.05) with an 8fold increase in virus concentration (Figure 3.7a)
but found a strong difference between 1 μL/min and 5 μL/min (p « 0.001).
From eqs 3.3 and 3.4, it follows that the threshold receptor density depends
on virus concentration by

σR,threshold =
− ln(NAVex[V ])

ln
(
1 + Ki

NAVexplore

)
Acontact

(3.6)

This relationship is plotted in Figure 3.7b over the experimentally determined
threshold receptor densities. The difference in σR,threshold predicted by Equa
tion 3.6 with a change in virus concentration of 1 order of magnitude is
small. While the experimentally determined σR,threshold appears to follow
Equation 3.6, the difference in σR,threshold between the highest and lowest
virus concentrations remains not significant.

While there was a strong difference in threshold receptor density between
flow rates of 1 μL/min and 5 μL/min, there was no significant difference in
threshold density between gradients with or against the flow direction for either
flow rate. This suggests that increased shear flow does not disrupt mass
transport or “push” the viruses to a different position. Instead, the flow appears
to provide a shear force that works on all surfacebound viruses regardless
of their position and opposes their interaction with the surface. Additional
measurements between 1 μL/min and 5 μL/min indicate a nonlinear trend
(Figure 3.7d).

Curk and Tito described a theoretical model for multivalent particles that bind
superselectively to a surface under a force that opposes binding.19 If a pulling
force works on a bound particle that is not strong enough to break all interac
tions between the particle and the surface at the threshold receptor density,
the threshold receptor density is shifted and superselectivity is enhanced. The
shift depends on the strength of the force by

ln(c°R,eff ) ∝ ln(c°R) +
1

2kRT

(
Fpull

NL

)2

(3.7)
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Figure 3.7: Threshold receptor density of IAV particles binding to receptor
gradients as a function of flow rate and virus concentration. (a) Mean thresh
old receptor density for different virus concentrations and flow rates, from 7
corrals for 1 μL/min and 12 for 5 μL/min. Error bars indicate 95% confidence
interval. n.s.: not significant, ***: p < 0.001. (b) Measured and predicted (...)
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Figure 3.7: (cont.) threshold receptor density at different virus concentra
tions for different flow rates. The theoretical change in threshold receptor
density with virus concentration is calculated separately for 1 μL/min and
5 μL/min using Equation 3.6 with Ki

NAVexplore
as fit parameter. Experimental

threshold receptor densities were evaluated over 12 corrals for 5 μL/min and
over 22, 7, and 7 corrals for 1 μL/min. Error bars indicate 95% confidence
interval. (c) Finite element simulation of laminar flow in a microchannel at a
flow rate of 5 μL/min and the resulting drag force on a 112 nm particle. (d) Fit
ted threshold receptor density at different flow rates using Equation 3.7 with
the spring constant k as fit parameter, using 7, 20, and 12 corrals. Error
bars indicate standard deviation. (e) Binding profiles and fits at flow rates of
1 μL/min (I), 3 μL/min (II), and 5 μL/min (III). For these profiles, point clouds
from 7 (I), 20 (II), and 12 (III) corrals were combined.

where c°R,eff = σR,thresholdNA is the shifted intrinsic transition point under the
applied force, c°R the intrinsic transition point without applied force, k the spring
constant, R the ideal gas constant, T the absolute temperature, Fpull the
pulling force, and NL the number of participating ligands. Fpull acts perpen
dicularly to the surface, so this theory may not be accurate for the shear force
directly.

We used a finite element simulation in COMSOL to estimate Fpull. We simu
lated a laminar flow of water at 1 μL/min and 5 μL/min through a 2000 μm * 500
μm * 50 μm channel with a 112 nm sphere at the bottom surface in the middle
of the channel at 0.8* the channel length and computed the flow velocity in
the channel and the drag force on the sphere (Figure 3.7c). At a flow rate of
5 μL/min, the drag force was 42.5 fN, which is 10fold higher than the product
of the virus cross section and the shear force that was reported previously for
a simulation of a microchannel of the same cross section.33 The simulated
drag force is much lower than the rupture force of a single HA–sialic acid in
teraction in AFM.8 We fitted k to obtain the relationship shown in Figure 3.7d,
which fits the data qualitatively, but found k/RT = 2.21 * 10–15 nm–2, which is
extremely low.

It is probable that the actual drag force near the wall is higher due to local
interaction with the noslip wall. Nir et al. described an analytical model that
considers the interaction of a nanoparticle tethered to a wall by a DNA strand:
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F =
kBT

Dof
ẏδz (3.8)

where F is the hydrodynamic force, kB the Boltzmann constant, D0 the diffu
sion constant of the particle, f the Faxén correction factor which is a function
of the particle radius and its distance from the wall, ẏ the shear rate, and δz
the length of the transverse fluctuations of the particle.48 From the molecular
dynamics simulations described in Ref15, the minimum and maximum length
of 2,6S(LN)3 are 2.9 and 4.5 nm. We estimate therefore that 2.9 nm is the
minimum distance of the virus from the wall and δz = 1.6 nm. This would give
a Faxén correction factor of f = 0.33, a hydrodynamic force of F = 130 fN at
a flow rate of 5 μL/min, and a spring constant of k/RT = 2.07 * 10–14 nm–2.

Contrary to the enhanced superselectivity that was predicted by Curk and Tito
in the case of a perpendicular pulling force,19 the experimental binding profiles
as a function of receptor density under shear force show a less steep transi
tion around the threshold density at higher flow rate (Figure 3.7e). Together
with the extremely low spring constant that is fitted with Equation 3.7, this sug
gests that the model does not fully apply for forces parallel to the surface in
its current form, even though the experimental data shows the predicted in
crease in threshold receptor density with applied force. A deeper theoretical
effort would need to be invested to examine how the theory changes when
particles are under shear flow as opposed to surfacenormal force. Similarly,
the length and flexibility of receptors and ligands are expected to influence
the theory. The present model also ignores the kinetics of forming multiple
interactions under a shear force. Although the kinetics of forming multiple in
teractions have been reported to be relatively fast,20 it is possible that fewer
simultaneous interactions are possible than Equation 3.7 assumes. Molecu
lar dynamics simulations may form a valuable tool in adjusting the model for
the case of influenza virus under shear flow.

The flow rates of 1–5 μL/min that were addressed in this study correspond to
wall shear stresses of 0.9–4.3 dyn/cm2,33 which are within the range of those
a virus may encounter in vivo, although the medium viscosity and the spring
constant of receptors in the glycocalyx that covers the surface of cells may
be very different from the values in the flow cell. In healthy blood vessels,
the wall shear stress ranges from 0.8 to 60 dyn/cm2.49 In the airways and
nasal cavity, the wall shear stress ranges from 0.5 to 3 dyn/cm2 during regu
lar breathing and up to 1700 dyn/cm2 during coughing.50,51 In the periciliary
layer, in which beating cilia propel the mucus above it, wall shear stresses
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around 0.08 dyn/cm2 are estimated.52 The strong effect of variations in shear
force on the threshold receptor density of IAV may play an important role in
virus tropism. The decreased avidity of the virus under high shear force may
facilitate airborne transmission via sneezing and coughing.

3.3 Conclusions

Visualization of virus adsorption (or of other multivalent entities) on receptor
density gradients in a single image is an efficient way to perform receptor
density titrations. In addition to requiring fewer measurements, performing
a titration in one image provides the internal standards that are necessary
for normalizing a virus binding profile. The twodimensional character of an
image offers a high number of data points as compared to a series of spots
or a linear gradient.

Receptor gradients over 100 μm corrals covered a range of receptor densi
ties that was sufficient to visualize superselective binding of the influenza virus
PR8. Themultiplicity in the chip has been exploited for accurate determination
of the threshold receptor density. A layout of different corral lengths may be
useful for efficient optimization but offers fewer data points around the thresh
old receptor density. For larger particles, such as bacteria, the larger corrals
may be favorable.33 Lowering the potential during gradient formation may in
crease the number of data points around the threshold as long as sufficient
data points in the lower and higher plateau can be taken for normalization.

During adsorption of virus particles, the observed threshold receptor density
stabilizes over time: while long incubation times up to 16 h were used, the
threshold receptor density did not change significantly after 6 h, and even after
2 h relatively little change was observed. When the gradient formation leads
to biotin densities at the high end beyond what is necessary to saturate the
surface with SAv, the average receptor density is overestimated and thereby
the threshold receptor density as well. The effect of virus concentration on
the threshold receptor density is very small. When a shear force is exerted
on bound viruses, the threshold receptor density is increased.

The MAP chip allows direct visualization of superselective binding, which not
only gives a clearer insight in superselectivity but also makes it a more effi
cient platform for the quantitative assessment of multivalent interactions than
platforms that probe one receptor density at a time, such as BLI. This flow cell
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can also be a powerful experimental tool in further elucidating the relationship
between superselectivity and hydrodynamic forces, which may offer insights
into the airborne transmission of pathogens as well as tools to optimize the
targeted delivery of drugs that are distributed via the blood circulation.
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3.5 Methods

3.5.1 Materials

Biotinylated glycans 2,6S(LN)3 and (LN)2 were provided by Zeshi Li and
GeertJan Boons and synthesized as described previously.15 All other start
ing materials and chemicals were purchased from commercial suppliers and
used as received, unless otherwise stated.

3.5.2 Virus stock preparation

Influenza A/Puerto Rico/8/34 virus (Mt. Sinai strain) stocks were prepared
by propagating the virus in 10dayold embryonated chicken eggs (GD Ani
mal health, Deventer, The Netherlands) at 33 °C. Allantoic fluids were har
vested after 48–72 h and cleared from debris by centrifugation at 3000 rpm
for 10 min at 4 °C. Subsequently, the viruses were pelleted by centrifuga
tion at 7000 rpm for 18 h at 4 °C and resuspended in PBS (pH 7.4) (Lonza).
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Viruses were then purified further by loading of the virus sample on a discon
tinuous sucrose gradient (10–50%w/v) and centrifugation for 45min at 25,000
rpm using a SW41 swingout rotor. The viruscontaining sucrose layer was
finally harvested and dialyzed (SlideALyzer, Thermo Scientific) for 48 h at
4 °C to remove the remaining sucrose. Finally, the virus particle count and
size distribution were determined using a NS300 nanoparticle tracking ana
lyzer (Malvern, Nanosight), and diluted in PBS to a final stock concentration
of 1 * 1011 particles/mL, UVinactivated (50 mJ/cm2, at a wavelength of 365
nm), and aliquots were frozen at −80 °C. Inactivation was confirmed by grow
ing these viruses on MadinDarby canine kidney (MDCK) cells. The receptor
binding capacity of the viruses was confirmed with a hemagglutination assay
that was performed as described elsewhere53 to obtain a titer of 2048.

3.5.3 Virus labeling

Influenza viruses were fluorescently labeled using the lipophilic dye octadecyl
rhodamine B (R18; Thermo Scientific), which binds the virus membrane with
the fluorophore at the aqueous interface. R18 dye was mixed with inactivated
virus stocks to a final concentration of 80 nM and incubated in the dark for 2
h on ice. Free dye was subsequently separated from the R18labeled viruses
by adding 25 μL Capto core 700 virus purification beads (GE Healthcare) per
1 mL of virus and incubating by rotating the mixture for 30 min at 4 °C. Finally,
the beads were cleared from the viruscontaining supernatant by pelleting of
the beads by centrifugation at 1200 rpm for 10 min in a table centrifuge at 4
°C.

3.5.4 Chip fabrication

Flow cells were fabricated according to the procedure described earlier.40 A
bilayer liftoff recipe was used for fabricating Au electrodes on Mempax glass
wafers (Schott). First, LOR 5A (MicroChem) was spincoated, after which
normal lithography was performed on top with Olin OiR 907–17 photoresist
(FujiFilm) to create a bilayer resist stack. Electrode patterns were made by
exposing the photoresist through a patterned photomask and developing in
Olin OPD 4262 (FujiFilm). The develop step washed away the exposed pho
toresist, and etching through the LOR 5A layer created an undercut. Then, 5
nm Ti and 95 nm Au were deposited via ebeam evaporation (BAK 600, Balz
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ers). The bilayer resist was then removed by sonication in acetone (20 min)
and isopropanol (10 min) followed by 5 min immersion in OPD 4262, serving
as a sacrificial layer to leave patterned Au electrodes on Mempax glass. To
fabricate the Cr corrals (10 nm thick) in between the Au electrodes, the same
procedure was performed a second time, but in this case following alignment
with respect to the Au electrodes.

3.5.5 PDMS flow channel

Silicon flow channel masters were produced by standard photolithography
steps and deep reactive ion etching. The polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) flow
channels were prepared from a degassed mixture of 10:1 Sylgard 184 elas
tomer and curing agent (Dow Corning Corp), which was cast onto the silicon
master and cured at 60 °C overnight. The flow channels were cut to size,
and inlets and outlets were punched using a 1 mm diameter punch (Harris
Unicore, SigmaAldrich). After bonding to the chip, a flow channel of 6000 *
500 * 50 μm3 was prepared with a second channel entering from the side.

3.5.6 PDMS bonding

Chips were rinsed and sonicated extensively with acetone, ethanol, and Milli
Q water, and dried prior to UV–ozone exposure (UV/Ozone Procleaner plus,
Bioforce Nanosciences) for at least 20 min. After UV exposure, the chips were
rinsed with ethanol and water, and dried under a stream of nitrogen. Both cut
out PDMS flow channels and cleaned chips were treated with oxygen plasma
for 30 s at 40 W (Plasma prep II, SPI supplies) after which they were bonded
immediately. The chips were placed on a hotplate for 10 min at 70 °C to
increase the binding strength. Tygon Microbore tubing S54HL (VWR, 0.25
mm inner diameter and 0.75 mm outer diameter) of 80 cm for the inlets and
40 cm for the outlets was inserted into the PDMS. The assembled flow cell
was placed in an oven at 60 °C for 1 h. Leakfree operation was shown for
flow rates up to 200 μL/min.
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3.5.7 Lipid vesicle preparation

MPPC (1myristoyl2palmitoylsnglycero3phosphocholine, Avanti Polar
Lipids) and DOPC (1,2dioleoylsnglycero3phosphocholine, Avanti) were
stored as a 10 mg/mL stock solution in chloroform at −20 °C. Biotincap
DOPE (1,2dioleoylsnglycero3phosphoethanolamineN(biotinyl), Avanti)
was stored as 0.2 mg/mL solution. Desired molar ratios were mixed in a glass
vial, dried under a flow of nitrogen, and kept under vacuum for at least 1 h.
The resulting film was resuspended by vortexing in MilliQ water at room tem
perature for DOPC and 50 °C for MPPC to form multilamellar vesicles (MLVs)
at 1 mg/mL. The MLV solution was extruded 11 times through a 100 nm poly
carbonate membrane (Avanti) at room temperature for DOPC and 50 °C for
MPPC. The resulting large unilamellar vesicles (LUVs) were kept at room tem
perature and used within 1 week.

3.5.8 SLB formation and functionalization

Before SLB formation, the flow cells were washed with 2% SDS (Sigma
Aldrich), then rinsed with MilliQ and washed overnight with 2% Hellmanex
to activate the glass surface. Flow cells were mounted onto a heating plate
using Scotch tape and rinsed with MilliQ and PBS, while heating to 50 °C.
Shortly before LUV incubation, the LUV solution was diluted to 0.5 mg/mL with
PBS. The diluted LUV solution was passed through the flow cells through the
secondary inlet for 30 min (10 μL/min; primary inlet 1 μL/min PBS) to allow ad
sorption and rupture of the vesicles on the chips. The chips were then washed
with MilliQ (100 μL/min secondary inlet, 10 μL/min primary inlet), after which
freshly prepared 0.5 mM hydroxymethylferrocene (FcMeOH, Acros Organics)
was passed through the device (50 μL/min, both inlets). A potential difference
of 2.0 V was applied over the device for 30 min to induce electrophoresis in the
SLBs. Subsequently, the chips were cooled rapidly on a heat exchanger to
fix the surface gradient. The flow cells were then rinsed with MilliQ. Bovine
serum albumin (SigmaAldrich) 50 mg/mL (0.5 mL, 10 μL/min) was passed
through the flow cells to form an antifouling layer on the tubing. The flow
cells were rinsed with PBS. SAv with Alexa Fluor 488 label (Thermo Fisher)
20 μg/mL was passed through the secondary inlet (10 μL/min, primary inlet 1
μL/min). The flow cells were rinsed with PBS. The SAvmodified SLBs were
inspected with fluorescence microscopy on an Olympus inverted IX71 epi
fluorescence research microscope with Xcite 120PC mercury vapor lamp as
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light source and a digital Olympus DR70 camera for image acquisition. For
Alexa Fluor 488, blue excitation (460 ≤ λex ≤ 490 nm) and green emission (505
≤ λem ≤ 545 nm) was filtered using the UMWG2 Olympus filter cube. Glycan
2,6S(LN)3biotin 500 nM solutions were passed through the primary inlet (10
μL/min, secondary inlet 1 μL/min), after which the flow cells were rinsed with
PBS. During all steps, care was taken to ensure that no air bubbles entered
the flow cell.

3.5.9 Binding studies

Solutions of IAV Puerto Rico/8/1934 Mt. Sinai with R18 label were prepared
in PBS with 200 μM Zanamivir (GlaxoSmithKline). The virus solution in the
desired concentration was passed through the primary inlet of the flow cells
at the desired flow rate and PBS was passed through the secondary inlet at
10% of the flow rate through the primary inlet. The bound virus was imaged
with fluorescence microscopy. For R18, green excitation (510 ≤ λex ≤ 550 nm)
and red emission (λem > 590 nm) was filtered.

3.5.10 Image analysis

8bit RGB fluorescence micrographs were aligned and cropped into corrals
using a customwritten MATLAB program. The fluorescence intensities of re
ceptor and virus labels in matching pixels were listed. The receptor density
and virus coverage in each pixel were calculated using eqs 3.1 and 3.2. Bind
ing profiles were obtained by fitting Equation 3.4 with Ki/NAVexplore as fitting
parameter, using a gradient descend fitting method.

3.5.11 Statistical comparisons

To determine the confidence interval of threshold receptor densities, point
clouds from each corral were fitted individually. Corrals where no gradient
had formed or where minimum and maximum virus binding could not be de
termined were omitted from analysis. Mean and standard deviation 95% con
fidence intervals for each group were determined for the fitted threshold re
ceptor densities of all corrals in the group. To determine the value of the
threshold receptor density in a group, point clouds from multiple corrals, from
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multiple positions in the microchannel and multiple experiments were com
bined into a single larger point cloud to which the fitting was performed after
exclusion of outliers. This afforded a better fit than the average of each corral.
The 95% confidence interval of the fit was without exception smaller than the
95% confidence interval over the threshold densities from all corrals in the
group. Unless otherwise specified, the threshold receptor densities shown
have been obtained from the combined point cloud with the 95% confidence
interval over all corrals in the group. The significance of the differences in
threshold receptor densities was determined with an analysis of variance fol
lowed by a multiple comparison test using the MATLAB functions anovan and
multcompare.

3.5.12 Supporting information

The MATLAB scripts and COMSOL model are available free of charge at
https://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/acsnano.1c00166.
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4.1 Introduction

Crossspecies (zoonotic) transmission of viruses such as influenza A and
coronaviruses is a continuous threat to humans.1,2 However, the determi
nants governing the ability of these viruses to switch host species and poten
tially trigger pandemics remain poorly understood.3 A clearer understanding
of the mechanisms underlying virus–host interactions at the molecular level
allows for better predictions of the threats of emerging viruses.4,5 These in
sights can also shed light on other unexplained virus phenotypes, such as
restricted host ranges and varying degrees of pathogenicity.

The hemagglutinin (HA) of influenza A virus (IAV) initiates infection by binding
to sialic acidterminated glycan receptors on the host cell glycocalyx. Mu
tations in the receptorbinding domain (RBD) of HA can lead to changes in
both affinity and specificity. These changes are associated with influenza
zoonoses6–8, antigenic drift9, transmissibility10,11, and pathogenicity4,12. Mu
tations outside the RBD may influence sialoglycan binding indirectly by ad
justment of HA thermostability or virus morphology.13,14

While the HA of avian IAV preferentially binds to sialic acids linked via an α2,3
linkage to a penultimate galactose, those adapted to humans favor the α2,6
linkage.6 The impact of RBD mutations on receptor binding is reflected in the
orientation of these receptors in their complex with HA.15With sialic acid in the
binding pocket, the remaining glycan residues extend in different topologies
based on the α2,3 or α2,6linkage and interactions between the glycan and
the surface of HA.16 In avianadapted HA subtypes, the α2,3glycans extend
out from the RBD perpendicular to the HA protein. In humanadapted HA
subtypes, the α2,6glycans extend over the HA head domain.17,18

Although the monomeric solution affinity (Kd) for HA–sialoglycan binding is
typically in the millimolar range, intact IAV can bind to cells at picomolar
virus concentrations.19–22 The binding affinity is dependent on receptor den
sity,19,20 but the exact number of HA–sialoglycan contributions remains un
clear. Quantitative assessment of influenza interactions with the host cell gly
cocalyx requires a method that deconvolutes affinity, specificity, density de
pendence, and structural aspects of influenza–glycan interactions in a repre
sentative environment, as well as a physical–mathematical model that trans
lates the individual molecular determinants of the affinity and contact area into
the overall affinity and specificity. Previously, a numerical model was applied
to show that multivalent particles that form weak receptor–ligand interactions
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bind to areas of varying receptor density in a nonlinear fashion, characterized
by a threshold receptor density at which binding becomes efficient.23

We show how intrinsic structural differences in binding of HA to α2,3 and α2,6
receptors transfer through the length and density of sialoglycans at the cell
surface into virus avidity and specificity. We developed a multivalent affinity
platform to probe these individual contributions in an environment that approx
imates the molecular architecture of the cell membrane. We accomplished
this by creating sialoglycan receptor density gradients on supported lipid bi
layers to obtain virus threshold receptor densities. We combine information
from multiple platforms to study the combined effects of receptor type, den
sity, and length on the virus binding. We developed an analytical model to
quantitatively describe binding profiles of IAV to assess multivalent binding at
the threshold density. Finally, the molecular mechanism is further explored
by molecular dynamics simulations to provide detailed insights into structural
aspects of the binding process.

4.2 Results and discussion

4.2.1 Multivalent affinity profiling

To study receptor density dependence of IAV binding, we developed multiva
lent affinity profiling (MAP), a method based on the colocalization of fluores
cently labeled viruses and receptors on broadrange and continuous surface
gradients. We applied this method to study the binding of IAV as a function of
receptor density using glycans with different lengths and linkages. To mimic
the presentation of glycans on a cell surface, we use biotinylated glycans im
mobilized by streptavidin (SA) on a supported lipid bilayer (SLB) (Figure 4.1a).
The glycans consist of sialic acid α2,3 or α2,6linked to one, two, or three
Nacetyl lactosamine repeats (2,3 or 2,6S(LN)n, Figure 4.1b). They are pre
sented in a density gradient to visualize the threshold receptor density, above
which viruses bind with maximum coverage, and with negligible coverage be
low (Figure 4.1c).23,24 This threshold receptor density is the key indicator of
virus binding specificity in the MAP platform.

The MAP chip gradients are formed in a microfluidic device that we devel
oped for this purpose.25,26 First, we comixed a charged biotinylated lipid and
a zwitterionic base lipid (MPPC) to form the SLB and subsequently subjected
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Figure 4.1: The MAP chip is a platform to quantitate IAV binding to a host
cellmimicking surface. (a) Cartoon showing how glycans immobilized by
streptavidin onto supported lipid bilayers (SLBs) were used to mimic the host
cell architecture (not to scale). (b) Structure of the biotinylated glycans. (...)
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Figure 4.1: (cont.) 2,3S(LN)n are aviantype receptors and 2,6S(LN)n
humantype. (LN)2 has no sialic acid and was used to control receptor den
sity on QCM and BLI platforms. (c) Schematic representation of the MAP
platform, where viruses only bind above the threshold receptor density for
a particular virus–sialoglycan combination. (d) Methodology to create the
gradient platform and to study virus binding on receptor gradients. Elec
trophoretic gradients of biotinylated lipids are formed in SLBs in a microflu
idic device at elevated temperature and subsequently cooled down to lock
the gradients (I). The biotin gradient is modified with fluorescently labeled
streptavidin (SA) and biotinylated sialoglycans (II). The fluorescently labeled
influenza virus is passed over the SLBs with the sialoglycans acting as re
ceptors (III). (e) Cartoons showing how length and linkage of the sialoglycans
can affect virus binding in the case of PR8. The contact area is indicated in
peach. If both receptor length and linkage (2,3 or 2,6) are favorable, the
virus binds at high and low receptor density (I). If linkage is unfavorable (II),
PR8 may still bind at high and low densities. Other influenza viruses may
show a stronger preference for one receptor type and bind only at high den
sities. If the length is unfavorable (III), the virus binds only at high receptor
density. If both are unfavorable, the virus may not bind at all (IV).

the SLB to an electrical field at elevated temperature, yielding stable surface
biotin gradients at room temperature (Figure 4.1d). We then functionalized
the gradients of biotinylated lipids with fluorescently labeled SA and S(LN)n
and subsequently passed fluorescently labeled IAV over these receptor gra
dients and mapped the colocalization of virus and receptors to determine the
threshold receptor density. This allows us to study the combined effect of the
glycan length and 2,3 or 2,6linkage on the binding of influenza as a function
of the receptor density (Figure 4.1e).

4.2.2 Threshold density dependence on receptor type and length

To study the densitydependent binding of IAV on different glycan types, we
used UVinactivated influenza A/Puerto Rico/8/34 (PR8) Mount Sinai strain
with fluorescent label. The colocalization of this virus with S(LN)n receptors
on greenlabeled streptavidin was imaged with fluorescence microscopy (Fig
ure 4.2a,b). While the receptors formed a gradient with an exponential curve,
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the fluorescent signal of the virus showed the characteristic sigmoidal profile
(Figure 4.2c). Because the average receptor density of the gradient is known,
the sigmoidal binding profile of the virus can be related to the absolute recep
tor densities of 2,3 and 2,6S(LN)n (Figure 4.2d). Virus binding data from
multiple pairs of micrographs were combined to afford these binding profiles
(Figures 4.5 and 4.6).

We observe for PR8 that the threshold receptor densities for all glycans lie
within the range 0.9–5.2 pmol/cm2. The longest 2,3 and 2,6S(LN)3 glycan
receptors display the lowest binding thresholds, which are the same for both
glycans (Figure 4.2e). The threshold density becomes higher with shorter
glycans, but the effect is more profound for 2,6S(LN)n than for 2,3S(LN)n.
Analyses with quartz crystal microbalance (QCM, Figure 4.7a) and biolayer
interferometry (BLI, Figure 4.7b) show approximately the same threshold den
sity values, but the binding for 2,6S(LN)1 was too low to detect using these
techniques (Figure 4.7c). Similarly, we compared the data with the binding of
PR8 on a traditional glycan array (Figure 4.7d). Linear S(LN)3 and branched
glycans of different lengths, each with 2,3, 2,6, or without sialic acid, were
immobilized on a microarray and incubated with labeled PR8. The relative flu
orescence intensity of bound PR8 was measured. As observed for MAP, the
microarray data show that PR8 can bind to both 2,3 and 2,6linkages, and the
binding to shorter glycans is lower, in particular for 2,6linked glycans. Inter
estingly, PR8 is also more sensitive to the branching of 2,6 than of 2,3linked
glycans.

4.2.3 Theoretical model to describe themultivalent binding of influenza
virus

To understand how glycan type and length affect the position of the thresh
old receptor density, we developed a theoretical binding model, based on the
statistical thermodynamics of multivalent adsorption.23,27 In the Supporting
Discussion 1 section of the Supporting Information, we derive a theoretical
expression for the multivalent equilibrium binding constant Kav of virus parti
cles on a receptor surface and the average number of possible simultaneous
virus–glycan receptor interactions Ñ . The resulting expression depends on
several fundamental properties of the virus, glycans, and surface receptor
chemistry (shown in Figure 4.3a,b):
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Figure 4.2: Multivalent affinity measurements using different glycan recep
tors. (a) Fluorescence micrograph of receptor gradients with labeled SA.
(b) Fluorescence micrograph of adsorbed labeled virus, binding selectively
at high receptor densities. (c) Fluorescence intensity profiles of labeled SA
(green) and virus (red) as a function of distance along the horizontal direc
tion. The black lines show the median along the vertical direction. The vari
ance is given by the red and green contours which indicate the percentage
of data points between each contour line and the median. (d) Multivalent
affinity profiles of influenza PR8 virus as a function of receptor density. The
data to which the curves were fitted are shown in Figure 4.5. (e) Threshold
receptor densities for S(LN)n. Error bars show the 95% confidence interval
of the fit. n.s., not significant; *, p < 0.05; ***, p < 0.001.
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Kav = NAVex

(
1 +

Ki,eff

NAVexplore

)Ñ

(4.1)

Ñ = Acontactmin(σR, σL) (4.2)

The following parameters are virus characteristics: the excluded volume Vex

of a virus particle, the effective equilibrium constant of an individual HA–glycan
interaction Ki,eff (the inverse of Kd), and the RBD density on the virus sur
face σL. Vexplore, Acontact, and σR are surface characteristics: the receptor
density σR, the volume accessible to a glycan Vexplore, and the surface area
that can be reached by RBDs when the virus is bound Acontact. The quan
tity (1/NAVexplore), where NA is Avogadro’s number, is the “effective molar
ity” of glycan receptors on the surface, from the perspective of a single HA
monomer on a bound virus. The effective equilibrium constant Ki,eff can be
higher than the equilibrium constant in solution due to masstransfer effects
associated with rebinding to the surface,28 or lower due to additional free en
ergy costs such as from steric repulsion between HA and the surface and any
configurational entropy cost for forming the bond.29,30 Although no significant
nonspecific binding was observed in a binding study without glycans in QCM
D (Figure 4.8a), the possible effect of a nonspecific free energy contribution
on the virus binding profiles is also discussed in the Supporting Discussion 1
section of the Supporting Information.

We applied the theoretical model to fit the binding profiles of IAV (Figure 4.2d)
and determine the number of interactions needed at the threshold and Ki,eff

(Supporting Discussion 1 section in the Supporting Information). Molecular
dynamics (MD) simulations were used to determine the minimum and maxi
mum length of each glycan and to deriveAcontact and Vexplore (Figure 4.9). The
number of interactions at the threshold Ñthreshold is calculated using Equa
tion 4.2. Because σL is on average 3.8 pmol/cm2 31 and can locally be as
high as 7.7 pmol/cm2 for closepacked HA,32 σR is generally lower than σL
at the threshold density (Figure 4.2e). This applies even to 2,6S(LN)1 if we
assume that viruses that are bound at the threshold density used their areas
with the highest HA density. Ñthreshold is therefore the product of the thresh
old receptor density and Acontact (Figure 4.3c). Ñthreshold is approximately 8
for S(LN)3 and up to 29 for 2,6S(LN)1 as shorter glycans contribute less to
the overall avidity than longer glycans (Figure 4.3d), thus requiring a higher
number of interactions to bind.
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Figure 4.3: Theoretical model for multivalent binding of influenza. (a) Car
toon of a virus bound to a glycancoated surface with model parameters
indicated. σL is the density of RBDs on the virus. Vex is the excluded vol
ume of a bound virus, which is a function of its diameter. Ñ is the average
number of HA–glycan interactions that can form simultaneously. σR is the
density of receptors on the surface. Acontact is the receptor surface area
that can be reached by RBDs on the virus. (b) Zoomin of a single HA–
glycan interaction. Ki,eff is the monovalent receptor–ligand equilibrium of a
surfacebound glycan and virusbound RBD. Vexplore is the volume accessi
ble to a glycan. (c) Values of Ñthreshold for different glycan types and lengths,
calculated from the threshold receptor density and maximum length of each
glycan. (d) Fitted values of Ki,eff/NAVexplore, the contribution of individual
interactions to the avidity.
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4.2.4 Molecular modeling of HA–glycan binding

To understand the influence of glycan length, structure, and presentation on
the virus binding, MD simulations were employed to explore the possible
shapes S(LN)n glycan–linker–biotin molecules can adopt when bound to the
SA tetramer. To take into account the orientational constraints of the HA and
SA molecules that arise from their immobilization on the virus and array sur
faces, respectively, the angle between the center lines of the HA and SA was
determined (Figure 4.4a). Based on a simple geometric model (Figure 4.4c)
for a spherical virus interacting with glycans projecting from a flat SA surface,
the allowable angular range for the glycan relative to the surface depends on
the glycan length and the virion radius. The MD data were used to provide es
timates of the average glycan length for each type of glycan bound to SA.With
these values, the allowable angles were determined (Figure 4.4b; Supporting
Discussion 2 section in the Supporting Information).

The percentage of shapes for each SAimmobilized glycan type that could
allow HA binding were determined (Figure 4.4b). In general, as the glycan
becomes shorter, it displays fewer shapes compatible with HA binding, par
ticularly in the case of 2,6S(LN)1, which correlates with the observed avidity
data (Figure 4.2e). The decrease in shapes compatible with HA binding corre
sponds to the decrease in conformational entropy of the glycans but ignores
interactions between the HA head and LN repeats.17 For each glycan, the
total number of orientations with allowable angles correlates well with the ob
served dependence on receptor densities (Figure 4.2); the shorter glycans,
especially 2,6S(LN)1, have fewer acceptable glycan poses and therefore re
quire a higher receptor density to bind the virus.

Because the modes of binding that are accessible are unequally affected by
glycan length, we investigated (Supporting Discussion 2 section in the Sup
porting Information) the conditions under which (A) two glycans on different
SAs could bind to different RBDs in the same HA trimer (2 SA–1 HA), (B)
two glycans on the same SA could bind to two different HA trimers (1 SA–2
HA), or (C) two glycans on the same SA could bind to the same HA trimer (1
SA–1 HA). Both the 2 SA–1 HA mode and the 1 SA–2 HA mode are more
accessible for 2,3S(LN)n glycans than for 2,6S(LN)n and are more strongly
affected by glycan length for 2,6S(LN)n. The bidentate 1 SA–1 HA mode was
only accessible to 2,6S(LN)3 and not to shorter or 2,3linked glycans, which
is consistent with the findings of Peng et al.33 and Nemanichvili et al.18 for
branched glycans.
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Figure 4.4: Glycan shapes and HA–SA angles that lead to binding in molec
ular dynamics. (a) The crystal structure of influenza HA in complex with
2,3S(LN)1 (gray surface, binding sites in cyan) superimposed onto the bi
otinylated 2,3S(LN)3 bound by SA via the penultimate Gal residue of the
glycan (shown as 3DSNFG). This superimposition was repeated for each
of the four biotinylated glycans in each glycan system, and for each snap
shot taken from the MD simulations. Any structures with atomic overlaps
between the HA and SA were removed from consideration. The angle be
tween the two center lines of the HA and SA was measured (180° for the
structure shown here). (b) Range of acceptable angles (ϕ) between the HA
axis and the normal to the flat surface as a function of virion radius (R) and
glycan length (L). (c) Histogram plots of the frequency of shapes that did not
result in atomic overlap between HA and SA as binned every 10° of the angle
between the center lines of SA and HA. Combined light and dark bars rep
resent glycan shapes without atomic overlap when unrestricted. The dark
bars represent shapes accessible if the rotations of HA and SA are restricted
to the geometry shown in (b), taking into account that SAv may tilt up to 16°.
The total percentage of glycan shapes without atomic overlap and the per
centage of shapes accessible if the rotations of HA and SA are restricted are
shown under each glycan structure (n = 20000 for each system).

4.3 Discussion

Glycan structure and presentation have a profound influence on both the
monovalent and multivalent surface affinities. The values for Ki,eff that we
found for S(LN)3 (Figure 4.9f) are comparable to the solution equilibrium con
stants that were measured for X31, which has HA and NA of Aichi/2/68
(H3N2) and other genes from PR8 and has highly similar binding profiles in
BLI.19,34 For S(LN)1, Ki,eff is an order of magnitude lower, which is consis
tent with the fewer number of shapes of the immobilized S(LN)1 glycan that
are able to bind to the HA. This is consistent with the increased entropic cost
of forming an S(LN)1–RBD interaction that is suggested by MD (Figure 4.4b).
In addition, the entropy of the multivalent virus–surface interaction is affected
by differences in the availability of multivalent binding modes (Supporting Dis
cussion 2 section in the Supporting Information). The 1 SA–2 HA and 2 SA–1
HA modes are both more accessible to 2,3 than to 2,6S(LN)n. The equally
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high avidity observed for 2,6S(LN)3 could therefore be a result of its unique
ability to form a bidentate interaction between two SAbound glycans and a
single HA. Because all modes are less available to the shorter 2,6S(LN)1 and
2,6S(LN)2, their avidity is lower.

Through the length and density of glycans, their effects on virus binding trans
late into different multivalent affinities and selectivities. This is especially evi
dent for PR8, which binds readily to both α2,3 and α2,6linked sialoglycans,
but likely applies also to other IAVs possessing clear specificity. The type,
length, and density dependence of these complex virus–receptor interactions
may explain why some IAVs infect certain cell types, and others do not. For
example, duck intestinal mucosa is rich in α2,3sialosides whereas human up
per airway tissue expresses high levels of α2,6sialosides.35 The IAVs circu
lating in humans are of avian origin and acquired the ability to use α2,6linked
sialosides. It is becoming increasingly clear that the glycocalyx varies consid
erably between (host) species,6,36 and between different cell types.37,38 Not
only differences in α2,3 or α2,6linkage of sialoglycans but also their branch
ing, the length of their branches, and the density of sialoglycans determine to
which cells IAV binds. Although glycomic studies of human lung tissue have
shown the presence of sialosides presented on extended LN moieties, the
density of functional receptors is not known, and glycan arrays that present a
variety of α2,3 and α2,6linked sialoglycans of varied length and branching
are unable to predict infection of human respiratory tissue.38

The total density of sialic acid in the glycocalyx of cells is typically 10fold
higher than the threshold density on our sensor.39,40 However, as the glyco
calyx presents a dense brush that extends approximately 1 μm from the cell
surface,41 only a small fraction of these moieties can be involved in the initial
binding of a virus so that only the density variations near the outer surface
of the glycocalyx may be involved in host cell recognition. That the acces
sibility of sialoglycans is more important than their number is supported by
the observations on human alveolar epithelial cells that IAVs associate more
strongly with the mucin MUC1 than with the much larger MUC1642 as well
as in synthetic systems where IAVs responded to density variations of sialic
acidmodified polymers in a mucuslike brush where each polymer displayed
on average 90 sialic acid groups.43

For weakerbinding IAVs than PR8, where the threshold receptor density
would be higher than their density of RBDs, the 3D presentation and flexibil
ity of receptors may play a major role in their specificity by forming sufficient
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interactions only when the glycocalyx shapes itself to the virus. Most human
IAVs bind less strongly to α2,3linked glycans than PR8 but more strongly to
α2,6linked glycans of the same length, whereas the opposite is true for most
avian IAVs, and some such as Anhui/1/2013 (H7N9) bind less strongly to gly
cans of both linkages.19,20,34,43,44 It is therefore likely that variations in both
the density and structure of sialoglycans in the glycocalyx play a role in the
host cell specificity of IAV. The preference of IAV to bind one cell type over
another was further associated with increased airborne transmissibility11 and
A/H5N1 virus pathogenicity.37

The MAP chip and supporting model offer a method to quantitatively charac
terize the multivalent binding of any virus that binds multivalently to cellular
glycan receptors. This study shows that IAV needs a specific minimum num
ber of RBD–glycan pairs to form. Not only the structure of the virus but also
that of the glycans determines the density at which this number of interactions
is achieved. This way, intrinsic structural (and energetic) differences of an
α2,3 or α2,6linked glycan in the RBD are translated into different multivalent
binding profiles. MAP may allow the studying of not only how individual RBD
receptor mutations influence the Ki but also how changes in virus morphol
ogy affect Kav. We expect that it is through multivalency that such mutations
are associated with virus pathogenicity and transmissibility. MAP may there
fore be used in concert with quantitative glycomics to further elucidate the
connection between the multivalency of viruses and these phenotypes in or
der to predict the tropism, transmissibility, and pathogenicity of novel zoonotic
viruses.
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4.5 Supporting information

The full Supporting Information is available free of charge at
https://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/acscentsci.0c01175.

Sections with direct relevance to the contributions by the author of this thesis
are also available below.

4.5.1 Image analysis

8bit RGB fluorescence micrographs were aligned and cropped into corrals
using a custom written MATLAB program. The fluorescence intensities of
receptor and virus labels in matching pixels were listed. The receptor density
in each pixel was calculated by ρR,i = ρ̄R∗

Ii−Ībg
Ī−Ībg

, with ρ̄R the average receptor
density 2.77 times the biotin percentage in the SLB, based on a 60 Å² lipid
footprint,45,46 Ii the local fluorescence intensity, Ī the average fluorescence
intensity and Ībg the average fluorescence intensity of the background. The
virus density was normalized between 0 and 1 by finding the maxima of 2D
kernel estimations of the data points with the 1,000 lowest and 10% highest
receptor densities. Binding profiles were obtained by fitting Equation 4.1 with
Ki/NAVexplore as fitting parameter, using a trustregion algorithm and non
linear least squares optimality condition.

4.5.2 Code availability

The MATLAB scripts used for analysis of the fluorescence microcopy data of
the MAP platform and for fitting the data to the multivalent model are available
as online Supplementary Material, as well as available upon request.

4.5.3 Supporting figures
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Figure 4.5: Binding profiles of influenza virus with multivalent affinity pro
filing. Data points are shown in a density map that was generated with a
rolling average of 2001x250 points, a window of 40, and a range of 0.1 in
the ydirection unless otherwise specified. The density of data points is nor
malized for each window, because the density of data points is much higher
on the left side of the graphs due to the exponential shape of the receptor
gradients. The fitted curves are the same as in Figure 4.2d. (a) 2,3S(LN)1,
N = 1,530,544 from 6 pairs of micrographs. (b) 2,6S(LN)1, N = 92,480 from
2 pairs of micrographs, range=0.3. (c) 2,3S(LN)2, N = 406,912 from 3 pairs
of micrographs. (d) 2,6S(LN)2, N = 203,456 from 3 pairs of micrographs.
(e) 2,3S(LN)3, N = 369,920 from 3 pairs of micrographs. (f) 2,6S(LN)3, N
= 406,912 from 3 pairs of micrographs.
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p q r

s t

Figure 4.6: Typical example of multiple binding profiles of PR8 obtained with
multivalent affinity profiling. (at) fitted binding profiles in 20 corrals that com
pose the binding profile of 2,3S(LN)3 shown in Figure 4.5e.
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Figure 4.7: Binding profiles of influenza virus on different platforms. (a) Bind
ing profiles as function of receptor density in QCM. (b) Binding profiles as
function of receptor density in BLI. (c) Overview of threshold receptor densi
ties for MAP, QCM, and BLI. (d) Fluorescence intensities of PR8 binding on
a glycan array. Binding to a linear 2,6S(LN)3 (#9) and to a branched (...)
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Figure 4.7: (cont.) 2,6S(LN)1 glycan (#10) are both much lower than either
their 2,3linked counterparts (#5 and #6) or branched 2,6S(LN)2 and 2,6
S(LN)3 (#11 and #12), suggesting that PR8 is also more sensitive to the
branching of 2,6 than of 2,3linked glycans.

a b c

d e f

Figure 4.8: Role of nonspecific binding in PR8 binding and data fitting. (a)
Frequency and dissipation shifts in QCMD. As a negative control, an SLB
of MPPC was functionalized with SA but not with glycans. PR8 was passed
over the SLB at concentrations of 2.5*109 vp/mL and 5*109 vp/mL, with 100
μM Zanamivir. The 5th overtone is shown. The virus binding to the SA
modified SLB is negligible. (b) Binding profile of PR8 on 2,3S(LN)3 fitted
with Equation 4.8 using ∆GNS = 0, so that it simplifies to Equation 4.1.
Profile and fit are the same as in Figure 4.5e. (c) The same binding pro
file fitted with ∆GNS = −6.9RT . (d) The same binding profile fitted with
∆GNS = 2.3RT . (e) The same binding profile fitted with ∆GNS = 4.6RT . f)
The same binding profile fitted with ∆GNS = 6.9RT .
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Figure 4.9: Estimation of the virus contact area of PR8 and explored vol
ume of receptors from glycan length to determine the effective monovalent
equilibrium constants of the HAglycan interactions. (a) Molecular dynam
ics snapshot showing how the distance between biotin and sialic acid was
determined. (b) Minimum and maximum distances between biotin and sialic
acid for different glycan types as determined with MD. (c) Contact area of
PR8 corresponding to the maximum length of the different glycans. Longer
glycans can reach RBDs that are farther away from the surface. (d) The
maximum angle of HA with respect to the surface as function of contact
area. 0° is perpendicular to the surface. If SA can tilt 16° with respect to the
surface, the maximum angle between HA and SA is 3439°, which is less
than the optimal angle (Figure 4.4b), suggesting that the RBDs close to the
edge of the contact area contribute most strongly to the average Ki,eff . It is
therefore reasonable to assume the maximum value for Acontact. (e) Values
for Vexplore based on the volume between two halfspheres with the minimum
and maximum glycan length as radius. (f) Values for Ki,eff calculated from
Vexplore and the fitted values for Ki,eff/(NAVexplore).
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Figure 4.10: The availability of the 1 HA – 2 SA mode depends on the recep
tor type and the distance between the SAs. (a) Illustration of the 1 HA – 2
SA multivalent binding mode. The biotinylated glycan from two SA proteins
(pink ribbon) are aligned into two independent binding sites of an influenza
HA. The availability of this bindingmode is directly related to density of SA on
the surface and the shapes adopted by each glycan. (b) Cumulative fraction
of glycan shapes for which glycans on different SA proteins can bind to the
same HA trimer without atomic overlap as function of the distance between
the two SAs. The fraction is shown as percentage of all possible shapes.
(c) The cumulative fraction of glycan shapes from Figure 4.10b is normal
ized to show the differences in how the availability of this mode depends on
the SASA distance for each glycan type.
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Figure 4.11: The availability of the 2 HA – 1 SA mode depends on the recep
tor type and the distance between the SAs. (a) Illustration of the 2 HA – 1
SA multivalent binding mode. The biotinylated glycans from one SA protein
(pink) are aligned into two binding sites on different HA trimers. The avail
ability of this binding mode is directly related to density of HA on the virus
and the shapes adopted by each glycan. (b) Cumulative fraction of glycan
shapes for which glycans on one SA proteins can bind to different HA trimers
without atomic overlap as function of the distance between two the HAs. For
2,6S(LN)1 this mode is hardly available even between closepacked HAs.
(c) The cumulative fraction of glycan shapes from Figure 4.11b is normalized
to show the differences in how the availability of this mode depends on the
HAHA distance for each glycan type.
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Figure 4.12: 3D model of bidentate binding between 2,6S(LN)3SA and HA
(PDB ID: 3UBE). The model was generated by superimposing to the SiaGal
motif in the crystal structure and using a previously reported protocol to bring
the second glycan into the second binding site of HA. The bidentate mode
was stable throughout an unrestrained 100 ns MD simulation.
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4.5.4 Derivation and fitting of theoretical binding model

We derive an expression for the equilibrium binding constant (“avidity con
stant”) of a ligandcoated virus particle binding to a receptorcoated surface.
The expression is converted into a form that can be readily used by inputting
experimental parameters, and applied to generate a Langmuir adsorption
isotherm for virus binding (as a function of solution concentration and sub
strate receptor density).

Avidity constant

Consider viruses with a diameter of d. When the virus is adjacent to the re
ceptor surface, then a fraction of the virus’s outer shell is in contact with the
surface. The contact area Acontact is defined as the receptor surface area
over which RBDglycan pairs can be formed to a single virus particle. Fur
thermore, let σL be the number of ligands per unit area on the virus exterior,
and σR be the number of receptors per unit area on the receptor surface. The
receptors are assumed to be Poisson distributed and/or mobile on the recep
tor surface. The HA ligands on the virus surface are assumed to be uniformly
distributed, and they are embedded in a rather densely packed corona. As a
result, a given RBD has limited configurational flexibility, and may only bind
to the nearest glycan on the adjacent receptor surface.

Curk et al. outline the statistical thermodynamics of multivalent binding in the
regime where ligands and receptors are short and with limited configurational
flexibility,27 so that each may only bind to the nearest partners within a given
microscopic range. Drawing from their derivations as a starting point, we de
fine the binding partition function for our present scenario of virus binding as
follows:

Qbind = (1 + e−∆Glig/RT )Ñe−∆GNS/RT eµ
°/RT (4.3)

where

• Ñ = Acontact ∗ min(σR, σL) is the average total number of possible si
multaneous bonds that may be formed between a bound virus particle
and the receptor surface;

• ∆Glig is the free energy for making a single ligandreceptor (here: RBD
glycan) bond;
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• R is the ideal gas constant;

• T is the temperature;

• ∆GNS is any overall nonspecific virussurface interaction free energy

• µ° is the chemical potential of the viruses in solution at standard 1 molar
concentration.

Inclusion of the chemical potential weight in Qbind accounts for the thermody
namic cost of drawing in a virus particle from the bulk solution in order to bind
it to the receptor surface.

We now translate Equation 4.3 into the avidity constant Kav. First, the total
ligandreceptor binding free energy ∆Glig contains several contributions:

∆Glig = −RT ln
(

K°
i

NAhbindAreach

)
+∆Glig,cnf (4.4)

The first term contains the contribution from K°
i , the ligandreceptor binding

equilibrium constant in free solution. The quantity Vexplore is the local volume
of space that the RBD and glycan binding units may explore, given that they
are tethered to the virus and sensor substrate, respectively. Thus, the quan
tity 1/NAVexplore is the “effective molarity” of glycan on the surface, from the
perspective of a single RBD on a bound virus. The second term ∆Glig,cnf ac
counts for any additional free energy cost for making a ligandreceptor bond,
e.g. if the ligand or receptor experience any further restriction on their internal
degrees of freedom, or if there are additional ligandreceptor steric interac
tions.

Next, the chemical potential µ is related to the molar concentration [V ] of virus
in solution by

µ

RT
= ln(NAVex[V ]) + excess chemical potential terms (4.5)

where Vex is the occupied volume of a virus particle usually taken to be d3 or
4π
3 (d2)

3. The standard chemical potential in Equation 4.3 is simply Equation 4.5
evaluated at the standard concentration of [V ] = 1 M (one molar), assuming
ideal solution conditions:

µ°

RT
= ln(NAVex[1M ]) (4.6)
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Lastly, we assume that the viruses pack on the surface at a maximum possible
packing fraction of ϕ (a value between zero and one). The amount of surface
area excluded by a virus when it is bound to the surface is Aex.

The equilibrium avidity constant Kav is obtained from Qbind by the thermody
namic relations

∆G°
bind = −RT ln(Qbind) = −RT ln([1M ]Kav) (4.7)

With this, Equation 4.3, and the previous substitutions, we arrive at:

Kav = NAVexe
−∆GNS/RT

(
1 +

Ki

NAVexplore
e−∆Glig,cng/RT

)Ñ

(4.8)

This expression yieldsKav in units of inversemolarity (dm3/mol) by expressing
lengthderived quantities in dm, andKi in M1. The free energy quantities can
be expressed in any energy units compatible with those chosen for RT .

Virus adsorption isotherm

We now derive the adsorption profile (isotherm) for virus binding on a recep
torcoated substrate surface, given that the substrate has a density σR of re
ceptors, and the viruses are at a bulk solution (or flow) concentration of [V ]°.

The avidity constant is related to the equilibrium concentrations of free and
bound multivalent viruses in a solution via:

Kav =
[R]occupied

[V ]free[R]free
(4.9)

Here, [R]occupied is the concentration of receptors “occupied” on the substrate:
either bound to or sterically blocked by a substratebound virus particle. The
quantity [V ]free is the concentration of viruses that are not bound (i.e. free
in solution), and [R]free is the concentration of substrate receptors that are
available for binding—e.g. neither bound to a ligand, nor sterically blocked by
a nearby bound virus.

The first step we take is to assume that the number of viruses in solution far
exceeds the number that can possibly bind to the substrate. This condition
can be met if, for example, the volume of our “virus solution” is very large
compared to the size of the substrate that the viruses can bind to, or if the
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substrate is being exposed to a continuous flow of a virus solution at a fixed
concentration. In these cases, the solution concentration of unbound viruses
is assumed to be a constant with respect to how many bind to the substrate.
Therefore, the previous equation simplifies to

Kav =
[R]occupied
[V ]°[R]free

(4.10)

where [V ]° is the input bulk solution concentration of viruses.

When a virus binds to the substrate, it blocks all receptors that are directly
below it over an area of Aex. Thus, the concentration of occupied receptors
[R]occupied in the system is just the number Nbound of bound viruses times the
average number of receptors they each occupy, AexσR, divided by the volume
Vsys of the sample:

[R]occupied =
NboundAexσR

Vsysϕ
(4.11)

where σR is the number of receptors per unit area on the substrate. Dividing
by ϕ here incorporates the packing efficiency of the binding viruses. Similarly,
the concentration [R]free of free receptors is the concentration of all receptors
[R] = AsfcσR/Vsys (where Asfc is the total area of the substrate) minus the
concentration [R]occupied that is occupied:

[R]free =
1

Vsys

(
AsfcσR −

NboundAexσR
ϕ

)
(4.12)

Inserting these definitions into Equation 4.10 yields

Kav =
1

[V ]°

 1
ϕ

(
NboundAex

Asfc

)
1− 1

ϕ

(
NboundAex

Asfc

)
 (4.13)

Defining θ = NboundAex/Asfc as the fraction of binding positions occupied by
viruses at equilibrium, we arrive at

Kav =
1

[V ]°

[
(θ/ϕ)

1− (θ/ϕ)

]
(4.14)

Solving for θ yields

θ = ϕ

(
Kav[V ]°

1 +Kav[V ]°

)
(4.15)
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This may be equivalently expressed in number of bound viruses per unit sur
face area by

ρbound =
ϕ

Aex

(
Kav[V ]°

1 +Kav[V ]°

)
(4.16)

Application of the theoretical model to experimental data

To determine the number of interactions at the threshold, we applied the the
oretical model to the MAP data. Normalized virus coverage is plotted against
receptor density for each corral (Figure 4.6). Binding profiles on multiple cor
rals, frommultiple positions in the microchannel and multiple experiments, are
combined into a single binding profile on which the fitting is performed (Fig
ure 4.5). This afforded a better fit than the average of each corral. The virus
concentration [V ] and diameter were characterised with nanoparticle tracking
analysis (NTA) and Vex was calculated from the virus diameter. We used [V ]
= 109 particles/mL and d = 112 nm. We found that the threshold receptor
density did not change over time (data not shown), so that the profile of nor
malised virus binding as function of σR was the same as the profile of θ and
ϕ = 1 could be used.

To test the role of nonspecific binding on the SLBs in the MAP chip, we pre
pared an SLB of MPPCwith 0.5% biotincapDOPE in a SiO2coated sensor in
QCMD and modified it with SA but not with glycans (Figure 4.8a). We passed
PR8 over the SLB in concentrations of 2.5*109 vp/mL and 5*109 vp/mL in the
presence of 100 μM Zanamivir. Apart from some baseline drift and noise at
solution changes, the shifts in frequency upon passing PR8 over the SLB are
negligible and may be attributed to viscosity or refractive index changes as
they are rapidly reversed upon changing the solution to PBS. We tested the
effect of∆GNS on the fits by fitting the binding profile of 2,3S(LN)3 with differ
ent values of ∆GNS (Figure 4.8bf) and found that positive (repulsive) values
for ∆GNS lead to steeper binding profiles, whereas negative values lead to
less steep profiles. A twoparameter fit with ∆GNS as extra free parameter
appeared too sensitive towards noise around the threshold receptor density
which led to it fitting strongly negative values for ∆GNS to the steep profiles
of S(LN)3. Upon visual inspection of the binding profiles and fits in Figure 4.5,
S(LN)3 appears to have a positive ∆GNS , whearas S(LN)1 may have a neg
ative ∆GNS . Possibly, the longer glycans provide a stronger steric repulsion.
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This means that no uniform assumption can be made with regards to ∆GNS

as it may likely vary with contact area and glycan density as well.

Because we did not observe nonspecific binding, we assume in this study
for the sake of simplicity that ∆GNS = 0. Because ∆Glig,cnf , and K°

i could
not be fitted independently, we use Ki,eff = K°

ie
−∆Glig,cnf/RT to account for

any differences between the K°
i of a free glycan and RBD in solution and the

effectiveKi at the surface, such as steric repulsion between SA on the surface
and HA. This way, Equation 4.15 simplifies to

θ =
Kav[V ]°

1 +Kav[V ]°
(4.17)

and Equation 4.8 simplifies to Equation 4.1.

We used the maximum contact area to fit the profile of θ as function of σR
with Ki,eff/NAVexplore as free parameter. The model in Figure 4.4c implies
that the maximum contact area is bound by the maximum distance at which
a glycan can reach an RBD. We used molecular dynamics to determine the
minimum and maximum distance between sialic acid in the RBD and biotin
in the binding pocket of SA (Figure 4.9ab). The maximum contact area that
can be reached by glycans of this length is shown in Figure 4.9c.

Due to the curvature of the virus, a larger contact area not only means that
RBDs are farther from the surface, but also that the angle between HA and
SA is larger (Figure 4.9d). We hypothesized that glycanRBD interactions
farther away from the surface would be less favorable. Instead we found
with molecular dynamics that the most favorable angle between HA and SA
is between 30° and 100° and interactions are much less likely when HA and
SA are in a straight line (Figure 4.4b). At virus contact areas of 2.44.0%, the
angle of HA is 17.823.1°. We estimate that SA can tilt approximately 16°,
allowing a maximum angle between HA and SA of 3439°. This suggests that
for all glycans in this study, the RBDs close to the edge of the contact area
contribute most strongly to the average Ki,eff . We estimate that Vexplore is
the volume between a halfsphere with the minimum glycan length as radius
and one with the maximum as radius (Figure 4.9e). Using the fitted values
for Ki,eff/NAVexplore, we calculate the average Ki,eff for each glycan type
(Figure 4.9f).
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Introduction

5.1 Introduction

Selective binding to a targeted surface is an important goal for both syn
thetic constructs such as supramolecular complexes and carriers for nano
medicine, as well as biological constructs such as bacteria and viruses.1–6
Multivalent display of ligands and receptors is a key method for nature to
achieve this selectivity.7,8 Optimized systems can have a strong preference
to bind to highreceptor density surfaces, with a much stronger dependence
than the difference in density. This morethanlinear increase in coverage and
affinity with density is called superselectivitiy.9

The theoretical basis behind superselectivity has been growing steadily. The
primary criteria for a system to exhibit superselectivity were reported by
Frenkel et al.9 This initial work focused on a flexible receptorligand geom
etry that clearly illustrates the concept of superselectivity, but has since been
described for other geometries as well.10,11 The targeted density can also
be ’swapped’, specifically targeting lower densities12 or enhanced by adding
forces opposing binding13. In a more directed approach towards creating
practical systems, the targeted binding to a specific ’barcode’ of receptors on
a cell has been described.14

One aspect that is underdeveloped is the application of superselectivity the
ory to existing chemical and biological systems. Extracting design principles
from theory aids the design of novel systems, but contributes little towards
understanding complex, biological systems. Furthermore, it can be nontrivial
to find the correct theoretical description for a practical system, let alone give
a comprehensive description in physicochemical parameters.

In this chapter we aim to show that the binding of the influenza virus particles
to a receptordecorated surface can be understood and quantified by regard
ing them as superselective nanoparticles. We start by discussing how multi
valency leads to superselective binding in nanoparticles. Then the influence
of differences in geometry, flexibility and mobility is discussed. The available
statistical thermodynamics theory of superselective binding for these different
cases of geometry, flexibility and mobility is reviewed and rewritten in terms of
physicochemical parameters. As a concrete case, the interaction of influenza
with a receptordecorated surface is discussed, and we argue that the model
best suited to describe it is one assuming very limited probing of binding sites.
Methods to quantify the physicochemical parameters in general, as well as
those specific for influenza, are discussed. Finally, points of attention when
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applying this work to experimental systems are addressed. We compare the
superselectivity of influenza to superselectivity in synthetic systems and dis
cuss how these differences can be considered in future research.

5.2 Superselectivity

5.2.1 Multivalency

Multivalent binding is more than the sum of individual interactions.7,15 There
are three contributions that together determine the interaction strength. The
first contribution is the enthalpy gain from the formation of each bond. The en
thalpy gain from the multivalent interaction scales linearly with the number of
interactions. The second contribution is entropic. In order to establish an inter
molecular bond an entropic penalty is paid by the multivalent binder as it has
to move to and remain within binding distance of the binding partner, though
this penalty may be reduced or negated by by counterion release. The en
tropic penalty for subsequent intramolecular interactions is much lower as the
number of possible conformations does not decrease as significantly. These
subsequent bonds behave as if the concentration of the ligands is increased
with respect to intramolecular binding.15 The third contribution comes from
the number of conformations the multivalent binder can have, demonstrated
in Figure 5.1 using a particle binding to a surface, and is also entropic in na
ture. There is one conformation for the bound state, but for a divalent ligand
and receptor there are four conformations for one interaction and another two
conformations for two interactions. The entropic contribution from the number
of conformations does not depend on the interaction strength of any individual
bond but appears as a prefactor in the overall multivalent interaction strength.

The entropic contribution from the number of conformations leads to superse
lectivity. Superselectivity is defined as the morethanlinear increase in cover
age upon a change in receptor density,9 which in turn requires the interaction
strength to increase with the receptor density. When any ligand can bind any
receptor, the number of possible bound conformations  and thus the multi
valent interaction strength  scales exponentially with both the number of lig
ands and receptors (Figure 5.1c). At the appropriate concentration, a linear
increase in receptor density leads to a morethanlinear increase in coverage
(Figure 5.1d).
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a b

c d

Figure 5.1: Monovalent versus multivalent binding, the ligands (blue, top)
are all indistinguishable as are the receptors (green, bottom); the black high
light is for the reader’s convenience. (a) In monovalent binding there is one
way of being unbound and one way of being bound. (b) In the binding of
a divalent (multivalent) ligand to a divalent receptor there is still one way of
being unbound but a range of distinguishable ways to be bound. (c) Partition
function (which includes entropic and enthalpic contributions) of monovalent
and multivalent binders, with κ denoting the number of ligands on the parti
cle. Adapted with permission from Ref 9. (d) Coverage of monovalent and
multivalent binders, calculated based on the data in (c).
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5.2.2 Geometry

The number of possible bound conformations is central to superselectivity.
The strongest effect is observed when any ligand can bind any receptor,
though this is not a requirement. Figure 5.2 highlights the cases of how su
perselecitivity can manifest. The main distinction is between a onetoone
system (Figure 5.2a I) and a manytomany system (Figure 5.2a II). In the
onetoone system each ligandreceptor pair can either be bound or unbound
independently of the other pairs (Figure 5.2b). This happens for rigid, im
mobile ligands and receptors. When ligands are in excess, the number of
possible bound conformations grows exponentially with receptor density and
thus leads to superselectivity.

In the manytomany system we distinguish three cases. The conceptually
simplest case is when the ligands (receptors) are flexible enough to reach any
receptor (ligand) (Figure 5.2c I). When the ligands (receptors) are in a fixed
location but the receptors (ligands) are randomly distributed (Figure 5.2c II),
there is a range of different conformations and densities that can be probed
by the binder which effectively leads to every ligand (receptor) being able to
probe many receptors (ligands). The random distribution can either be static
and a result of the synthetic procedure, or dynamic due to mobility, which
causes random fluctuations around an average. The final case is when both
the ligands and receptors are randomly distributed (Figure 5.2c III) with local
densities fluctuating around an average due to mobility or variability in the
synthetic process.

5.2.3 Statistical thermodynamics

The four cases presented in Figure 5.2 and in the previous section have been
described in terms of statistical thermodynamics. The equations below give
the binding constant in terms of experimentally relevant parameters, assum
ing a particle decorated with ligands is interacting with a surface covered with
receptors.

The binding of a particle, with the multivalent affinity (avidity)Kav, is described
using an excluded volume Vex, a free energy of nonspecific interaction with the
surface ∆GNS , and a number (NL) or density (σL) of ligands. The excluded
volume is required to give the Kav units of inverse concentration, such that
the coverage θ is given by Equation 5.1, which is a Langmuir isotherm with
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a b

c

bI II

III

c I II

Figure 5.2: Geometry, flexibility and mobility are important factors in super
selectivity. (a) The primary distinction is between a system (I) where each lig
and site can realistically reach at most one receptor site and (II) where each
ligand site can reach any receptor site. (b) If the ligand sites are in excess,
superselective behavior is still expected even when each ligand can reach at
most one receptor. (c) A system where each ligand site can reach each re
ceptor site is obtained when (I) ligands are sufficiently flexible, (II) ligands (re
ceptors) are fixed but receptors (ligands) are mobile or Poissondistributed
or, (III) both ligands and receptors are mobile or Poissondistributed.
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particle concentration C.
θ =

KavC

1 +KavC
(5.1)

The surface is described using a number (NR) or density (σR) of receptors.
The interaction itself has an intrinsic (monovalent) affinityKi, a configurational
entropy cost of forming interactions ∆Gcnf , and an interaction volume given
by its contact area Acontact and interaction (binding) distance hbind. The inter
pretation and quantification of these parameters for a real, physical system
are discussed below in Section 5.3.3.

The case of onetoone binding (Figure 5.2b) is the most rigid configuration
and has been described in Ref 9. Despite its rigidity, this configuration still al
lows for superselectivity. Each ligand or receptor can reach at most one bind
ing partner. As a result, each ligandreceptor pair only has a single bound and
unbound state. However, collectively, the only unbound state is when every
ligandreceptor pair is unbound, while the number of bound states doubles for
every additional ligandreceptor pair that can form (λ). In the current form this
equation assumes either ligands or receptors are in excess and the number
of possible interactions λ is equal to the lowest of the two.

Kav = NAVexe
−∆GNS/RT

(
1 +

1

NAhbindAcontact
Kie

−∆Gcnf/RT

)λ

λ = Acontactmin(σL, σR)

(5.2)

Figure 5.2c I shows one case of manytomany binding, based on Ref 9. The
number of ligands and receptors is known exactly, and any ligand or receptor
can reach any other. This equation needs to explicitly provide the sum over
all distinct combinations that can be made, leading to a sum over a double
binomial. The number of distinct combinations increases much faster than
in Equation 5.2 and leads to stronger superselective behavior all else being
the same. Instead of using the binomial, every allowed combination of ligand
receptor pairs can be defined explicitly at a massive computational complexity
cost.

Kav = NAVexe
−∆GNS/RT ∗

min(NL,NR)∑
i=1

(
NL

i

)(
NR

i

)
i!

(
1

NAhbindAcontact
Kie

−∆Gcnf/RT

)i

NL = AcontactσL

NR = AcontactσR

(5.3)
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Figure 5.2c II shows another case of manytomany binding, based on Ref
9. If the receptors are mobile or nonuniform, then the number of receptors
available for an interaction is not known, and Equation 5.3 cannot be applied.
If the explicit number of receptors in Equation 5.3 is replaced by a Poisson
distribution around an average, Equation 5.4 is obtained. This approach is
valid when the average degree of functionalization in a synthesis is controlled,
but not the degree of functionalization of any given patch of the surface.

Kav = NAVexe
−∆GNS/RT

(
1 +

σR
NAhbind

Kie
−∆Gcnf/RT

)σLAcontact

(5.4)

The last case of manytomany binding is shown in Figure 5.2c III, based on
Ref 10. This equation uses a double Poisson distribution, which is valid if
both the numbers of receptors and ligands fluctuate around an average. This
leads to Equation 5.5.

Kav = NAVexe
−∆GNS/RT exp

(
σLσRAcontact

NAhbind
Kie

−∆Gcnf/RT

)
(5.5)

In the limit where Kav is predominantly determined by entropy, due to the
number of possible conformations and not by the contributions of individual in
teractions (lowKi and/or largeAcontact∗hbind), the differences between Equa
tions 5.35.5 become negligible.11 In general, Equations 5.35.5 will always
predict a higher Kav than Equation 5.2, which is a fundamental difference
that stems from how the number of bound conformations increases with the
number of ligands/receptors.

In cases where σR is smaller than σL, the steepnesses of Equations 5.2 and
5.5 are identical but at a very different σR, as both of these equations reduce
to an exponential function with an exponent linear in σR.

Combined, this means that any system that needs >>1 interaction to bind
and has σR<σL, is in fact similar in its degree of superselectivity, as quantified
using the superselectivity parameter α = d log(θ)

d log(σR) .

5.3 Influenza virus binding

Equation 5.4 has been discussed16 in the specific context of designing tar
geted drug nanoparticles. The authors found that using many, weak ligands
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with high flexibility promotes selectivity, i.e. operating towards the limit where
Kav is predominantly determined by entropy. While doing so, they give an ex
cellent overview of experimental techniques to measure the physicochemical
parameters of both nanoparticles and target (cells). However, studying and
quantifying existing (biological) systems brings different challenges, which are
not covered in that study.

In the remainder of this study, we will focus on the superselectivity of influenza
viruses. Focusing on a specific case highlights the complexities of quantifying
any individual physical parameter, as well as its effect on our understanding
of the system as a whole. Chapters 3 and 4 introduce an experimental model
system by which the binding of influenza can be studied using a receptor
density gradient and in which various parameters can be varied controllably.
This is interesting from the perspective of establishing the influence and im
portance of these control parameters on a qualitative basis, but also allows
us to verify superselectivity theory and quantify the binding of influenza using
physicochemical parameters.

5.3.1 Interaction geometry

The influenza virus has two surface proteins that are involved in its binding.
Hemagglutinin (HA) is a trimeric protein with receptor binding domains (pock
ets) pointing towards the outside, capable of binding sialic acidterminated
glycans (Figure 5.3a). Neuraminidase (NA) is a tetrameric protein that can
bind and subsequently cleave sialic acidterminated glycans (Figure 5.3b).
Influenza is approximately spherical with an average outer diameter of 120
nm, but can be elongated. The distribution of HA and NA is dense but ran
dom, with HA in excess. The average centertocenter distance of HA trimers
is 11 nm,17 while the distance between binding pockets on a single trimer is
5 nm.18

The interaction between influenza in the model system of Chapters 3 and 4
is shown in Figure 5.4 (not to scale). This system uses a supported lipid bi
layer (SLB) for its antifouling properties and is functionalized using streptavidin
(SAv). SAv is a tetrameric protein that uses two downwardfacing binding sites
to bind biotin in the SLB, leaving two upwardfacing binding sites available for
further functionalization, in this case for biotinylated receptors for influenza.
SAv binds to the SLB with a maximum density of 4.9 pmol/cm2.20 As it can
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Figure 5.3: Ligand presentation of the influenza virus, image reprinted with
permission from Ref 19 under CC BYNC 3.0. (a) Hemagglutinin (HA) re
versibly binding a sialic acidterminated (purple) glycan (yellow). (b) Neu
raminidase (NA) reversibly binding and irreversibly cleaving a sialic acid
terminated glycan. (c) The presentation of HA and NA on the surface of
influenza, approximately densely packed, with ∼11 nm centertocenter dis
tance and with HA in excess.17
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Figure 5.4: Influenza binding to the a receptordecorated surface. Parame
ters governing the interaction are shown, with the exception of σL (density
of HA, the blue virus proteins), σR (density of the receptors on the surface)
and the nonspecific interaction contribution exp(−∆GNS/RT ).
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bind two receptors, the receptors can at most reach a density of 9.8 pmol/cm2,
which is 1.5 times the HA binding pocket density.

The receptors shown in Figure 5.4 are 2,6linked, sialic acidterminated
glycans with three galactoseglucoseamine repeat units (α2,6S(LN)3). In
fluenza binds to both α2,6linked glycans, more dominant in the upper respi
ratory tract human, and to α2,3linked glycans, more dominant in birds, with
relative monovalent affinities dependent on the respective variant of influenza.
The receptors have some room for movement left while being bound to both
SAv and virus, extending between 34.5 nm. Comparing that to the size of a
single SAv, approximately 6x4 nm, this means that each receptor is relatively
isolated from the rest.

5.3.2 Choosing the applicable equation set

Based on the information in Section 5.3.1 we can, next to Equation 5.1,
choose between Equations 5.25.5 for optimal representation of the physical
reality. The main distinction between Equations 5.25.5 is whether receptors
and ligands can probe all possible conformations or not, either due to flexi
bility, mobility or by being Poissondistributed. The proteins on the surface
of influenza are densely packed, giving rise to a mostly uniform layer of re
ceptor binding domains (RBDs) with little room for movement nor variation of
the sitetosite distance and density. The receptor surface is built hierarchi
cally, with receptors on top of SAv and SAv on top of an SLB. The receptors
on top of SAv are spaced at a minimum distance comparable to their length,
with their density being determined by the SAv density on the SLB. At a high
SAv density this is approximately uniform, at a low SAv density the SAv are
expected to be Poissondistributed.

An argument can thus be made for the applicability of either Equation 5.2
or 5.4. At low to intermediate SAv coverages, the requirement of a Poisson
distribution of receptors in Equation 5.4 may be satisfied. The source of this
requirement is the assumption of many receptors being able to probe many
ligands. In light of the minimum distance between receptors on top of SAv
and the distance between adjacent HA pockets on the virus as compared to
the (smaller) receptor length, it is unlikely any receptor can effectively probe
many pockets or that any HA pocket can effectively probe multiple receptors.
As a result the situation of onetoone binding as described in Figure 5.2b and
thus Equation 5.2 appear the most applicable.
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Applying Equation 5.2 when the binding is not strictly onetoone means that
the predicted affinity is slightly lower than reality. If only few ligands or re
ceptors can reach a second binding partner, the entropic cost will likely be
high and the effect on the affinity low. This difference will however rise expo
nentially with the number of ligands and/or receptors that can probe multiple
conformations. So, although the physical reality may deviate from the as
sumptions in the chosen set of equations at times, this deviation is expected
to be small.

5.3.3 Quantifying the physicochemical parameters of
influenzasurface binding

Number of interactions

We then turn to quantifying the influenzasurface binding in physicochemical
parameters, starting with the number of interactions. Under thermodynamic
equilibrium conditions, it is assumed that the virus will probe different configu
rations, maximizing the number of bonds it can form. The number of receptors
and HA pockets is equal to their densities, σR and σL respectively, times the
contact area Acontact which needs to take the flat or spherical configurations
of both entities into account.

The density of HA trimers can be determined from crystal structures for regular
viruses or proteins. Influenza is an irregular virus, and the number of HA and
NA proteins has been determined using (cryo)TEM by counting spikes.17 The
influenza surface proteins are irregularly but closely packed with an average
centertocenter distance between (trimeric) proteins centers of ∼11 nm,17
which is approximately twice the distance between RBDs (pockets) on one
HA trimer.18 Together, this means there is an approximately uniform presen
tation of HA pockets on the surface of influenza. It is therefore reasonable to
regard the surface as an approximately uniform display of RBDs in a hexag
onal packing with interRBD distance of 5.5 nm, equivalent to 6.34 pmol/cm2.

The receptor density is somewhat of a special case. Superselectivity is de
fined in terms of a coverage change upon receptor density change. Investi
gating the superselectivity of a system thus requires the receptor density to be
experimentally varied in a controlled and quantitative way. Typical methods to
study particle binding include biolayer interferometry,21,22 and quartz crystal
microbalance,23 though both share the drawback that only a single receptor
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density can be measured at a time. In addition, highly superselective systems
will require several experiments in a narrow range of receptor densities, set
ting strict requirements on the experimental control of the receptor density.
Ideally, a continuous receptor density gradient would be used, as presented
elsewhere.24

As described above, the receptors can (at most) reach a density of 9.8
pmol/cm2, which is 1.5 times the HA binding pocket density considering Equa
tion 5.2 relates to the lowest of either the number of receptors or number of
ligands. For receptor densities above 6.34 pmol/cm2, the virus coverage be
comes receptordensity independent. In practice, however, typical threshold
receptor densities are well below the RBD density (see Chapter 4).

The contact area is defined as the area between particle and surface at
which ligands and receptors can form interactions. The contact area can vary
strongly depending on the size and shape of the receptors and ligands, as well
as on the deformability of the binder. The simplest case is a rigid sphere rest
ing on a rigid surface with ligands and receptors acting like flexible brushes.
The contact area is then a spherical cap of the particle with a height equal to
the combined length of receptor and ligand. In the case of viruses, such as in
fluenza for which little or no deformation is expected and the ligands of which
are not flexible, the contact area is determined by the length of the receptor,
as shown in Figure 5.4. A more refined approach is using MD calculations
to determine the maximal extension of the receptor at which an interaction
can still be formed, which is 4.5 nm in the case of α2,6S(LN)3.25 This results
in 4% of the virus surface area being reachable by receptors, or approx. 60
RBDs. Large particles are more likely to deform when in contact with a sur
face. In the case of cells or giant unilamellar vesicles, the contact area can be
almost as large as the projected area.26 The geometrybased estimate does
not work for these larger particles, though their size allows for optical methods
such as fluorescence imaging for direct measurement of the contact area.26

Overall, the densities of ligands and receptors and the contact area between
virus particle and receptor surface indicate that at maximum 60 bonds (RBD
count in the contact area) can be expected. The maximal receptor density is
higher than the ligand density, but virus binding to receptor density gradients
shows an upturn in virus coverage at receptor densities well below the ligand
density. At the location of these upturns, the real number of interactions is a
lot lower. Values of 715 have been obtained experimentally (see Chapter 4).
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Effective interaction strength

The bracketed term in Equation 5.2 can be considered the effective strength
of each individual interaction. It depends on three parameters: the mono
valent binding constant Ki, the configurational entropy cost e−∆Gcnf and the
interaction volume Acontact ∗ hbind.

Influenza viruses have low monovalent affinities and depend on high numbers
of interactions to reach an appreciable total affinity. The interaction strength
of an individual (monovalent) ligandreceptor pair in influenza is typically in
the millimolar range whereas whole viruses bind at the picomolar range.27,28
The monovalent affinity does not differ by more than a factor of 30, even over
a large range of different influenza strains,29 but these small changes are
sufficient to result in large differences in binding of the complete virus.27

The effective interaction strength of individual receptorligand pairs is differ
ent in multivalent binding as compared to bulk solution. When ligands and/or
receptors are attached to a surface, their freedom of movement (their con
figurational entropy) is lowered. This is especially true for dense brushes or
selfassembled monolayers. Forming a ligandreceptor pair will further re
strict movement and decrease the configurational entropy. The interaction
strength of a monovalent interaction as determined in solution is Ki, while
the configurational effect is captured in the term e−∆Gcnf . In the case of in
fluenza, a hypothetical experiment, in which all but one HA pocket on the virus
have been deactivated and in which this virus is bound to a surface where it
can reach a single receptor, would yield the effective, monovalent interaction
strength (Ki ∗ e−∆Gcnf ) directly.

The interaction volume denotes the local concentration of ligands and recep
tors present in the multivalent interaction. For any ligandreceptor bond to
form, the virus needs to be in proximity to the surface. The local concen
tration of ligands and receptors in the interaction volume is therefore much
higher than the bulk concentration. As a result, the entropic cost of forming
interactions is lower which enhances the binding strength. While this volume
cannot bemeasured directly it could be determined by explicitly accounting for
all possible conformations of ligands and receptors and their steric effects.30
When considering a system where all ligands can reach all receptors and vice
versa, the interaction volume can be taken as the volume accessible to all re
ceptors and ligands. In the more restricted system of influenza where the
ligands on the virus are essentially immobile and each ligandreceptor pair is
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independent from the next, the interaction volume is equal to the volume that
can be explored by the receptor. Using MD calculations,24 it was determined
that our receptor α2,6S(LN)3 extends between 34.5 nm, thus the interaction
volume can be taken as a halfsphere shell with minimum radius 3 nm and
maximum radius 4.5 nm.

Other parameters

The final parameters that need to be quantified in order to relate influenza
binding and Equation 5.2 are the excluded volume Vex and the nonspecific
interaction energy ∆GNS . The excluded volume relates to the physical size
of the virus. It gives physical dimensions to Equation 5.2 and governs entropic
effects such as depletion forces in solution and maximum surface coverage.
It can either be defined as the real physical size of the object, a box around
the object for sake of simplicity or even a volume around the object where it
effectively repels other objects, such as a cylinder around a virus so that it
includes the volume between virus and surface, but not the volume adjacent
to the virus.

The nonspecific interactions are conceptually much simpler, and the term
∆GNS covers all attractive and repulsive forces not related to ligandreceptor
interactions. Using a surface that is antifouling due to the presence of a poly
mer brush can have a significant contribution here. The antifouling properties
of SLBs result from zwitterionic lipids, thus the∆GNS was set at 0 in this case.

5.3.4 Data fitting

When quantifying an existing system, typically one or more of the parameters
will be fitted to experimental data. This section focuses on the specific chal
lenges of data fitting in the case of superselective systems. We take virus
binding to densitycontrolled, receptorfunctionalized SLBs (Chapter 4) as a
specific case.

The number of quantities that can be fitted is limited by the degrees of free
dom of the fitting equation. In a typical titration experiment where the receptor
density σR is varied and the (fractional) coverage θ is observed, only a single
quantity can be fitted in case of Equations 5.2, 5.3 and 5.5, and two values
in case of Equation 5.4. The values that are fitted are generally composed
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quantities, such as the total number of interactions or the effective interac
tion strength. Deconvoluting the fitted value into individual physicochemical
parameters requires all but one parameter in the composed quantity to be
known. Even then, the values and errors are (anti)correlated.

It is important to account for the relative sensitivity of each parameter. For
superselective systems where the terms in brackets are>>1 in the interesting
region, Equations 5.2, 5.3 and 5.5 reduce to a simple exponential equation
ab∗x. Rewriting in terms of e reveals the problem: eb∗ln(a)∗x. If a is fitted while
b is set, a small error in b leads to a large error in the fitted value for a.

When fitting two parameters, the fitted values are still correlated. Figure 5.5
illustrates this using Equation 5.4 and fitting Ki (part of the term in brackets)
and Acontact (part of the exponent). In principle, both these values can be set
independently, though both parameters affect the location and steepness of
the binding profile. Figure 5.5a shows the effect of changing Ki by a factor of
2, while keeping all other parameters fixed. Figure 5.5b shows the effect of
changing Acontact by a factor of 2, while keeping all other parameters set. In
both cases, both the location and steepness of the threshold change. If, how
ever, both parameters are varied at the same time, the position of the thresh
old can be kept the same while only the steepness changes (Figure 5.5c).

While the position of the inflection point of the binding profile will typically be
clear in an experimental data set, small differences in steepness as shown in
Figure 5.5c will be difficult to distinguish. Even more so, as experimental data
will have noise in the threshold area, the threshold will appear broadened
and its steepness lowered. Attempting to fit this data with a leastsquares
approach will lead to a best fit where the fit crosses the broadened threshold
area diagonally. This effect is demonstrated in Figure 5.5d where Acontact is
fitted (yellow line) to be less than half of the original data (blue line) while the
Ki is fitted almost 4 times too high. The amount of noise shown is chosen to
illustrate the effect, but is well within range of typical biolayer interferometry
data.21,22,27

5.4 Lessons from the superselectivity of influenza

Selectivity does not require flexibility. In the context of designing targeted
drug nanoparticles, one of the lessons was that flexible ligands enhance se
lectivity.16 In the case of influenza we observe a rigid construct with short and
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a b

c d

Figure 5.5: Simulated data of coverage versus receptor density for themany
tomany system described using Equation 5.4. (a) The effect of decreasing
(blue line), or increasing (yellow line)Ki by a factor of 2 compared to the de
fault (red line). (b) The effect of decreasing (blue line), or increasing (yellow
line) Acontact by a factor of 2 compared to the default (red line). (c) Changing
both Ki and Acontact jointly to keep the inflection point at the same position
but changing the steepness. Blue line Ki = 250 M1, Acontact = 8.9%, red
line Ki = 500 M1, Acontact = 5.0%, yellow line Ki = 1000 M1, Acontact =
3.0%. (d) Fitting two parameters at the same time tends to overestimate
Ki and underestimate Acontact. Blue line is the original trend, the red dots
are simulated experimental data with normally distributed noise std = 0.2 in
receptor density and std = 0.05 in coverage. The yellow line is the optimal
leastsquares fit on red dots. The blue line has Ki = 500 M1 and Acontact =
5%, the yellow line has Ki = 1944 M1 and Acontact = 2.0%. In all plots, Vex

is a sphere with diameter d = 112 nm, ∆GNS = 0, ∆Gcnf = 0, hbind = 20 nm,
σL = 2*1014. Ki = 500 M1 and Acontact is 5% of the particle area, unless
otherwise specified.
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rigid ligands that still binds superselectively. Superselective, rigid systems
do require a higher effective binding constant

(
Kie

−∆Gcnf /RT

NAhbindAcontact

)
to bind at the

same receptor densities as flexible systems, either through a higher Ki or a
lower interaction volume. The rigidity of the ligands already naturally leads to
a lower interaction volume, decreasing the influence of flexibility further.

An area in which rigid and flexible approaches are qualitatively different is in
the tuning for optimal binding. Using a rigid geometry with a high ligand den
sity means that the superselective behavior is completely independent from
the ligand density. In order to tune the total affinity to the desired range, the
effective binding constant needs to change. In case of influenza, mutations
could change its binding affinity and selectivity by a change in HA, a com
mensurate change of the density of HAs (which does not influence selectivity)
could then be a compromise with other constraints. In synthetic approaches it
is generally much easier to tune the ligand density than the individual affinity
of ligands.

This investigation of influenza opens a new route in the design of synthetic
superselective nanoparticles, such as drug carriers. The existing advice9,16
recommends many, weak affinity (mM range) ligands in a flexible geometry.
This allows tuning to the desired receptor density using a change in ligand
density of the particle. This existing approach does not deal with using higher
(μM) affinity ligands well, as the only option is reducing the number of ligands
and thereby reducing the degree of superselecitivity. The rigid geometry of
influenza is a much better alternative when using higher affinity ligands. As
suming the ligands are presented in a rigid fashion, they can be presented in
a high density thus leading to a high degree of superselectivity. The down
side is that tuning to the desired receptor density has to be accomplished by
either changing the affinity or the interaction volume, which is difficult to do in
a controlled and directed fashion.

5.5 Conclusions

We have shown how multivalent binding can lead to superselectivity and we
have identified the roles played by geometry and flexibility of the receptors
and ligands. Different cases have different equations describing the binding.
These equations were available in the literature but have been rewritten in
experimentally addressable parameters. Methods to estimate, measure or
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fit these parameters have been discussed in the context of influenza binding
to a receptordecorated surface. This approach allows the breakdown of the
overall interaction strength into contributions from the effective monovalent
interaction strength and the number of interactions.

An implication of this work is that methods to study the interaction area and
volume are highly desired. Right now, both the intrinsic, monovalent affinity
of a single ligand to a single receptor and the total affinity of a whole virus
can be studied. In principle this is enough to fit binding profiles and obtain
compounded quantities such as effective interaction strength. In order to go
from measured changes in affinity, size and shape of single receptors to pre
dictions for the binding of the whole virus, the interaction areas and volumes
need to be known. A way to study contact area using FRET is presented in
Chapter 7.

This investigation of influenza opens the door for more quantitative compar
isons between viruses, sheds light on the practical problems in comparing
theoretical and experimental superselective systems and leads to practical
advice in the design of synthetic systems.
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Introduction

6.1 Introduction

Streptavidin (SAv) monolayers are widely used to immobilize biotinylated pro
teins, receptors and DNA.1–5 The immobilized entities can be studied directly,
or used as part of a (bio)sensor, assay or binding study.3–5 The high associa
tion constant between biotin and SAv provides an easy method of generating
a saturated sensing surface. Biosensors are increasingly utilizing multivalent
binding as a means to enhance affinity and selectivity.2,6–8 Since the affinity
in multivalent binding is strongly dependent on density,9,10 a fully saturated
sensing surface is not always desired.6,7

The SAv density on a surface can be varied easily, but the predictability is
dependent on the method by which the SAv is immobilized. Many substrates
are coated by physisorption, with limited control over the resulting SAv density.
Better control is achieved when using a selfassembled monolayer (SAM) or a
supported lipid bilayer (SLB). SAvfunctionalized surfaces are typically formed
by adding a fraction of a biotinylated compound to the SAM or SLB. The frac
tion of biotinylated compound determines the density of the SAv layer, while
the underlying SAM or SLB provides an antifouling background.11

Even when using biotin to control the SAv adsorption, predicting the resulting
SAv density is not straightforward. SAv is a tetrameric protein and is capable
of binding multiple biotin moieties, meaning that the SAv density is not simply
proportional to the biotin density in the SAM or SLB.11 Furthermore, SAv is
much larger than biotin and may sterically block biotin from binding at higher
biotin fractions.

Other methods to vary SAv density include the variation of loading time and
concentration of SAv.12 These will leave a fraction of the exposed biotin moi
eties unbound, which can be difficult to control, depending on the type of appli
cation and geometry. Immobilization on SAv can also be controlled by varying
the loading time2 and concentration1 of the biotinylated compound or by mix
ing in dummy molecules6, with similar downsides. Each of these methods
requires the SAv coverage to be measured directly and obtain the desired
density by iteration.

In this study we show amethod to predict the streptavidin coverage on biotiny
lated surfaces. To vary the SAv coverage, biotinylated SLBs with a range of
biotin contents were prepared. The SAv coverage on the SLBs was mea
sured using localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) for the dry mass
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and quartz crystal microbalance (QCMD) for the wet mass. We explore a
predictive model of the biotindependent SAv coverage without any fit param
eters. We then show that this model works for any biotinylated SAM/SLB if
the size of the thiol or lipid is known.

6.2 Results and discussion

6.2.1 SAv coverage control by tuning SLB biotin content

Bio�n coverage

Figure 6.1: SAv coverage increasing with SLB biotin content. At low biotin
coverage, SAv is expected to bind a single biotin only. At intermediate biotin
coverages, some SAv will start to bind to two biotins, at which point the SAv
coverage cannot directly be inferred from the SLB biotin content. Near the
steric limit of SAv coverage, most SAv will bind multiple biotins and in addi
tion sterically block biotin from binding more SAv. Red triangles represent
receptors, two for each SAv on the surface, and are for illustration purposes
only. Receptor binding is not covered in this study.

SLBs are used to create platforms in which the biotin density can be varied at
will, thus allowing control over the adsorbed SAv density, as shown schemat
ically in Figure 6.1. This method provides an effective means of producing
easily functionalizable, antifouling surfaces with predictability and control over
the surface density, especially useful in multivalent binding applications. Fur
ther functionalization and residual valence of SAv have been addressed by
Dubacheva et al.11 and will not be covered here.

Unilamellar vesicles with a diameter of 100 nm consisting of 1,2dioleoylsn
glycero3phosphocholine (DOPC) and a varying percentage of 1,2dioleoyl
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snglycero3phosphoethanolamineN(biotinyl) (DOPE–biotin) were used to
form supported lipid bilayers (SLBs) in situ by the vesicle fusion method. A
solution of SAv is flowed over the substrate once a stable SLB has been ob
tained, and the substrate is rinsed after the SAv adsorption step. Analysis
of the QCM frequency shift and LSPR peak position change yield the biotin
dependent SAv coverage on the SLB.

We employ a combined quartz crystal microbalance (QCM)/localized surface
plasmon resonance (LSPR) setup to detect both the wet and dry mass of the
adsorbed SAv as a function of the biotin density. Figure 6.2a schematically
shows a QCM sensor chip containing gold nanodiscs for LSPR that are cov
ered with silicon nitride. The nanodiscs have a thickness of approx. 20 nm,
the silicon nitride top layer is about 10 nm, and covers the substrate confor
mally.13

The QCM signal is sensitive to the total mass coupled to the sensor sur
face.14,15 Monitoring the dissipation of the signal provides information about
the rigidity of this mass. The formation of SLBs can easily be verified by look
ing for typical changes in absorbed mass and rigidity.16–18 When performing
experiments in aqueous medium, water tends to acoustically couple to the
substrate. In QCM, this coupled water is indistinguishable from the substrate,
which complicates interpretation of mass values obtained from the commonly
used Sauerbrey equation.19 LSPR is sensitive to a change in refractive index
close to the sensor surface. Quantification requires knowledge of the optical
properties of the substrate and the thickness, but the technique is insensitive
to coupled medium.20 In conjunction, QCM and LSPR allow the quantification
of bound mass along with the degree of hydration.19

The gold nanodiscs determine the shape of the LSPR field. The LSPR field
is most enhanced around sharp features,21 in our case of thin nanodiscs we
expect a cylindrical symmetrical field which is strongest at the outer rim.13
The outer rim is the main contributor to the total signal even before consid
ering field strength. The combined effect implies the LSPR signal is mostly
representative for the SLB and SAv coverage on the outer rim of the nanodisc.

The presence of gold nanodiscs on the sensor surface does not affect SLB
formation.13 SLBs can form on strongly curved surfaces such as 110 nm di
ameter silica nanoparticles22 and inside 75 nm diameter cylindrical pores.23
Mornet et al. have shown that the curved SLB follows the shape of the sur
face faithfully, even in case of strong curvature.22 Overall, we assume here
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that we cover the substrates homogeneously with an SLB without effects of
the nanodiscs on the local variation of the biotin density.

6.2.2 Bound mass quantification

A representative experiment is shown in Figure 6.2c with schematic side views
at important times indicated in Figure 6.2b. First a stable baseline in water is
obtained for both QCM and LSPR. Upon addition of DOPC vesicles containing
2% biotinDOPE the frequency drops and the dissipation increases strongly
(not shown), indicating forming a layer of intact vesicles. As the concentration
of vesicles on the surface reaches a critical limit, the vesicles burst and form
an SLB. Excess mass is removed during the SLB formation and the QCM
frequency increases slightly. The dissipation drops strongly as the SLB forms
a rigid layer.

The shape of the QCM sensogram of the vesicle binding and rupture, as well
as the frequency shift (23.8 Hz, corrected for 0.3 Hz/min drift) is comparable
to literature and previous work in our group (24±1 Hz).16–18 The frequency
shift corresponds to mass of 431 ng/cm2. DOPC weighs 734 g/mol and has a
lipid footprint of 0.72 nm2,24,25 resulting in an expected mass of 339 ng/cm2

for a double layer. Below the SLB, a small hydration layer of approx. 1 nm is
normally present.26,27 In this case 92 ng/cm2 of water was found, indicating
a water layer of 0.92 nm below the SLB. This is assuming the water layer
above the SLB is similar to the water layer above the bare sensor. In this SLB
formation process, the LSPR signal only increases during vesicle binding, as
the total mass doesn’t change much during the subsequent vesicle rupture.

When the solution is changed from water to PBS, needed to absorb SAv, the
signal increases both in QCM and LSPR. The resonance frequency of QCM
is extremely sensitive to medium density and viscosity changes, which means
this QCM shift does not need to indicate a change in mass, though it is likely
some ions from the PBS enter the layer of bound water near the SLB.

A solution of 2 µg/mL SAv is then flowed over the surface which results in
clear SAv binding steps, in both QCM and LSPR, in which the size of the
step is indicative of the SAv coverage. Afterwards the solution is switched
back to PBS showing no desorption of the SAv and then back to water, show
ing the inverse step compared to the water to PBS switch (data not shown).
For quantification, the SAv step size, in both the QCM frequency change and
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b
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a

Figure 6.2: Combined QCM and LSPR measurement. (a) A QCM sensor
with thin gold nanodiscs and coated with SiN is used. The SLB is formed on
the Silicon Nitride layer while the surface plasmons are generated at the gold
nanodiscs. The LSPR measurements are possible by using a windowed
measurement chamber and mounting a fiberoptic probe on top. Reprinted
with permission from Insplorion. (b) Schematic snapshots of the surface at
different stages of the experiment. Left: bare surface with hydration layer,
middle: surface with (biotinylated) SLB, right: surface, SLB and SAv (c)
Timetrace of a combined QCM/LSPR experiment. QCM (blue) frequency
response (in Hz) is proportional to wet mass, LSPR (orange) (...)
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Figure 6.2: (cont.) wavelength response (in nm) depends on changes in
dielectric properties near the gold surface. The SLB was made using a solu
tion of 0.3 mg/mL DOPC vesicles containing 2% biotinDOPE in water. The
Streptavidin incubation used a 2 µg/mL solution in PBS.

the LSPR wavelength change, is always taken as the difference between the
plateau values of the PBS steps before and after SAv incubation.

Wet mass was calculated from QCM frequency changes using the Sauerbrey
equation, Equation 6.1. With a Sauerbrey constant (C) of 17.9 ng/cm2/Hz, the
molar mass of SAv (Mw) taken at 60 kDa and f5 the normalized 5th overtone.
More details in Section 6.6.5.

θSAv = − C

Mw
∗∆f5 (6.1)

Dry mass was calculated from LSPR wavelength change (∆λNPS) based on
a method described by Jonsson and Höök et al.20 Details and derivation can
be found in Section 6.6.4. In addition to two sensordependent parameters,
the sensitivity (S0) and decay length (Lz), it requires knowledge of the surface
layer thickness (d) and composition (dn/dc). We assumed a water layer of
0.92 nm below the SLB, an SLB thickness of 4.08 nm and a SAv thickness of
4 nm (see Section 6.6.4).

θSAv =
di − di−1

Mw
∗ ∆λNPSi

S0(e−2di−1/Lz − e−2di/Lz) ∗ dni/dc
(6.2)

6.2.3 Biotindependent streptavidin coverage and associated water

The experiment as shown in Figure 6.2c was performed for biotin fractions
in the SLB, in the range of 0 to 5%. In addition, separate QCM measure
ments using 1myristoyl2palmitoylsnglycero3phosphocholine (MPPC)
lipids were performed. MPPC forms a gelstate SLB at room temperature
whereas DOPC forms a fluidstate SLB at room temperature. Any difference
in SAv binding between DOPC and MPPC SLBs could be related to rear
rangement of the SLB on the surface. In addition, MPPC lipids have a sig
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a b

c

Figure 6.3: (a) SAv coverage as function of biotin coverage in the SLB. (b/c)
Same data, different xaxis. Percentage of the wet mass consisting of water,
based on the difference between QCM/LSPR measurements. The dashed
line in (c) indicates a linear fit.

nificantly smaller footprint. The obtained masses from separate QCM and
coupled QCM/LSPR are shown in Figure 6.3a.

The dry mass shows an initial linear regime (indicated with a dashed line
through the LSPR data in Figure 6.3a) and then transitions to a plateau. An
initial slope of 1.14 was determined by fitting the data points for biotin cov
erages less than 2 pmol/cm2 using a linear fit and keeping the intercept at
0. Between 2 and 5 pmol/cm2 biotin, the SAv coverage levels off, reaching a
maximum value of 3.7 pmol/cm2 SAv at 8 pmol/cm2 biotin.

The slope represents the stoichiometry of the SAv:biotin interaction. Biotin is
incapable of binding multiple SAv, thus the initial slope of 1.14 SAv per biotin
must represent a 1:1 initial stoichiometry. As the biotin coverage increases,
SAv starts to bind multiple biotins if they are in range. At the plateau value,
the SAv coverage becomes independent from biotin availability as the bound
SAv sterically blocks additional SAv from binding.
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Dubacheva et al. showed SAv binds to biotinylated surfaces using up to
3 interactions with up to 2 interactions available for further binding.11 At 2
pmol/cm2 biotin, the average distance between biotin is more than twice the
size of SAv. Therefore it is expected that biotin and SAv exhibit 1:1 binding in
the limit of low biotin coverage. The maximum SAv coverage of 3.7 pmol/cm2

is 20% below the reported crystalline coverage on SLBs by SAv.28,29

The trend of the wet mass is different from the dry mass, but there is no clear
distinction between DOPC and MPPC in terms of the SAv coverage. The wet
mass initially increases much faster with biotin coverage than the dry mass,
after which it levels off more sharply.

The overlapping trends of DOPC and MPPC indicate that the SAv coverage
is not affected by surface mobility of the biotin. MPPC forms a gelstate SLB
and DOPC forms a fluidstate SLB. In case rearrangement of biotin on the
surface would be required to accommodate (additional) SAv at high densi
ties, the plateau of SAv coverage would have been different between DOPC
and MPPC. Interestingly, the SAv:biotin stoichiometry is identical for MPPC
and DOPC at low SAv coverages, which indicates that already bound SAv
does not recruit additional biotin and thereby prevents other SAv from bind
ing, even though surface diffusion of biotin occurs at a faster timescale than
SAv adsorption. This is discussed in more detail in Section 6.3.3.

At low biotin coverage, SAv binds while being surrounded by a shell of as
sociated water, which is detected by QCM but is invisible to LSPR. As the
density of SAv increases these water shells begin to overlap and the amount
of water associated with each additional SAv lowers.15,30,31 This results in a
decreasing fraction of associated water measured with the QCM frequency
and thus in the much sharper leveling off observed in the wet mass compared
to the dry mass.

The coupled QCM/LSPR experiments allow the associated water to be quan
tified. Figure 6.3b/c shows the water content of the adsorbed mass from the
QCM/LSPR experiments, with the water content taken as 1 − mLSPR

mQCM
. Fig

ure 6.3b reports the water content as a function of biotin coverage, while
Figure 6.3c provides the water content vs SAv coverage and has a linear
fit indicated.

The decrease in water content is linear with SAv coverage, starting at 79.9%
± 2.5% and dropping with a slope of 5.8% ± 1.2% per pmol/cm2 SAv to 56%
at max SAv coverage. The linear decrease in water content is consistent with
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independent binding of SAv; the fraction of associated water shell overlap
is proportional to the fraction of the surface covered with associated water
shells.

The obtained values compare well to literature, which reports 83% water at
negligible SAv coverage30 to 49%55%19,30,32,33 at max SAv coverage. Ref
30 discusses the size and shape of the associated water shell in more depth.

6.3 Modeling

6.3.1 Predicting the SAv coverage as function of biotin coverage

We now set out to develop a model to describe the SAv coverage as function
of biotin coverage. The goal is to use physicsbased equations and assump
tions without needing to resort to fitted parameters. This way, the model is
applicable to a wide variety of surfaces and opens the use of nonsaturated
SAvfunctionalized surfaces in applications where density control is required
but direct measurement is unavailable.

Wewill look at SAv binding as an independent process and ignore dissociation
and surface mobility of SAv and/or biotin. The biotinSAv bond is essentially
irreversible on experimental timescales,34 and therefore we do not need to
distinguish singly, doubly, or triply bound SAv for the sake of dissociation.
Lipid diffusion in fluidstate SLBs happens on timescalesmuch faster than SAv
adsorption, while gelstate SLBs again have very slow diffusion. The initial
biotin densities of mobile and immobile, nonuniform surfaces are identical.
This behavior is perturbed as soon as SAv starts binding, though we observed
no difference in behavior between fluidstate (DOPC) and gelstate (MPPC)
SLBs in Figure 6.3a. We will therefore treat mobile and immobile surfaces
identically, and discuss the limitations of this assumption in Section 6.3.3.

There are approaches to control the SAv density through loading time.12 In
this approach, the relation between SAv coverage and loading time will de
pend on the system and geometry, thus requiring calibration. It is therefore
not suitable for applications where direct measurement of SAv density is un
available. Our approach is exact as long as reaction times are long enough
that diffusion and mass transport limitations can be ignored.
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Predicting the SAv surface coverage equates to predicting the density of SAv
binding sites. A binding site in this sense is any place with enough room
for a SAv to bind and at least 1 biotin available for binding. Under thermo
dynamic equilibrium, monolayer formation is given by a Langmuir isotherm,
which takes the number of binding sites, their stoichiometry and a binding
constant into account. The high equilibrium constant between biotin and SAv
leads to SAv binding to all available binding sites at any experimentally rele
vant SAv concentration. The SAv coverage control exerted through controlling
the biotin coverage does not influence the equilibrium, instead it defines the
number of sites.

The minimum room SAv needs in order to bind is given by its crystalline pack
ing limit. SAv can crystallize on SLBs in several crystal structures with foot
prints ranging from 25.3 nm2 to 33.6 nm2, as visualized by AFM.28,29,35 Above
pH 7 a squarelattice crystal with sides of 5.8 nm is favored36 and thus 33.6
nm2 was taken as the size of a binding site.

We then need to know the number of biotins per binding site. SAv can bind up
to three biotins,11 though more biotin may be effectively blocked from binding
if there is no room for an additional SAv. This effect is shown in Figure 6.4d,
with the dark red biotin bound to SAv and light red biotin free but blocked from
binding other SAv. This has two consequences: 1) We do not explicitly have
to account for SAv stoichiometry, any biotin in a binding site is either bound to
a SAv or blocked from binding other SAv. 2)We assume a Poisson distribution
to determine the number of biotins per binding site.

A Poisson distribution gives the probability for finding k biotins in an area,
given an average of λ biotins in that area:

prob(k|λ) = λke−λ

k!
(6.3)

With the binding site size and biotin distribution known, all the ingredients
required to predict SAv coverage are available. Equation 6.4 gives the SAv
coverage, θSAv in #/nm2, based on the average biotin coverage in #/nm2 and
the SAv footprint area ASAv in nm2. Effectively, this divides the surface into
patches the size of SAv, each of which either are uncovered (0 biotin) or fully
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a
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d

Figure 6.4: Predicting the SAv coverage. (a) The high equilibrium constant
between biotin and SAv results in all available binding sites being covered
at any experimentally relevant SAv concentration (given sufficient adsorp
tion time). (b) Schematic topview of the surface in the low biotin limit. All
biotins (red) participate in binding and biotinSAv (green) binding is essen
tially monovalent. (c) SAv coverage as function of biotin content in the SLB
(black), using Equation 6.4. The average number of biotins available per SAv
is also shown (orange); this is not a stoichiometry but the combined bound
and blocked biotin and therefore can be more than four. (d) Schematic top
view of the surface in the high biotin limit. SAv (green) mostly binds mul
tiple biotins (red) while also blocking other biotins (light red) from binding.
Surface is shown disordered, but (local) crystallinity is expected.
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covered (>0 biotin) with SAv. This model does not use any fitting parameters,
it instead uses biotin coverage and physical size as the only inputs.

θSAv = (1− prob(0|θBiotin ∗ASAv)) ∗
1

ASAv
(6.4)

The predicted biotindependent SAv coverage on a DOPC SLB is shown in
Figure 6.4c. In the low biotin coverage limit, the SAv coverage scales 1:1
with the biotin coverage, exactly like the dry mass in Figure 6.3a. Above 10
pmol/cm2 the model does not reach a true plateau value like the experimental
data in Figure 6.3 showed, but instead slowly increases until a full crystalline
coverage in the maximum biotin coverage limit. On the right hand side axis
the average number of biotins available per SAv is given, this is simply the
biotin coverage times the SAv footprint.

We can clearly distinguish the three regimes shown in Figure 6.1. In the initial
linear regime the biotins are spaced far apart and each biotin constitutes a
binding site. The average number of biotins per SAv is lower than 1, there
fore a full monolayer cannot be formed. As the number of biotins per SAv
approaches 1, adsorbing SAv will start binding or blocking multiple biotins
and the SAv coverage levels off. At biotin coverages beyond 10 pmol/cm2,
adding more biotins hardly generates any additional sites as there is a lack of
room for more SAv.

The model does not explicitly define the shape of a site, only its size and the
presence of a biotin. As soon as the average distance between SAvmolecules
becomes smaller than the size of SAv, there will be areas that fit a SAv in size
but not shape, requiring rearrangement of SAv in neighboring sites. At high
SAv coverages, this may lead to differences between mobile and immobile
surfaces for which the model does not account. Experimentally this occurs at
SAv coverages close to the plateau value, and thus any meaningful variation
of the SAv coverage occurs in the range where the model is valid.

SAv readily forms domains, which further reduces the impact of surface mo
bility. The formation of domains, and 2D crystals, reveals there are attractive
SAvSAv interactions.12,34,37,38 These interactions influence the free energy
of SAv binding, but not in a way that changes the coverage, as SAv still binds
to all available binding sites at any experimentally relevant SAv concentra
tion. It does however imply that the SAv footprint, taken as the crystalline
limit, is valid before closetocrystalline coverages are reached and explains
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why there is no clear transition from a more disordered to a more crystalline
surface coverage.

6.3.2 Comparing model predictions with experimental data

Themodel presented in the previous section can easily be extended to various
surface chemistries. The assumption of mobility or immobile nonuniformity of
the surface holds for selfassembled monolayers (SAMs), gelstate SLBs and
fluidstate SLBs alike. The model does not take any fitting parameters, it only
uses the size of SAv and the biotin coverage. It does however not apply to
surfaces where a significant fraction of SAv is nonspecifically adsorbed, as re
ported for a number of disordered, biotinylated SAMs.34,39,40 Biotin coverages
are generally reported as percentages of the total amount of lipids or thiols.
Lipids can vary significantly in footprint, and thus it is important to quantify the
biotin fraction into a coverage per unit area instead.

Figure 6.5 provides a comparison between the data obtained in this study, the
model, and literature data frommultiple sources. The biotin coverage was cal
culated from the source data using the footprint of the bulk thiol or lipid. The
surface type, assumed lipid/thiol footprint size, technique and source are tabu
lated in Table 6.1. Where applicable, the SAv coverage reported asmass/area
was recalculated using a MW of 60 kDa. Both SAv coverage based on dry
mass and apparent SAv coverage based on wet mass are shown. The pre
dicted wet mass was included using the linear fit for the water associated with
SAv (Figure 6.3c) with the SAv coverage as given by Equation 6.4.

In several of the cited references a full SAv coverage was desired. The biotin
coverage at which the SAv coverage reaches its plateau is in good agreement
between the various sources. The SAv coverage plateau value varies from
3.13 pmol/cm2 to 4.55 pmol/cm2, or 63% to 93% of the crystalline density. At
these coverages, full thermodynamic equilibrium may not always be reached,
depending on the concentration, adsorption times and mobility of the surface.
The model assumes equilibrium and therefore predicts a SAv coverage in
line the with the higher literature values. Limited data is available for low SAv
coverages. The measurements by Dubacheva et al. seem to be in good
agreement with our LSPR data, especially when considering that one biotin
can never bind multiple SAv and any data point above the y=x line (not shown)
must be an experimental error.
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Figure 6.5: SAv coverage (dry) and apparent coverage (wet), using markers
without and with blue borders, respectively, as a function of biotin coverage.
The Figure contains the QCM and QCM/LSPR data from Figure 6.3a (grey
triangles and diamonds, resp.), the predicted dry SAv coverage using Equa
tion 6.4 (black line), the predicted wet apparent coverage based on the dry
coverage using the linear fit to Figure 6.3c (dashed blue line) and other liter
ature data (see legend of Table 6.1). Where applicable, mass coverage was
recalculated into SAv coverage using MW 60 kDa.
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Table 6.1: Source of the data from Figure 6.5. Diamonds (DOPC) and tri
angle (MPPC) are from this study; from other studies, circles are SAMs,
squares are SLBs. Black borders and (w) indicate wet mass. Techniques:
QCMD = quartz crystal microbalance with dissipation monitoring, SE =
spectroscopic ellipsometry, SPR = surface plasmon resonance, XPS = x
ray photoelectron spectroscopy, R = reflectometry, SPM = scanning probe
microscopy. DOPC and POPC lipid footprints from25, MPPC and EggPC
footprint from24.

Surface Footprint Technique Marker Ref.

SLB 0.72 nm2 LSPR
QCMD (w) This study

SLB 0.48 nm2 QCMD (w) This study

SLB 0.62 nm2 SPR
QCMD (w)

19

SLB 0.68 nm2 SPR
QCMD (w)

32

SLB 0.72 nm2 SE
QCMD

30

SLB 0.68 nm2 R
QCMD (w)

33

SLB
SAM

0.72 nm2

0.28 nm2 SE 41

SLB
SAM

0.72 nm2

0.28 nm2 SE 11
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The experimental plateau value verifies the assumption of the SAv footprint
area used in the model. The SAv footprint was taken as the crystalline limit
and is inversely proportional to the plateau value predicted by the model. De
pending on experimental conditions, denser crystal structures than the one
assumed can be obtained, and this would increase the plateau value and
widen the gap between model and experiment. Less dense crystal structures
than the one assumed have not been reported, thus using SAv footprints of
more than 33.6 nm2 implies some degree of random packing is assumed and
contradicts the domain formation as discussed at the end of Section 6.3.1.

The wet mass is in good agreement between DOPC and MPPC, though gen
erally higher than literature sources. The predicted wet mass is in good agree
ment with our QCM data. The difference between the wet mass from literature
and our QCM data implies predicting the SAv coverage based on surface bi
otin content is more accurate than measuring the wet mass and calculating
the dry mass based on that.

Overall, both wet and dry mass data agree well between the various sources
and the model presented here. This confirms that the SAv coverage is solely
governed by the exposed biotin density, regardless of the substrate type. The
match between model, data and literature is close enough that the model can
be used in applications where the biotin content of the surface is known, but
the SAv coverage can not be measured.

6.3.3 Surface mobility

The model as derived is technically valid for immobile, nonuniform surfaces
only. In such a case, the biotins are Poissondistributed over the surface.
Initially, biotin on a mobile surface will also be Poissondistributed, but biotin
mobility during SAv binding may influence this.

Biotin diffusion is fast compared to SAv adsorption, however, biotin binding
to already adsorbed SAv is slow. Figure 6.2c shows SAv binding to an SLB,
which happens on the timescale of minutes. The biotin diffusion coefficient
is 10 µm2/s for DOPC,42 which means a biotin can probe an area equivalent
to a billion SAv in a few minutes. Based on this argument, it would be ex
pected that SAv binding to a mobile surface binds with the maximum valence.
At low biotin coverages, this would lead to a clear distinction in SAv cover
age between mobile and immobile surfaces, but this has not been observed
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experimentally (see Figure 6.3a). The explanation may come from the SAv
crystal structure (see PDB entry 3RY243). The biotin binding sites on SAv are
towards the center on the bottom and top sides of a rectangular cuboid.11 We
interpret the observed binding behavior to indicate that these sites are eas
ily accessible when SAv is binding from solution, but not easily accessible to
laterally diffusing biotin. The process of biotin binding to SAv from solution is
thus fast compared to binding already adsorbed SAv under most experimental
conditions. As a result, the biotin mobility during SAv binding can be ignored
and a Poisson distribution can be assumed for biotin in both the mobile and
immobile, nonuniform cases.

Mobile and immobile surfaces may behave differently in the high biotin cov
erage limit combined with long experimental timescales. At high biotin cover
ages, not all biotins are bound by SAv but some are only blocked from binding
other SAv. This was shown in Figure 6.4d and has been discussed in the ac
companying section. The probability of finding >3 biotin in a 33.6 nm2 area is
only 1.9% at 5 pmol/cm2 biotin, a coverage at which SAv is already approach
ing a full monolayer. Even if these blocked biotins would diffuse away, they
would most likely be bound by or blocked by an already adsorbed SAv. The
additional number of SAv bound due to surface mobility is therefore expected
to be small and outside the experimentally interesting regime.

6.4 Conclusions

In conclusion, we have experimentally assessed and theoretically modeled
the SAv coverage as function of biotin coverage on surfaces in a quantita
tive fashion. Dry mass coverage was measured using LSPR on DOPC SLBs
with varying biotin content. Wet mass was quantified using QCMD on DOPC
and MPPC SLBs. Despite these lipids having significantly different properties
and lipid size, their SLBs showed the same wet mass coverage trend. The
obtained data corresponds well to available literature data for both SLBs and
SAMs, given that the correct lipid/thiol footprint is taken into account.

A model was presented which predicts the SAv coverage regardless of sur
face type, mobility or composition. The predicted trend is in good, quantitative
agreement with the dry mass obtained in LSPR measurements as well as lit
erature data based on a variety of techniques.
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With the work presented here it is possible to predict the SAv coverage based
on the biotin coverage. This is of special importance in applications with mul
tivalent binding where control over surface receptor density is required, but a
direct measurement is not possible.
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6.6 Materials and methods

6.6.1 Materials

PBS tablets were purchased fromMerck. MilliQ grade water was used where
applicable. 1,2Dioleoylsnglycero3phosphocholine (DOPC), 1myristoyl
2palmitoylsnglycero3phosphocholine (MPPC) and 1,2dioleoylsnglyc
ero3phosphoethanolamineN(biotinyl) (DOPE–biotin) were purchased from
Avanti Polar Lipids, Inc. Streptavidin (SAv) from Streptomyces avidinii was
purchased from Merck.

All materials were used as recieved.

6.6.2 Vesicle preparation

DOPC and MPPC were stored at 20 °C, as a 10 mg/mL stock in chloroform.
DOPEbiotin was stored at 20 °C, as a 0.2 mg/mL stock in chloroform. Vary
ing molar ratios of DOPC/DOPEbiotin and MPPC/DOPEbiotin were mixed in
glass vials, dried under a nitrogen stream and kept under vacuum for at least 1
hour. The dried lipids were resuspended in MilliQ (DOPC) or PBS (MPPC) at
1 mg/mL by vortexing. The solution was extruded through a 100 nm polycar
bonate membrane at room temperature for DOPC, or a 50 nm polycarbonate
membrane at 50 °C for MPPC. The vesicle solutions were stored at 37 °C
and used within a week.
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6.6.3 Surface functionalization

Silicacoated surfaces from LOTQuantum (MPPC experiments) or Silicon
Nitride coated sensors with embedded gold nanodics from Insplorion were
cleaned in ethanol and dried under nitrogen stream. The sensors were acti
vated using O2 plasma for 3045 minutes. The sensors were mounted in a
QCM chamber and rinsed with MilliQ until a stable baseline was obtained.

DOPC SLBs were formed at room temperature using 0.3 mg/mL vesicle so
lutions in MilliQ. MPPC SLBs were formed at 40 °C using 0.5 mg/mL vesicle
solutions in PBS with pH 7.4. After SLB formation, as evidenced by a fre
quency shift of 24±1 Hz, the temperature was kept at room temperature for
the duration of the experiment.

6.6.4 Quantifying the LSPR signal

LSPR measurements were performed using the Insplorion Acoulyte on QCM
sensors modified with gold islands provided by Insplorion. LSPR is a surface
based technique that is sensitive to refractive index (RI) changes close to the
surface.

The sensitivity of the LSPR sensor falls off exponentially away from the sur
face. The LSPR dry mass was quantified using a method described by Jons
son and Höök et al.20

The machine response (∆λNPS) is equal to a depth (z) integral of the sensi
tivity (S0) times RI chance (∆n), with the bounds given by the layer thickness.

∆λNPSi =
2

Lz
∗
∫ di

di−1
S0e

−2z/Lz ∗∆n(z) ∗ dz (6.5)

In which di denotes the cumulative thickness up to and including the ith layer,
S0 the sensor sensitivity and Lz the probing depth. In integrated form and
rewriting to get to the surface coverage (θSAv) we get

θSAv =
di − di−1

Mw
∗ ∆λNPSi

S0(e−2di−1/Lz − e−2di/Lz) ∗ dni/dc
(6.6)

The water layer below the SLB was assumed to be 0.92 nm thick (see sec
tion 6.2.2). The SLB thickness was assumed at 4.08 nm based on quantitative
differential interference contrast microscopy work by Regan and Langbein et
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al.44 The height of the SAv layer was derived from its crystal structure and set
at 4 nm, and the molecular weight (Mw) was set at 60 kDa. The dn/dc was
set at 0.185 cm3/g, which is a typical value for proteins.30,41,45

The machine parameters S0 and Lz were set using a method described in
depth in Ref 20. The sensitivity constant S0 was measured using a calibra
tion experiment in which the medium was changed from water (RI=1.33) to
15% glycerol (RI=1.355) and back. The machine response is equal to the
sensitivity constant times change in RI (∆n):

∆λNPS = S0 ∗∆n (6.7)

A peak position shift of 2.63 nmwas observed, resulting in an S0 of 105 nm/RI.

The depth dependence was determined by repeating the calibration experi
ment after a layer with known thickness (SLB, 4.08 nm) was deposited and
comparing the shift. The Lz is given by:

Lz =
2 ∗ d

ln
(
∆NPS0
∆NPSd

) (6.8)

In which ∆NPSd is the signal after a layer with thickness d was deposited.
An Lz of 56 nm was determined by this method.

6.6.5 QCM measurements

QCMDmeasurements were performed using aQSense E4 4channel quartz
crystal microbalance with a peristaltic pump (Biolin Scientific) at a flow rate of
30 µL/min. Measurements were started after obtaining a stable baseline with
minimal drift. If the drift was nonlinear or more than 1Hz/min themeasurement
was aborted.

The QCM wet mass was quantified using the Sauerbrey equation using the
5th overtone.14

∆m = −∆f

n

A
√
ρqµq

2f2
0

(6.9)

In which ∆f is the unnormalized shift, f0 the fundamental frequency, n the
overtone number (5), A the sensing area of the electrode (1.539 cm2), ρq the
density of quartz and µq the shear modulus of ATcut quartz.
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The Sauerbrey equation assumes a rigidly coupled mass, which is a valid
assumption as long as the dissipation shift, ∆D, is less than 0.05 * 106 per
Hertz of frequency shift, ∆f . In addition it was verified that the calculated
mass is overtone independent, another property of rigid masses.46 Masses
obtained by fitting the data to a Voigt viscoelastic model47,48 were typically
around 03% lower, which is another indication that the dissipation is negligible
and can safely be ignored. Finally, the Sauerbrey method was preferred as
the Voigt analysis is not wellsuited for a protocol with changes in medium.
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Introduction

7.1 Introduction

Targeted cargo delivery on the nanoscale starts with surface binding. Wheth
er it is a virus infecting a host or a capsule carrying a drug, recognizing and
binding to a cell surface is crucial to their function.1–4 Multivalency can impart
specificity and affinity through a balance of the individual interaction strength
and the number of interactions.5–7 The number of interactions that is formed is
limited by the contact area between particle and surface, and both may grow
over time if the surface is dynamic such as a cell membrane.8,9 Measuring the
contact area between a nanoscale particle and surface is a necessary step in
understanding and controlling surface binding.

The contact area of micronsized vesicles has been quantified by imaging it
using confocal fluorescence microscopy. It was observed that these vesicles
deform when in contact with the surface, and they recruited mobile receptors
from the surface.8 The deformation upon binding of smaller vesicles has been
measured using localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR), which has a
short penetration depth that provides a clear increase in signal between ini
tial binding and the final shape when a higher fraction of the surface area
is in close proximity to the sensing surface.10 The deformed area is therein
equated to the contact area. In other work on small vesicles, the contact area
has not been measured, instead it is estimated based on the distance lig
and and receptor can bridge together, ignoring deformation altogether.11–13
By measuring the presence of receptors themselves instead of measuring
the deformed area, we envisage that the recruitment of receptors provides a
method to measure the contact area regardless of particle size and deforma
tion.

Herein we present a method that allows the measurement of the contact
area between a small (100 nm) liganddecorated particle and a receptor
functionalized surface. We employ the recruitment of surrounding receptors
labeled with dyes that form a Förster Resonance Energy Transfer (FRET) pair
to analyze binding and assessment of the contact area. First, we show that the
FRET signal coming from a surface functionalized with donor and acceptor
labeled receptors is density dependent. We then show that the FRET signal
coming from a surface functionalized with a low density of receptors is en
hanced upon binding of a liganddecorated vesicle. The increase in FRET
signal can be used to calculate the fraction of the surface in contact with parti
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cles. If the particle coverage is known, the fraction of each particle in contact
with the surface, i.e., the contact area, can then be calculated.

7.2 Results and discussion

7.2.1 Concept

FRET is a fluorescencebased technique that can be used to probe distances
 and densities  below the refraction limit.14,15 It requires a pair of dyes for
which the emission of the donor dye overlaps with the excitation of the ac
ceptor dye. The FRET efficiency between a donor and acceptor is strongly
dependent on their distance, with an effective range of up to 10 nm.16

We employ FRET to probe density changes of a streptavidin (SAv) layer.
A supported lipid bilayer (SLB) of 1,2dioleoylsnglycero3phosphocholine
(DOPC) with a small fraction of 1,2dioleoylsnglycero3phosphoethanol
amineN(biotinyl) (DOPE–biotin) is functionalized with SAv that is either con
jugated with the Alexa Fluor 647 dye (SAvAF647) or with the Alexa Fluor
568 dye (SAvAF568). The Förster radius of the AF568/AF647 dye pair is
82 Å,17 which is slightly larger than the length of a SAv, which is a tetrameric
protein that resembles a cuboid with sides 4x4x6 nm.18 An SLB with a low
coverage of both types (in a 1:1 ratio) of labeled SAv will thus generate little
or no FRET signal (Figure 7.1, top left), while a dense monolayer with both
SAv will lead to a clear FRET signal (Figure 7.1, top right).

A surface that generates a SAv densitydependent signal can be used to
probe the contact area with a binding nanoparticle. Taking an SLB with low
SAv coverage and binding a biotinylated vesicle to it will cause the vesicle to
recruit SAv.8 Locally, the SAv density will be increased and, provided a suf
ficient ligand density on the vesicle and sufficient availability of SAv on the
SLB, a patch of SAv with the size of the vesiclesurface contact area will be
formed. The SAv density, which leads to a commensurate FRET signal per
unit area, in these patches is expected to be identical to that of the maximum
SAv density of a monolayer. The surface then becomes a mix of two densi
ties; a lowSAv density main phase which generates low or no FRET signal,
and a small fraction of highSAv density patches generating FRET signals
consistent with a dense SAv monolayer. As the FRET signals generated by
a low and high SAv density SLB can be measured separately, the fraction
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FRET

x a

areaµ

Figure 7.1: Using densitydependent FRET as a method to quantify the
vesiclesurface contact area. A mobile SLB (olive green) with a fraction of bi
otinylated lipids (bright green) is functionalized with SAv conjugated to Alexa
Fluor 568 (green) or Alexa Fluor 647 (red). At low SAv densities there is no
FRET signal (top left), while at high SAv densities there is a clear FRET sig
nal (top right). Using a vesicle to recruit receptors and locally enhance the
SAv density leads to a FRET signal that is dependent on the vesiclesurface
contact area (bottom).
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of the surface covered with dense patches can be calculated. If the vesicle
coverage is known, the fraction of the surface with dense patches can be re
calculated into the size of the patch each vesicle contributes, aka its contact
area.

There are a number of requirements for the lowcoverage SLB in order to use
FRET as a measure for the contact area. The SAv coverage before recruit
ment should be (just) below the density which results in significant FRET. It
should be high enough to bind vesicles, low enough so that the vesicle can
recruit additional receptors, but not be depleted by the recruitment. The SAv
coverage is controlled by varying the fraction of biotin in the SLB. Previous
work led to a model describing this relation, see Chapter 6 and Equation 6.4.
A biotin content of 0.4% in a DOPC SLB has been shown to result in strong
recruitment when used with vesicles containing 2.0% biotin.8 This biotin frac
tion leads to a SAv coverage of 0.84 pmol/cm2, equivalent to on average 16
nm between SAv, or approx. 2 Förster radii (82 Å17). A biotin content of 0.4%
is thus expected to satisfy all of these requirements.

The highcoverage SLB needs to represent the highest density of SAv. The
SAv coverage on a DOPC SLB reaches a plateau value at 2.0% biotin, with
a SAv density of 2.99 pmol/cm2.19–21 The average SAvSAv distance is then
8.4 nm, leading to an expected 25fold FRET efficiency.

Knowing both limiting SLB SAv coverages provides a measure to check if SAv
depletion is expected on the low coverage SLB. Assuming hexagonal close
packed vesicles (91% coverage) which all bind to a 0.84 pmol/cm2 SAv SLB
and recruit to have 2.99 pmol/cm2 SAv in their contact area, translates into
7.7% of the vesicle surface to be in contact with the SLB without depleting
the surface. Based on 100 nm diameter virus binding data (Chapter 4), the
expected contact areas are in the range of 24% of the vesicle surface area. If
depletion does occur, the measured contact area is relevant for those experi
mental conditions only, and does not represent the maximum contact area for
that particle/receptor combination.

The vesicles that act as recruiters require a biotin content sufficient to form a
contact area that is densely packed with SAv. As the biotin moieties on the
vesicles are mobile and can be recruited into the contact area, biotin contents
as low as 0.1% could be sufficient. Using vesicles with 2.0% biotin are guar
anteed to be able to form a dense SAv contact area, even without relying on
intravesicle recruitment, and these were used in this project.
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SLB 0.4% biotin 2.0% biotin
SAv mix AF568/AF647 mix AF568/AF647
Rec
SLB 0.4% biotin 2.0% biotin
SAv mix AF568/AF647 mix AF568/AF647
Rec 2.0% biotin + 0.1%

TopFluor® PE
2.0% biotin + 0.1%
TopFluor® PE

SLB 2.0% biotin 2.0% biotin
SAv AF568 only AF647 only
Rec
SLB 2.0% biotin + 0.1%

TopFluor® PE
2.0% biotin + 0.1%
TopFluor® PE

SAv
Rec

Table 7.1: Example layout of a well plate containing all the minimal set of
combinations of conditions required for a contact area measurement.
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To quantitatively compare surfaces with different conditions, we used parallel
samples prepared in a glass bottom 96well plate and measured them using
an automated confocal imager. Four channels, sets of exposure conditions
and emission filters, were defined; one for each dye and the FRET signal.
Details are given in Section 7.5.5. Measuring the fluorescence of all wells
and channels in a single run eliminates batchtobatch variability and ensures
all micrographs are taken under strictly identical conditions. Identical reaction
conditions and times in all wells were ensured by using the automated liquid
handler. Table 7.1 shows an example layout for a well plate which contains
the different conditions required for a contact area measurement. The main
principle of this project requires 0.4% biotin and 2.0% SLBs with a (prefer
ably 50/50) mix of SAv conjugated with AF568 and SAv conjugated with AF
647, both with and without biotinylated vesicles that act as recruiters (Rec).
Addition of 0.1% 1palmitoyl2(dipyrrometheneboron difluoride)undecanoyl
snglycero3phosphoethanolamine (TopFluor® PE) to the recruiting vesicles
allows to compare the coverage between the 0.4% biotin SLB and 2.0% bi
otin SLB. Wells with the separate FRET pair dyes are required to calibrate
exposure parameters and quantify crosstalk between channels. Each experi
ment contained at least one well in which the SLB contained 0.1% TopFluor®
PE which is required to calibrate exposure as well as verify the successful
bursting of the vesicles and formation of the SLBs.

7.2.2 Receptor densitydependent FRET signal

Before starting with the contact area measurement, we need to confirm
whether we can quantitatively distinguish low and highdensity SAv surfaces
based on their FRET signal. Figure 7.2 shows the FRET signal coming from
a 0.4% biotin (left) and 2.0% biotin (right) SLB, covered with a 50/50 mixture
of SAvAF568/SAvAF647. The top histograms represent the pixel intensity
values of 81 pictures taken at a square pattern across the well, for a total of
27 million data points per histogram. Figure 7.8 in Section 7.6 shows the cor
responding histograms for pixel intensity data of the donor and acceptor dyes.
The raw intensity in the FRET channel shows two peaks for both the low and
the highSAv coverage case. In the lowcoverage case the main peak is nar
row with a maximum at an intensity of 1375, in the highcoverage case the
main peak is at 9875 with a broadness increase proportional to the location
of the maximum. Keeping the different yaxis scales into account, the small
peaks on the left are approximately equal.
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Raw Raw

nFRET nFRET

a b

c d

Figure 7.2: SAv densitydependent FRET signal. (ab) Histograms (100
bins) of the raw intensities of the FRET channels for SLBs with 0.4% and
2.0% biotin, respectively, covered with a 50/50 mixture of SAvAF568/SAv
AF647. (cd) Histograms (200 bins) of the nFRET values (Equation 7.1) for
SLBs with 0.4% and 2.0% biotin.
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The raw data gives an impression of the trend but is not quantitative for the
amount of FRET. The small peaks come from spots where an SLB was not
successfully formed and SAv adsorption is negligible. The main peaks rep
resent areas where FRET may happen, but include more than just the FRET
signal. The emission spectrum of the donor dye overlaps slightly with the
emission filter, similarly, the excitation spectrum of the acceptor dye has a
small shoulder at the location of the excitation laser. The crosstalk due to
donor and acceptor are not equal; local composition fluctuations will influ
ence the amount of crosstalk in that pixel, as well as the local FRET effi
ciency. Zongping et al. have compared several methods to compensate for
these problems. They present a modified method called nFRET that gives a
quantitative measure for the FRET, taking crosstalk and (local) concentration
fluctuations into account:22

nFRETi =
IFRET,i − cD ∗ ID,i − cA ∗ IA,i√

ID,i ∗ IA,i

(7.1)

Here, IFRET,i is the raw intensity in the FRET channel of the ith pixel, cD is
the crosstalk parameter representing emission of the donor dye into the FRET
channel, cA the crosstalk parameter representing emission in the FRET chan
nel due to direct excitation of the acceptor dye, while ID,i and IA,i are the
raw intensities of the ith pixel of the donor and acceptor dyes in their respec
tive channels. The crosstalk parameters are scalar values, but otherwise the
nFRET value is calculated on a pixelbasis. Local concentration fluctuations
are thus compensated, both in terms of the crosstalk they generate and the
FRET efficiency. The crosstalk parameters cD and cA are quantified in each
set of experiments by imaging a well containing just the donor or acceptor
dye. The crosstalk parameters are defined as the ratio of the intensity in the
FRET channel IFRET compared to the intensities of D and A (ID and IA, re
spectively) in their own channel:

cD =
IFRET

ID
(SAvAF568 only) (7.2)

cA =
IFRET

IA
(SAvAF647 only) (7.3)

Applying Equation 7.1 to the data in Figure 7.2ab results in Figure 7.2cd.
The low SAv coverage now results in a single peak; the pixels where no SLB
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was formed give a similar nFRET as where an SLB with a low density of SAv
formed. The highcoverage case now shows a clean, narrower peak with a
small shoulder on the high nFRET side and a small peak close to 0.

The effect of small fluctuations in composition and crosstalk have been com
pensated and we now have a direct measure for the amount of FRET. In
Figure 7.2d we can distinguish three qualitatively different effects; first, a
small amount of the SLB is not well formed and generates no FRET signal
(small peak around 0), second, the large peak represents high density, disor
dered SAv, and last we attribute the small shoulder at higher nFRET to crys
talline patches with slightly higher density than the disordered SAv. Crystalline
patches of SAv on SLBs have been observed and can have a local density
higher than 2.99 pmol/cm2.23,24 If such a patch covers most of a pixel, the
contribution of those pixels would show up as a shoulder in the histogram.

Taking the most probable nFRET value from the histograms in Figure 7.2cd
thus gives us a quantitative measure for the FRET while excluding areas that
are not representative for the FRET signal generated from recruiting vesicles.

7.2.3 Recruitmentinduced increase of the FRET signal

The next step is to verify that an increase of the SAv density induced by re
cruitment can be quantified using the nFRET measure. Vesicles of 100 nm
diameter, containing 2.0% biotin, are used as the recruiters. An SLB con
taining 0.4% biotin covered with a 50/50 mixture of SAvAF568/SAvAF647
is used as a surface. The high association constant between biotin and SAv
means a single biotinSAv interaction is sufficient to bind the vesicle to the
surface. At these conditions there are tens of SAv available per vesicle, even
in the case of maximum vesicle coverage. We thus expect a high surface
coverage of vesicles, not limited by either the SAv on the SLB or biotin in
the vesicle. Instead, the number of interactions is limited by the distance that
biotinSAv can bridge (see Figure 7.3a) and by the maximal SAv density at
the SLB. The measured contact area thus represents the maximum contact
area the vesicle can obtain after recruitment, while the high coverage assures
we have the maximum signal per unit area.

The obtained nFRET values are shown as a histogram in Figure 7.3c. A clear,
single peak is obtained, similar to Figure 7.2d but lacking a shoulder on the
right hand side. The most probable value is 1.475, which is positioned well
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Table 7.2: Comparison of nFRET values obtained for different SLB systems.
Values are the most probable values from the histograms in Figure 7.2c (low
SAv), Figure 7.2d (high SAv) and Figure 7.3c (low SAv with recruitment by
vesicles).

Surface biotin SAv nFRET
(%) (pmol/cm2)

Low SAv 0.4 0.84 0.275
Recruitment 0.4 0.84 1.475
High SAv 2.0 2.99 2.975

between the low and high SAv coverage surfaces. Table 7.2 contains the
most probable values from the histograms in Figure 7.2cd and Figure 7.3c.

The single peak indicates that the process we are observing happens on a
much smaller scale than the pixel size. The pixels are approx. 0.6x0.6 µm,
meaning tens of vesicles can bind per pixel, and each pixel constitutes an
independent measurement. If a small number of vesicles bind per pixel, the
value of nFRET observed would fluctuate stochastically, resulting in multiple
partly overlapping peaks. The position of the peak indicates there is a signif
icant fraction of SAv in a contact area. The patches of SAv in each contact
area could in theory be crystalline, though that would require rearrangement
of SAv while it is sandwiched between two surfaces. We thus assume that the
local SAv concentration under a vesicle is indeed high, but below crystallinity
and thus comparable to the value obtained from Figure 7.2d.

Table 7.2 lists the most probable nFRET values from the histograms in Fig
ure 7.2cd and Figure 7.3c. An nFRET of 0.275 represents a homogeneous,
low SAv coverage (0.84 pmol/cm2), i.e. a situation where little or no SAv are
in close proximity to each other, while an nFRET of 2.975 represents an ho
mogeneous high SAv coverage (2.99 pmol/cm2), which is a situation where
all SAv are in close proximity. The situation where there is a ’main phase’ of
low SAv coverage (<0.84 pmol/cm2) with recruitmentinduced patches of high
SAv coverage (2.99 pmol/cm2) results in an nFRET of 1.475.

The most likely explanation for an intermediate nFRET signal is that the SAv
are distributed over two states (such as dense patches in a main phase). The
most logical densities are a maximal one (2.99 pmol/cm2) under the vesicles
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Figure 7.3: (a) Sketch of a 0.4% biotin SLB with a 2.0% biotin vesicle binding
to it, NOT to scale. Vesicles are binding to the SLB and recruiting SAv. Free
SAv and biotin remain but no further recruitment takes place as the distance
that needs to be bridged by any additional biotinSAv bond becomes too
large. (b) The availability of SAv results in a fully covered surface, though
whether this is random covered or close packed must be determined exper
imentally. (c) Recruitmentinduced nFRET value. Histogram (200 bins) of a
0.4% biotin SLB with 2.0% biotin vesicles bound to it.
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and a low one (<0.84 pmol/cm2) as a main phase. A homogeneous, inter
mediate SAv density cannot explain an nFRET of 1.475. The amount of SAv
on the surface is the same in the recruitmentinduced case as it is in the low
SAvcoverage case; the difference must lie in the distribution of SAv. A distri
bution into more than two phases may explain the intermediate nFRET signal,
though there is no obvious third type of state, aside from crystalline and un
ordered.

7.2.4 Contact area calculation

nFRET is a quantitative measure for the SAv FRET signal, and can be used
to calculate fractions of recruited and unbound SAv, as explained above, but
it is not directly related to the contact area. In order to relate an increase
of nFRET to the area of recruited SAv it needs to be interpolated between
the nFRET signals for a low and high SAv coverage SLB and normalized for
the SAv concentration. Using Equation 7.4 the nFRET value of the SLB af
ter recruitment (nFRET0.4%b,vesicles) can be interpolated between what is as
sumed the background signal (nFRET0.4%b) and the signal representative for
the high density SAv in the contact area (nFRET2.0%b,vesicles). The obtained
fSAv,contact is unitless and represents the fraction of SAv that is present in a
contact area:

fSAv,contact =
nFRET0.4%b,vesicles − nFRET0.4%b

nFRET2.0%b − nFRET0.4%b
= 0.44 (7.4)

Interpolating the recruitmentinduced nFRET between the low and highSAv
density SLBs gives 44%. We interpret this to mean 44% of the SAv is in a
contact area between a vesicle and SLB, while 56% of SAv forms the low SAv
density main phase. This agrees with the sketch of Figure 7.3a, where there
are highdensity patches of SAv under the vesicles but there is still a significant
portion of SAv left over. The cumulative size of the contact areas is thus not
limited by SAv availability and represents the maximum, geometrically limited
contact area for this coverage of vesicles.

The density of SAv inside the contact area is higher than outside the contact
area, the fraction of the SLB in a contact area is thus lower than the fraction of
SAv in a contact area. Conceptually this can be understood as the circles from
Figure 7.4 contracting. The density before and after ’contraction’/recruitment
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a b

Figure 7.4: Recalculating the nFRET into contact area as fraction of the SLB
area. (a) Schematic representation of a SAvcovered SLB where 44.4%
lies inside the purple circles and the rest outside (yellow); the purple area
represents the fraction of SAv that ends up inside a contact area (as per
Equation 7.4). (b) Purple circles on the same locations as (a), but shown
smaller proportional to the density increase due to recruitment. 44.4% of the
SAv is recruited into 12.5% of the total surface area (as per Equation 7.5);
the SAv originally present in the yellow area (55.6%) of (a) now redistributes
over the remaining 87.5%.

are equal to a 0.4% biotin and a 2.0% biotin SLB, respectively. The fraction
of the SLB in a contact area (fSLB,contact) is thus given by Equation 7.5:

fSLB,contact =
fSAv,contact ∗ [SAv]0.4%b

[SAv]2.0%b
(7.5)

The values from Table 7.2 result in an fSAv,contact of 0.44, which in turn results
in an fSLB,contact of 0.125, schematically shown in Figure 7.4. This measure
indicates the fractional area of SLB in contact with vesicles. It could be used to
estimate the maximum sensitivity of a sensor surface but it does not quantify
the size of individual contact areas.

The contact area is now known as a fraction of the SLB. The final ingredient
in quantifying the contact area as fraction of vesicle area is the ratio of vesicle
area to SLB area. TopFluor® PE does not interfere with either of the FRET
dyes and can therefore be used in the same experiment. Adding 0.1% of
TopFluor® PE to the vesicles gives ameasure for the relative surface coverage
by fluorescence.
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Histograms of the raw TopFluor® PE intensity for 2.0% biotin vesicles bound
to SLBs with 0.4% biotin or 2.0% biotin are shown in Figure 7.5ab. The width
of the distributions are slightly different, but the most probable value for the
fluorescence intensity in both cases is 13250. Figure 7.5b shows a secondary
peak at 21250, indicated with a red arrow.

The similarity between Figure 7.5a and b indicates the surface coverage is
comparable, but does not provide an absolute number of particles per area.
The secondary peak in Figure 7.5b suggests small patches of higher density,
like some sort of crystalline packing of particles.

The densest packing of spheres on a surface is hexagonal close packing
(HCP), covering 91% of the surface. This requires rearrangement on the sur
face, which is feasible for DOPC SLBs but not expected over macroscale
areas. On the other extreme, the lowest density full packing of spheres
on a surface is random binding without rearrangement and it covers 55%
of the surface. Interestingly, the ratio 55%/91% (0.60) is nearly identical to
13250/21250 (0.62), which suggests small crystalline patches of HCP with
significant areas of random adsorption for the highSAv coverage SLBs, and
just random adsorption for the lowSAv SLBs.

A secondmethod to study vesicle adsorption is by quartz crystal microbalance
(QCM). Di Iorio et al. have collected QCM data of vesicle binding in a nearly
identical setup as ours. Their data is shown in Figure 7.5c.8 The cases of
Figure 7.5a and b compare to a vertical line in Figure 7.5c at x=2 (dashed
gray line), intersecting with the red and blue curve, respectively.

Based on the data by Di Iorio et al. the expected particle density ratio for
the low SAv coverage vs the high SAv coverage would be 90/150 (0.60). Fig
ure 7.5c suggests the relative intensities of the two peaks in Figure 7.5b should
be reversed; the HCP peak being the major peak and the random association
peak being the minor peak. As this is not observed in our data, the particle
density for the low SAv coverage SLB after recruitment is still expected to be
55%.

The contact area as fraction of vesicle area is given by Equation 7.6:

fves,contact =
fSLB,contact

Aves,3D

Aves,2D
∗ θves

=
0.125

4 ∗ 55%
= 5.7% (7.6)
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a b

c

Raw Raw

Figure 7.5: (ab) Histograms (100 bins) of the raw intensities of the
TopFluor® channel for SLBs with 0.4% and 2.0% biotin, respectively, on
which vesicles containing 2.0% biotin and 0.1% TopFluor® are bound. (c)
Coverage of biotinylated vesicles on biotinylated SLBs, shown as QCM fre
quency shifts (where mass ∝ ∆Hz). Vesicle (mass) absorption as function
of vesicle biotin fraction (xaxis) and SLB biotin fraction (colored curves).
Reprinted from Ref8 with permission from Royal Society of Chemistry, li
censed under CC BY 4.0.
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A particle’s surface area is 4πr2 whereas its circular ’shadow’ is πr2, which
as discussed above covers 55% of the SLB area. The ratio of vesicle area
to SLB area is thus 4*0.55=2.2 and the fves,contact becomes 0.057, or 5.7% of
the vesicle surface area is in contact with the SLB.

7.3 Discussion

Mathematically, the contact area between a hard, spherical particle and a
hard, flat surface is a single point. In practice, the surface and particle may
be soft and deformable, and ligands and receptors may act as a flexible brush
connecting the two surfaces. The combined effect of deformation and flexi
bility determines the experimental contact area. This effect is shown in Fig
ure 7.6. The combined length of indentation and flexible brush is given by the
ratio in Equation 7.7, in which h is indentation depth and r is the radius.

h

2r
= fves,contact (7.7)

The particle radius was 100 nm in all experiments, a contact area of 5.7%
thus results in a distance of 5.7 nm to be bridged. In our experiments the SAv
forms a (rigid) monolayer in the contact area, only the biotin ligands on the
vesicles can act as a flexible brush. There are a total of 16 bonds between
the phosphate and the start of the biotin fused rings in biotinDOPE. Even in
an (entropically unlikely) fully stretched conformation of biotin this requires a
few nm of particle indentation in order to form a 5.7% contact area.

The obtained fves,contact values aremuch lower than the only directly compara
ble work, which found contact areas of 20% based on vesicle deformation.10
Larger vesicles are expected to deform more easily. In work with giant unil
amellar vesicles (GUVs), the lowest reported contact area  least amount of
deformation  was 21% of the projected area, or 5.3% of the vesicle area.8
This is more in line with our findings. In work on virus binding the receptor
length was used to predict the contact area, leading to contact areas of 2.5
4% of the virus area.12,13 Particle deformation was ignored in this study. The
values resulted in good fits between theory and experiment, though indenta
tion may also play a smaller role there as viruses are stiffer than vesicles. In
addition, the energy of the individual interactions with the virus is lower than
the energy of a biotinSAv bond; this energy is needed to fuel deformation.
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ba

c d

Figure 7.6: Methods of forming contact areas. (a) Point contact. (b) Flexible
brush of ligands/receptors. (c) Indentation of the particle. (d) Indentation
combined with a flexible brush.

The predicted virussensor contact areas therefore compare favorably to the
values found in this study.

Relying on FRET makes this method indicative and not absolute. The main
unquantified assumption is that the amount of nFRET per unit area in a contact
area is identical to that of a 2.0% biotin SLB. This is equivalent to stating the
SAvSAv distance is identical for these cases. While this is certainly expected
to be mostly true, FRET efficiency scales with distance to the power 6 and
tiny differences will have large effects. If the SAv density in the contact area
is similar to crystalline SAv density instead of 2.0% biotin SLB SAv density,
the calculated fves,contact will be 42% smaller.

In principle this method can easily be extended to other interactions and par
ticles. The SAv surface allows for functionalization with any biotinylated re
ceptor. Interesting aspects to study would include the influence of stiffness,
for instance using vesicles filled with increasing amounts of polymer. The ex
perimental design using an automatic pipetting setup and automatic imager
allows easy scaleup to compare arrays of particles and receptors.

7.3.1 Reproducibility

This method relies on the comparison of signals between several surfaces in a
single experiment, and therefore requires consistent, good quality SLBs. The
experiments performed for this project suffered from poor reproducibility, as in
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several cases individual wells had aberrant results. In a few cases any FRET
signal was absent, which was attributed to a lack of formation of an SLB, thus
a lack of biotin and thus no SAv binding. In several instances the observed
nFRET remained virtually unchanged by the presence and biotin fraction of
the ’recruiters’. This can be explained by an immobile surface, which is formed
when the vesicles that should form the SLB fail to burst. Instead of an SLB,
a monolayer of vesicles is obtained which would still bind SAv, but hardly
facilitates vesicle binding and subsequent recruitment as the surface does
not form a ’pool’ of SAv.

It is expected these issues arose from adapting the SLB formation protocol
for use in the automatic pipetting setup. While the reproducibility issues cast
a shadow on the exact value for the vesiclesurface contact area obtained,
the issues lie with the SLB formation protocol and not with the FRET method
that quantifies the contact area.

7.4 Conclusions

In this work we have presented a method that allows us to quantify the contact
area between a particle and a surface, using an optical technique but working
below the refractive limit. This is possible by using a FRET pair of dyes on SAv
to turn it into a densitysensitive probe and relying on receptor recruitment by
the particle. The obtained contact area for a 100 nm diameter particle binding
to a SLB compares well to the available literature on giant unilamellar vesicles
and viruses, but deviates strongly from other work on small vesicles.

The current experimental protocol suffers from a lack of reproducibility.
Specifically, the formation of SLBs appears to be the problem. While this is
a massive problem experimentally, it does not reflect a fundamental flaw with
the method; the work as presented here provides a novel method of measur
ing a contact area.

7.4.1 Recommendations

The first requirement for this project is a consistent SLB quality. Using an
automatic pipetting setup is beneficial in several ways, but puts restraints on
the method of surface activation prior to SLB formation. Methods such as UV
ozone or oxygen plasma require vesicles to be added shortly after activation.
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Surface activation methods based on detergents such as Hellmanex or
Liquinox, or bases such as sodium hydroxide, tend to require heating, but
can be used without. While they are prone to overactivate a surface, an
automatic pipetting setup can control the activation time more tightly and con
sistently than a human can. It is therefore recommended to stick to the 2%
Hellmanex activation protocol at room temperature, but reoptimize the acti
vation time, vesicle concentration and time between the vesicle addition and
washing steps.

In several cases a single or few wells with aberrant results invalidated the
whole experiment. An internal duplo or triplo would mitigate this problem,
while at the same time give an estimate of the welltowell variability. A simple
twosided student’s ttest can be used to compare the distributions of (pixel
based) nFRET between the wells of a duplo/triplo. If no significant difference
is observed, the results can be lumped and analyzed as above.

On a more fundamental level, it would be interesting to extend the range of
biotin fractions in the SLBs and vesicles. Where Table 7.1 gave a well plate
layout for a minimal set of experiments, Table 7.3 gives a layout for a recom
mended set of experiments.

Adding recruiting particles with 0% biotin (last ’column’ of wells) should both in
dicate that the binding is specific, and the measured nFRET should match the
case of no particles. Adding recruiting particles with 0.1% biotin should give
identical, and maximum, particle coverage regardless of SLB biotin content.
This provides a check for the expected experimental error of using fluores
cence as ameans to determine the coverage. As the particle coverage should
be independent of the SLB biotin content, the contact areas can be calculated
without taking the difference in particle coverage between the low/highSAv
coverage SLBs into account.

Adding an SLB containing 0.1% biotin, with a 50/50 mix of the FRETpair
functionalized SAv would confirm the nFRET signal background associated
with a lowSAv coverage SLB. The same SLB, in combination with a recruiting
particle containing 2.0% biotin, gives an additional contact areameasurement.
Based on Figure 7.5c, the expected particle coverage would lower to the point
where a maximum contact area could still be formed. If the calculated contact
area matches that of a 0.4% SLB while using the fluorescencebased method
of determining particle coverage (Figure 7.6ab), it functions as an internal
confirmation that the most probable value of Figure 7.6b represents random
packing, as assumed.
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7.5 Materials and methods

7.5.1 Materials

Phosphate buffered saline (PBS) tablets were purchased from Merck.
1,2Dioleoylsnglycero3phosphocholine (DOPC), 1,2dioleoylsnglyc
ero3phosphoethanolamineN(biotinyl) (DOPE–biotin), and 1palmi
toyl2(dipyrrometheneboron difluoride)undecanoylsnglycero3phos
phoethanolamine (TopFluor® PE) were purchased from Avanti Polar Lipids,
Inc. Streptavidin (SAv) from Streptomyces avidinii, without and with
conjugated dyes, were purchased from Merck.

The SAv were dissolved to a stock solution of 2 mg/mL in PBS and stored at
37 °C. All other materials were used as received.

7.5.2 Vesicle preparation

DOPC was stored at 20 °C, as a 10 mg/mL stock in chloroform. DOPEbiotin
was stored at 20 °C, as a 0.2 mg/mL stock in chloroform. Varying molar ratios
of DOPC/DOPEbiotin/TopFluor® PE were mixed in glass vials, dried under a
nitrogen stream and kept under vacuum for at least 1 hour. The dried lipids
were resuspended in PBS 1 mg/mL by vortexing. The solution was extruded
11x through a 100 nm polycarbonate membrane at room temperature. The
vesicle solutions were stored at 37 °C and used within a week.

7.5.3 Surface preparation

SLBs were formed by the vesicle fusion method. The surfaces were activated
using a 2% Hellmanex solution and washed 5x with MilliQ and 5x with PBS.
0.3 mg/mL vesicle solutions in PBS were added to the wells and left for 3
minutes before being washed 1030x with PBS.

Before usage, SAv stock solutions were diluted to 40 µg/mL in PBS. SAv
solutions were added to the relevant wells for a final concentration of 20 µg/mL
and left for 14 hours before being washed 1030x with PBS.
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1 mg/mL solutions of 100 nm vesicles were added to the relevant wells for
a final concentration of 0.5 mg/mL and left for at least 4 hours before being
washed 1030x with PBS.

7.5.4 Liquid handling

Pipetting operations were performed on a PerkinElmer JANUS automated liq
uid handler, using disposable tips.

7.5.5 Fluorescence microscopy

Fluorescence confocal microscopy was performed on a PerkinElmer OPERA
automated high content, spinning disk confocal imager. All experiments had
four sets of imaging conditions. TopFluor® PE was imaged using a 488 nm
laser and an emission filter of 540 nm with a 75 nm bandwidth. AF568 was
imaged using a 561 nm laser, a 510 nm short pass filter and an emission
filter of 600 nm with a 40 nm bandwidth. AF647 was imaged using a 640
nm laser, a 650 nm long pass filter and an emission filter of 690 nm with a 70
nm bandwidth. FRET signals were imaged using a 561 nm laser, a 650 nm
long pass filter and an emission filter of 690 nm with a 70 nm bandwidth. In
all cases the laser power was adjusted to give a max 75% saturated signal
when exposed for 600 ms on a reference well, respectively an SLB with 0.1%
TopFluor® PE, a 2% biotin SLB with AF568 only, a 2% biotin SLB with AF647
only and a 2% biotin SLB with a 50/50 mix of AF568/AF647. Using these
conditions, a square lattice pattern of 25100 locations per well, spread over
the entire well, were imaged.
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7.6 Supporting images

a

b

c

Figure 7.7: The excitation and emission data of the FRET pair of dyes (AF
568/AF647) used in this project. (a) Excitation spectra of AF568 (yel
low/green) excited by a 561 nm laser, and AF647 (red) excited by a 633
nm laser. (b) Emission spectra and filters AF568 (yellow/green) and AF
647 (red). (c) Overlap between the donor emission spectrum and acceptor
excitation spectrum.
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Figure 7.8: SAv densitydependent signals for the donor and acceptor dye
covered SAv at biotin SLBs. (ab) Histograms (50 bins) of the donor dye
fluorescence intensities for SLBs with 0.4% and 2.0% biotin, respectively.
The SAv density increases by a factor of 3.56, the (peak) fluorescence in
creases by a factor 2.1. The less than proportional increase indicates some
of the excitation energy is transferred to the acceptor dyes. (cd) Histograms
(50 bins) of the acceptor dye fluorescence intensities for SLBs with 0.4% and
2.0% biotin, respectively. The SAv density increases by a factor of 3.56, the
(peak) fluorescence increases by a factor 5.2. The excitation wavelength is
633 nm, this slightly excites the donor dye and accounts for the increase in
fluorescence signal.
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Introduction

8.1 Introduction

Influenza has a large and worldwide impact, both seasonally and through oc
casionally occurring pandemics. While the complete workings of the influenza
virus are complicated, influenza as a particle can be studied and understood
from the perspective of supramolecular and physical chemistry. Influenza is
a virus that has high numbers of mainly two proteins on its surface, hemag
glutinin (HA) and neuraminidase (NA), which are densely but randomly dis
tributed.1–3 On the level of individual proteins, the role of HA is its binding to
cell receptors while NA binds and cleaves some of these receptors. Sakai et
al. reported on the role of NA in the surface motility of influenza.4 De Haan
et al. found that viruses cleave receptors in a large area around them and
proposed that viruses roll over cell surfaces.5 Vahey and Fletcher found evi
dence of directional motion by influenza,1 while Müller et al. showed that the
motility of influenza relies on a delicate balance between binding and cleaving
of receptors.6 The surface motility of influenza may assist in finding or forming
pits with a high density of clathrin proteins. Clathrin mediated endocytosis is
influenza’s main method of cellular uptake.7–10

In a recent study we viewed the observed motility of influenza from the
perspective of molecular walkers.11 The comparison between influenza and
molecular walkers results in a set of predictions of influenza behavior that
are dependent on receptor density. When the receptor density is inhomoge
neous, binding an additional receptor by influenza is statistically more likely
on the highdensity side, thus we expect the movement of influenza to have a
bias towards higher densities.12 Furthermore, while surfacebound, we expect
influenza to diffuse faster at low receptor densities, but with shorter residence
times, than at high receptor densities. The combination of these behaviors
constitutes an efficient method of finding a highreceptor density area.13 Co
incidentally, clathrincoated pits are believed to form when influenza is bound
with a high number of receptors.7,14

Surface gradients with gradually varying receptor densities could thus be a
valuable tool to study binding and motility processes of influenza. Influenza
binding to a receptor density gradient should result in both bias and density
dependent behavior. Surfaces with a receptor density gradient have been
shown to be powerful tools to study thermodynamic densitydependent be
havior, such as superselective binding.15,16 In a slightly different setup, the
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same gradients can be used to assess kinetic densitydependent behavior of
influenzasurface binding.

In this project, we aim to track influenza virus particles while they move over
receptor density gradients in order to determine whether they move in a di
rectional manner. First, the formation and analysis of the receptor density
gradients is discussed. Virus particles are then imaged on these gradients by
means of fluorescence microscopy. The virus tracks are extracted and dis
cussed at a general level, verifying their validity and activity. Thereafter, we
quantify and discuss the population of immobile viruses. The receptor den
sity bias of virus motility is analyzed, followed by receptor densitydependent
diffusion and dissociation.

8.2 Results and discussion

8.2.1 Densitydependent surface motility of influenza

The interaction between an influenza particle and a receptordecorated sur
face is multivalent. The overall binding is determined by both the number of
interactions as well as the strength of each individual interaction. The indi
vidual interaction strength is mostly dependent on the strain of influenza and
the type of receptor (either humantype or aviantype). In this project, the In
fluenza A Puerto Rico/8/1934 strain is used; this strain binds to both types
of receptors with mM affinity.17–19 In addition to influenza strain and receptor
type, receptor density is an important factor in virus binding. The interac
tion area between virus and surface is limited by the distance that receptors
and proteins can bridge, and thus it is the receptor density that determines
the maximum number of interactions. As the contribution by individual inter
actions is low, the total interaction strength  and more generally the surface
binding and dynamics  of influenza viruses is strongly dependent on the num
ber of interactions.

Influenza particles can bind receptors either through its HA or NA proteins.
Whereas HA binds reversibly to receptors, NA can irreversibly cleave off the
terminal sialic acid residue of the receptor it binds to, thereby nearly eliminat
ing the affinity for it. When the NA activity is suppressed, no virus motility is
observed; the surfacebound motility of influenza particles thus requires the
receptordestroying action of NA.4,5 The balance of HA and NA determines
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Bias

Few interac!ons
Fast dissocia!on

Many interac!ons

Fast diffusion

Slow dissocia!on

Slow diffusion
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Figure 8.1: Densitydependent motility of the influenza virus. (a) Using a
receptor density gradient allows the simultaneous observation of influenza
particles at a range of (local) receptor densities. (b) If the local receptor den
sity around an influenza virus is nonhomogeneous, a bias towards higher
receptor densities is expected. (c) At low receptor densities the number of
interactions that can be formed will be low. A low number of interactions
should result in faster diffusion at the expense of higher dissociation. (d) At
high receptor densities the number of interactions that can be formed will
be high. A high number of interactions inhibits diffusion, but also decreases
dissociation.
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Ch. 8: Receptor densitydependent motility of influenza virus particles

virus binding, but as NA cleaves receptors, it also functions as a driving force
that propels the virus particle.

This study does not distinguish between the contributions of either protein, it
considers the virus as a whole, mobile entity. The arguments why density
dependent motility is expected, laid out below, therefore apply to influenza
particles (with geometrically separated binding and cleaving), but also to par
ticles that combine binding and cleaving in a single protein (such as some
influenza strains, which bind primarily through NA20,21) and even to particles
that bind weakly and reversibly, without any cleaving action.

Receptor density gradients provide a powerful surface architecture to study
densitydependent surface motility of particles, as shown in Figure 8.1. A
bias towards higher receptor densities is expected when an influenza virus
particle faces a gradient in receptor density. The explanation is found in the
argument for superdiffusivity as presented by Stefanovic et al.22 When bound
at the surface, individual ligandreceptor pairs may break or (re)form. When a
ligandreceptor pair on the outer edge of the contact area is broken, the virus
gains some freedom of movement to probe the area around its contact area
and form a new ligandreceptor pair. The probability of breaking a ligand
receptor pair is uniform, but the probability of (re)binding a receptor depends
on the number of free receptors within range of a ligand, and thus on the
receptor density. As the receptor density gradient is continuous, the same
logic applies at every rolling step of influenza.

The number of interactions between an influenza particle and the surface de
termines the diffusion speed and dissociation probability. Dissociation of a
particle from the surface requires all ligandreceptor pairs to be unbound at
the same time. The probability for this to occur scales inversely exponen
tial with the average number of ligandreceptor pairs. As the number of in
teractions increases, the average distance between interactions decreases.
The implication of this is that the step size decreases. A step of influenza
in this sense is a complete cycle of the unbinding of a ligandreceptor pair
on the edge of the contact area, influenza gaining freedom of movement and
probing the surrounding area, and the forming of a new ligandreceptor. The
maximum distance covered by any one step is therefore determined by the
distance between interaction pairs.

In the simplest case, the number of interactions is only dependent on the num
ber of receptors available. The density of ligands on a virus particle generally
exceeds the maximal receptor density of the gradient, while each binding site
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Figure 8.2: Method for visualization of superselective binding of influenza
virus particles. (a) Method to form surface receptor density gradients. In
SLBs between electrodes inside a microchannel (positions A, B, C), elec
trophoretic gradients of biotinylated lipids are formed. Fluorescently labeled
SAv and 2,3S(LN)3 are bound onto the biotinylated lipids to form a recep
tor gradient. Fluorescently labeled influenza virus is used. (b) Structure of
the biotinylated glycan receptor 2,3S(LN)3. Reprinted with permission from
ACS Nano under CC BYNCND 4.0.

is typically within the range of (at most) just a single receptor.15 This essen
tially makes the receptor density the sole determinant for the number of in
teractions. Influenza particles bound with few interactions are therefore more
likely to be found  but not exclusively  at the low receptor density areas.

8.2.2 Surface receptor density gradients

A receptor density gradient allows to study each densitydependent behavior
on a variety of densities at the same time. In previous work15,16, receptor den
sity gradients have been used to study the thermodynamic binding of influenza
to receptor surfaces. The coverage of influenza ranged from nearzero to full
coverage over a tenfold increase in receptor density. Such a gradient is thus
expected to be broad enough to let influenza exhibit its full range of behaviors
as hypothesized in Section 8.2.1.
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a b

Figure 8.3: Receptor gradients. (a) Fluorescence micrograph of labeled
SAv, showing the receptor density gradient on an SLB containing 0.5%
biotinDOPE. Square corrals are 100 x 100 μm. (b) Receptor density as
calculated from the data in (a), based on Equation 8.1. The grayscale value
of each pixel represents the receptor density. The normalization was calcu
lated based on the complete corrals and extended to the visible area.

The method of gradient formation has been described elsewhere15,16,23–25
(see also Chapter 3). Figure 8.2 shows the microfluidic chip in which the re
ceptor density gradients are formed. In short, gradients are formed by apply
ing an electric field to a heated, biotinylated SLB consisting of 1myristoyl2
palmitoylsnglycero3phosphocholine (MPPC) with a small fraction (0.5%) of
1,2dioleoylsnglycero3phosphoethanolamineN(biotinyl) (DOPE–biotin).
Upon cooling the SLB solidifies into a gelstate SLB and the gradient is frozen
in. The biotin in the SLB provides a means to further functionalize it using
streptavidin (SAv) and biotinylated receptors.

The local receptor density in each pixel, ρR,i, may be calculated using

ρR,i = ρ̄R ∗
Ii − Ībg
Ī − Ībg

(8.1)

with ρ̄R the average receptor density based on the percentage of biotinDOPE
in the SLB and the lipid footprint (60 Å2), Ii the local fluorescence intensity of
pixel i, Ībg the average fluorescence intensity of the background, and Ī the
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average intensity of the (full) corrals. Applying Equation 8.1 to the data in
Figure 8.3a produces Figure 8.3b.

After preparing gradients functionalized with the (avian) 2,3S(LN)3 receptor,
a solution of influenza virus (Puerto Rico/8/1934, Mt. Sinai) particles with an
R18 fluorescent label was passed over the surface at a flow rate of 5 μL/min.
Fluorescence micrographs were obtained using a 40x lens with oil immersion
and a highquantum yield camera. Under these conditions, individual virus
particles could be imaged over multiple frames without significant quenching.

Depending on camera position, the flow can either be with or against the gra
dient. The (thermodynamic) binding profiles of influenza viruses binding on a
gradient with or against the flow are identical. The influence of flow rate on
virus binding is independent of the relative directions of the flow and gradient,
with the flow rates acting as a shear force that promotes virus dissociation.16
On the scale of individual viruses, the flow direction may bias the movement
and therefore is indicated on relevant graphs shown below.

8.2.3 General track analysis

Figure 8.4a shows a raw micrograph hlof a receptor gradient with viruses,
while Figure 8.4b shows the same image, with the detected virus locations in
dicated by circles. Micrograph image sequences were analyzed using the
TrackMate plugin of Fiji.26,27 Individual virus spots were detected using a
Laplacian of Gaussian filter, which specifically detects circular blobs close
to a specified diameter. In this case a diameter of 1.4 µm was used, as that is
the approximate size of a virus diffraction spot in our setup. The coordinates
of each spot are localized to subpixel accuracy using a quadratic fit,28 which
is built into TrackMate.

Tracks were constructed from the list of spots using the ”simple LAP tracker”
built into TrackMate, based on the work of Jaqaman et al.29 This is a general
purpose particle tracker that attempts to link the spots of consecutive frames,
followed by a global (i.e., operating over all frames at the same time) opti
mization to link the track segments. The maximum distance between spots or
track segments to be linked was set at 1.5 µm, which is slightly larger than the
size of a virus diffraction spot. The maximum time between track segments to
be linked was set to 10 frames, which is needed as sometimes virus flowing in
solution obstructs the view of the surface. With these conditions, over 95% of
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a b

Figure 8.4: Virus binding to receptor gradients present in SLBs. (a) Fluores
cence micrograph of fluorescent dyelabeled influenza viruses. The brighter
spots can easily be identified, but the darker spots are difficult to discern. (b)
Same image as (a), but detected virus particles are enhanced digitally. Us
ing an automated detection algorithm, even the virus spots with low signal
tonoise ratio can be tracked.
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the links between spots is between consecutive frames and 95% of the links
between spots is over distances less than 0.37 µm.

We begin the analysis of virus tracks on a very general level to assess the
length and time scales of virus movement, as well as to verify that the move
ment is NArelated. Figure 8.5a shows a histogram of the track length of all
tracks, while Figure 8.5b shows the same histogram, but for tracks with at
least 10 frames. Taking only the longer tracks into account significantly de
creases the computational load while focusing the subsequent analysis on
the longerterm behavior of individual influenza viruses. In both cases the
histograms decrease sharply with increasing track length at first, but level off
and have a single upward peak at the end.

The sharp decrease on the lowtrack length side of the histograms is faster
than exponential. If the probability for a virus to dissociate is constant over
time, the histogram should take the shape of a firstorder reaction, i.e., an
exponential decrease. The decrease of the histogram is beyond exponential,
which indicates that the probability for a virus to dissociate increases with
time. This would be the case for a virus that cleaves its own receptors using
NA faster than it ’replenishes’ its receptors by moving to a fresh area. This is a
first indication that we are looking at NAdependent behavior. The leveling off
indicates that not all viruses dissociate. One possibility is that some viruses
move to fresh areas faster than their NA can cleave receptors. Movement
would reduce dissociation rates but is unlikely to stop dissociation of influenza
entirely. As influenza viruses are patchy in their spatial distribution of HA and
NA (and a virus sample is likely to have particles with a range of HA/NA ratios),
it is more likely that these tracks relate to viruses that are bound with a face
showing only HA and no NA. Lastly, they could be fixed artefacts that are
mistakenly labeled as virus, but this level of general analysis does not identify
that. The slight upward slope toward the end and the final peak are artefacts
due to the fact that tracking was stopped after 250 frames.

The effect of NA is also visible in the virus density. Figure 8.5c shows the
number of spots in each frame over time. As opposed to Figure 8.5ab, this
number is not related to the duration of tracks, but instead gives the average
density of viruses. Over time there is a steady decrease in the number of
spots per frame, excluding the very first and last frames.

The decreasing number of spots over time is not an effect of photobleaching.
Spots of viruses that have been tracked for 200 frames or more, on average
decreased in intensity by 0.33% over the total length of tracking (data not
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a b

c d

e

Figure 8.5: (a) Histogram of track length for all tracks, and (b) histogram of
track length for tracks of at least 10 frames. (c) Counts of the number of
virus/spots per frame, which shows decreasing coverage over time. (d) His
togram of the receptor density at which a virus spot is detected (blue) and
histogram of receptor densities ρR,i in Figure 8.3b (orange), showing simi
lar virus coverage regardless of receptor density. (e) Superimposed tracks
centered on (0,0) showing the absolute scale of virus movement.
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shown). The effect of photobleaching is thus not strong enough to explain
the decreasing number of virus spots. Instead, the decreasing number of
spots over time of Figure 8.5c indicates that viruses are dissociating faster
than binding. One explanation would be that viruses are moving over the
surface and cleaving receptors, reducing the binding rate of new viruses. This
would match what Guo et al. observed.5 Another explanation is that their
probability to dissociate increases with time as they cleave their surrounding
receptors. This matches the behavior from Figure 8.5ab. In case of the
first explanation, rolling viruses, we expect the effect to be much stronger at
lower receptor densities as the residual receptor density after cleaving at high
receptor densities may be enough to still facilitate virus binding.

Figure 8.5d compares the receptor densities where virus spots are detected
with the relative prevalence of each receptor density (ρR,i). Differences be
tween these histograms would indicate that virus binding/coverage is receptor
density dependent. Instead, Figure 8.5d shows no clear preference in recep
tor density. This matches previous work, where it took at least several hours
to see a binding profile.16 Figure 8.5cd thus further indicates that there is
NAdependent behavior, but on the scale of single viruses/tracks and not on
a substratewide length scale.

The length scales of tracks can be visualized by plotting them superimposed
with all starting points moved to (0,0), as shown in Figure 8.5e. The x and y
axes are in μm, thus giving the absolute distance moved by each virus after
binding to the surface. This gives a measure for the maximum area probed,
and thus for the maximum area at which a virus cleaves receptors and thereby
prevents other viruses from binding. The direction of the receptor density
gradient is indicated, as well as the direction of the flow. If the superimposed
tracks appear elliptical or offcenter, it is a first indication of possible directional
bias.

The micrometer length scales of the tracks in Figure 8.5e clearly supersede
virus diameter. The movement thus indicates true motion where all original
ligandreceptor pairs have to dissociate and new ones form, as opposed to
motion over nm length scales, which is expected for a virus wiggling in place.
The gradients are almost perfectly leftright aligned. Virus tracks having a bias
towards higher receptor density should result in an elliptical shape wider in the
horizontal than vertical direction and with its center towards the highreceptor
density side. This can possibly be quantified by fitting a 2D Gaussian on a 3D
histogram made based on Figure 8.5e, but this is computationally expensive.
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Ch. 8: Receptor densitydependent motility of influenza virus particles

For now, it is clear that any possible bias in motion is of limited effect, as the
shape of Figure 8.5e is roughly circular and centered around (0,0).

8.2.4 Immobile viruses

When influenza viruses are introduced to a surface, typically there is a fraction
of immobile viruses.6 Based on the histogram of track lengths in Figure 8.5b,
a fraction of immobile viruses is also expected in our experiments. It would
be informative to quantify the fraction of viruses that are immobile. The exact
reasons why an immobile fraction is often observed, are unknown. Develop
ing a method to quantify the immobile fraction opens the possibility to study
what parameters affect the ratio of mobile to immobile viruses, while focusing
the analysis on the mobile fraction ensures a single population of viruses is
studied.

The movement speed of particles is normally defined using the diffusion co
efficient D, calculated by

D =
∆x2 +∆y2

4 ∗∆t
(8.2)

with ∆x and ∆y being the displacement between frames, respectively, and
∆t the time difference between frames. Figure 8.6d shows a histogram of the
average diffusion coefficients (D), but it does not show indications of having
two populations, let alone a method of distinguishing them. When plotted on
a logarithmic scale (Figure 8.10a), there is a hint of a bimodal distribution, but
their separation remains problematic. Figure 8.6g shows a histogram of the
track length (identical to Figure 8.5b), but that also does not provide a means
of separating the populations.

Defining the integrated distance travelled as

∑
s =

length(track)∑
i=2

√
(xi − xi−1)2 + (yi − yi−1)2 (8.3)

 with xi and yi being the x and y coordinates of frame i  allows a better sep
aration between populations as it combines the effects of diffusion and track
duration. This measure is only the apparent integrated distance travelled; it
nears the real integrated distance travelled in the limit of time between frames
∆t = 0. For our purpose, the apparent integrated distance travelled suffices.
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Figure 8.6: Analyzing the fractions of mobile and immobile viruses within the
population. (a) Histogram (blue) of the integrated distance travelled of all
tracks, with a double Gaussian function fitted (red/yellow). (b) Lowtravelled
distance population from (a). (c) Hightravelled distance population from (a).
(d) Diffusion coefficient histogram of all tracks, not showing a clear distinction
between populations. Data on log scale shown in Figure 8.10. (e) Diffusion
coefficient histogram of the lowtravelled distance population from (a). A
clear, nonzero mean for the diffusion coefficient can be observed. (f) Diffu
sion coefficient histogram of the hightravelled distance population from (a).
The mean for the diffusion coefficient cannot be clearly distinguished from
zero. (g) Histogram of the track durations of all tracks. A downward trend
in the low track duration limit and an upward trend towards the high track
duration limit reveal there are probably (at least) two populations. (h) Track
duration histogram of the lowtravelled distance population from (a). Only
the downward trend at low track duration limit of (g) is visible. (i) Track du
ration histogram of the hightravelled distance population from (a). Only the
upward trend at high track duration limit of (g) is visible.
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Ch. 8: Receptor densitydependent motility of influenza virus particles

Figure 8.6a shows a histogram of the integrated traveled distance of all virus
tracks. In this histogram, two separate peaks are visible and the immo
bile/mobile populations can be distinguished by fitting a doubleGaussian func
tion. The two populations are shown in the plot along with their crossover
point. Each track can now be attributed to be part of either the mobile or im
mobile fraction using its integrated track length. Figure 8.6b/e/h represents
the integrated distance, diffusion coefficient and track duration, respectively,
of the red marked population in Figure 8.6a, while Figure 8.6c/f/i represents
the integrated distance, diffusion coefficient and track duration, respectively,
of the yellow marked population in Figure 8.6a.

The red population (41.5% of the total), with a low integrated travelled dis
tance, is the population with the high diffusion coefficient and short track du
ration. The diffusion coefficient of this population is clearly nonzero, and the
histogram of track duration matches the sharper than exponential decline that
was discussed in Section 8.2.3, but lacks the upward trend at the end. This
indicates a, probably not homogeneous, population of mobile viruses. It is this
population that exhibits the full range of receptor densitydependent behavior
shown below.

The yellow population (the remaining 58.5%) shows a much lower diffusion
coefficient that cannot accurately be determined to be zero or nonzero. We
attribute this population to the immobile fraction. The track duration histogram
shows no peak or maximum, which suggests the average track duration is
in excess of the experimental time frame, with the viruses of this population
responsible for the upward trend noted in Section 8.2.3. As the yellow pop
ulation is the immobile population, the integrated distance travelled must be
solely due to fluctuations in intensity that are mistakenly tracked as motion.
To verify this, an immobile artefact on the gradient surface was identified and
tracked as were a virus. Over the course of 99 frames the integrated distance
travelled was 10.6 μm, which is congruent with the yellow population (diffusion
coefficient populations on log scale shown in Figure 8.10).

Assuming each track belongs to a unique virus particle, the fractions of the
tracks in each population reflect the fractions of mobile and immobile viruses.
In Figure 8.6, 41.5% of the tracks is classified as mobile viruses. This fraction
may be even slightly smaller since a single, mobile virus particle may gener
ate multiple short tracks. The large fraction (58.5%) of immobile viruses may
either be poorly formed viruses, or simply viruses bound with a face that only
expresses HA. HA and NA are densely packed on the surface, in an approx
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imately 6:1 ratio.2 Though patches and even complete separation of HA and
NA into domains have been reported,1–3 that is not known to be the case for
this strain. Given the number of HA and NA proteins on the surface of a virus,
it is unlikely that all of the immobile viruses are bound with a face not express
ing any NA. An explanation may lie in that a lab strain of virus was used in
these experiments, as such a large fraction of viruses not contributing to in
fection in a biological setting seems to be a very ineffective use of resources.
On the other hand, the average time a mobile virus remains at a surface is
much shorter. The mobile viruses may dissociate and bind elsewhere, the
effectivity of this mechanism may be high enough to overcome the downside
of having immobile viruses.

We thus proceed with the analysis, taking only the mobile fraction of viruses
into account.

8.2.5 Bias towards higher receptor densities

Reducing the dimensionality of the data makes quantitative analysis compu
tationally easier. Using Figure 8.3b, (x,y,t) coordinates can be converted into
(ρ,t) coordinates. Instead of a 2D plot in (x,y) such as Figure 8.5e, the tracks
can be shown as receptor density over time as shown in Figure 8.7a. As
the virus cleaves receptors, the local receptor density will drop. This effect
is not captured by our method of determining the receptor density and thus
the reported receptor density always refers to the initial receptor density at
that position on the surface. This representation of the data makes it easier
to separate random motion (average slope zero) from any biased movement
(average slope nonzero) and identify transient effects (nonlinear slope). As
the starting time of each track is not of interest, they are synchronized to start
at time=0.

The tracks contain high frequency fluctuations as well as longer timescale
trends. The fluctuations may be caused by noise in the data which interferes
with the subpixel localization, but it may also result from viruses wiggling
around their binding area due to Brownian motion. By filtering it using a 10s
moving mean, the longer timescale features are brought out (Figure 8.7b).
The lines are close to linear and without an obvious slope up or down. This
indicates there is no clear transient behavior and the tracks can be further
simplified without losing too much information. Instead of analyzing every
step or every spot, tracks can be analyzed as a whole entity and simplified
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a b

Figure 8.7: Reducing the dimensionality of data. (a) Tracks of mobile viruses
shown as receptor density over time, instead of (x,y) over time, and synchro
nized to start at t=0. (b) Same data as (a), but filtered with a ± 4 frames
moving mean to bring out longer timescale features of the tracks.

to their average receptor density or total change in receptor density. Doing
so, the analysis reduces the dimensions of the data from three (x,y,t), to two
(ρR,t), to one (∆ρR,track or ρR,track), and unlocks additional analysis methods
through which biases and trends can be identified more clearly.

In Section 8.2.1 it was explained why a bias of virus motility towards higher
receptor density is expected (Figure 8.8a). The relative probability for any
one step to either move up or down the gradient should be proportional to
the receptor density on that side of a virus particle. While a small bias is
expected each step, viewing tracks as a whole shows the effect more clearly.
Figure 8.8b shows a histogram of the total receptor density change over the
length of each of the tracks shown in Figure 8.7. A Gaussian is fitted to the
histogram, centered on 0.0012 pmol/cm2 and with a 95% confidence interval
of 0.0034 pmol/cm2. Figure 8.8c shows a histogram of the receptor density
change per step, and Figure 8.8d shows the histogram of the relative receptor
density change per step.

The histogram in Figure 8.8b shows a bias neither to either the lower nor to
the higher receptor density. This is further illustrated by looking at the step
size in Figure 8.8c. Over the course of a full track of tens of frames (Fig
ure 8.5ab) the total displacement is of a similar scale as each individual step.
The fitted Gaussian in Figure 8.8c also shows this since the 95% confidence
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Bias

a b

c d

Figure 8.8: Receptor density bias. (a) Bias towards higher receptor densities
is expected as the probability of binding a receptor is higher on the side with
more receptors. (b) Histogram of the total receptor density difference over
a track (blue bars) with indicated Gaussian fit (red line). Fit centered at
0.0012±0.0034 pmol/cm2 (95% ci). (c) Histogram of the receptor density
difference for each step (blue bars) with indicated Gaussian fit (red line).
Fit centered at 3.4*104±6.8*104 pmol/cm2 (95% ci). (d) Histogram of the
relative receptor density difference for each step (blue bars) with indicated
Gaussian fit (red line). Fit centered at 6.6*104±5.9*104 pmol/cm2 (95% ci).
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interval of the bias is much larger than the fitted bias. Interestingly, the his
togram in Figure 8.8c shows clear kurtosis, which means that the distribution
of step sizes is not a normal distribution, and thus that not all steps are equiva
lent. The first assumption would be that the receptor density change per step
is higher where the absolute receptor densities are higher. The histogram in
Figure 8.8d is corrected for this effect and shows an even higher kurtosis. The
next explanation is then that there are faster and slower steps, for instance re
lated to local, uncleaved receptor density. The lack of kurtosis in Figure 8.8b
is explained by each track either going through multiple ’phases’ or that the
viruses at faster tracks dissociate faster. In any case, the receptor difference
over the complete track does not show any bias and as such does not consti
tute a search mechanism towards higher receptor densities on a macroscale,
as proposed in Section 8.2.1.

Overall, the data above do not indicate the presence of a bias. The reason
why a bias towards higher receptor densities is not observed may be that the
surface receptor gradient is not steep enough. Assuming the gradient is a
perfect exponential, with a 10fold increase in density over the 100 μm of the
gradient, the difference in receptor density to the left and right of an influenza
virus (100 nm in diameter) is 0.23%. This would, at maximum, result in a
0.23% higher probability to move up the gradient than down. In reality, the
contact area that the virus senses is much smaller than 100 nm, the gradient
is not perfectly exponential, and it may  on a molecular scale  be flat locally.

8.2.6 Receptor densitydependent diffusion and dissociation

Apart from directional bias, receptor density dependence may also be ex
pected in virus diffusion speed and dissociation rate. As explained in Sec
tion 8.2.1 and visualized in Figure 8.9ab, a virus attached to the surface at a
low receptor density is expected to bind with few receptorligand interactions,
which allows it to move more swiftly at the expense of a higher probability
of dissociation, whereas the opposite is true at high receptor densities. Fig
ure 8.9c shows a 2D histogram of the track duration versus receptor density.
The binning in this histogram is a combination of the bins in Figure 8.5a/d,
which allows this 2D histogram to be normalized for the relative probabilities
of the receptor densities and track durations. The resulting histogram was
colored by an exponential color map to enhance the contrast between the
smaller bins, and a side view is shown in Figure 8.9d.
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a b

c d

e f

Figure 8.9: Densitydependent diffusion and dissociation. (a) At lower re
ceptor densities, the number of virussurface interactions is lower, leading
to higher diffusion and dissociation. (b) At higher receptor densities, the
number of virussurface interactions is higher, leading to lower diffusion and
dissociation. (c) 2D histogram of the track duration (in frames) versus the
receptor density. The bins in xdirection are identical to, and (...)
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Figure 8.9: (cont.) normalized by, the receptor density histogram in Fig
ure 8.5d. The bins in ydirection are identical to, and normalized by, the
track length histogram in Figure 8.5a. The bins are colored by their proba
bility, with an exponentially spaced color map that enhances the visual dif
ferences between bins with low probability. (d) Side view of (c) to show the
relative bin sizes more clearly. (e) 2D histogram of the average diffusion
coefficient over a track versus the receptor density. The bins in xdirection
are identical to, and normalized by, the receptor density histogram in Fig
ure 8.5d. The bins in ydirection are identical to, and normalized by, the
diffusion coefficient histogram in Figure 8.6d. The bins are colored by their
probability. (f) 2D histogram of the average diffusion coefficient over a track
versus the track duration. Bins consistent with (c)(e). The bins are colored
by their probability.

The effect of increasing track duration with receptor density is small, but no
ticeable. The more populated bins are located in an area spanning roughly
from the lower left to the middle right of the histogram. The trend is very
spread out, which indicates that, while there is a correlation of track duration
with receptor density, it is far from being the only determinant. Another ef
fect that the previous section touched upon, is that the receptor density may
fluctuate locally. As the size of a pixel is significantly larger than what a virus
can probe, the receptor densities as felt by the virus will differ slightly from the
average receptor density in the pixel.

The current bin sizes, resulting in many empty bins, has the downside that
it may not properly reflect the actual probability density. At the left side of
Figure 8.9c there is a vertical band with a high density of lowprobability bins.
When increasing the bin size to the point where there are few empty bins, this
band disappears. Histograms with higher bin sizes show the same trend as
Figure 8.9c, though it becomes very difficult to visualize (see Figure 8.11).

The receptor densitydependent diffusion constant of viruses is shown in Fig
ure 8.9e. The binning is a combination of Figure 8.5a and Figure 8.6d, with
the probabilities normalized to these histograms as well. In the lower half of
the figure there is little dependence on receptor density. The top half of the
image is mostly empty, except for the low receptor densities.

The trend in Figure 8.9e is much more clearcut than in Figure 8.9c, with the
higher diffusion constants clearly at lower receptor densities. This is in line
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with literature, wheremultiple populations of viruses were found, distinguished
by their mobility.6 The explanation that was given is that these populations
differ in the number of interactions with the surface. In the case of our data,
the lower movement speeds are not confined to any specific receptor density,
which indicates that the slow movement of these viruses is not related to the
number of receptors they bind.

Combining the track duration information of Figure 8.9c and the diffusion in
formation of Figure 8.9e yields Figure 8.9f. There is a clear exponentially
decreasing trend of diffusion constant versus track length, though with a rel
atively high density of bins at the bottom of the figure.

The exponential decrease in Figure 8.9f confirms and explains the density
dependence in Figures 8.9c/e. If the trends of track length and diffusion con
stant in Figures 8.9c/e are indeed receptor densitydependent and caused
by the number of virussurface interactions, they should be anticorrelated.
Figure 8.9f clearly shows the expected anticorrelation as there is a range of
different track lengths at low diffusion coefficients and a range of diffusion co
efficients at low track length, but not the combination of medium/high track
lengths and medium/high diffusion coefficients. The trend in Figure 8.9f is
even stronger than that in Figure 8.9e, which is another indication that the
receptor density as derived from the fluorescence in a pixel is not always
identical to the local environment of a virus in that pixel area.

In summary, the data in this section show a clear receptor density dependence
for both track duration and diffusion coefficient. The length of the tracks in
creases with receptor density, while the diffusion coefficient decreases with
receptor density. Furthermore, a strong anticorrelation is observed between
track duration and diffusion coefficient, which is further evidence that these
are determined by the same underlying parameter; the number of interactions
between virus particle and surface.

8.3 Conclusions

Based on the behavior of molecular spiders,11 influenza was expected to ex
hibit a preference for directional motion towards higher receptor density while
bound at a surface with a receptor density gradient. In this work, such a di
rectional bias was not observed. Most likely, the steepness of the gradient
was insufficient to show this effect. In a biological setting, continuous gradi
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ents of receptor density at a cell surface over macroscale distances are not
expected. The receptor density on a cell surface may be mostly homoge
neous, with more sudden changes at specific locations, and between cells,
cell types or cellmucus boundaries. Influenza may exhibit a directional pref
erence at these steeper boundaries, but that could not be studied using the
surface gradients in this study.

The surface motility, however, was found to be significantly dependent on
receptor density, which agrees well with literature.6 The combination of high
surface mobility and high dissociation probability of influenza at low receptor
densities, and the opposite behavior at higher receptor densities, results in an
effective mechanism for finding highreceptor density patches, which plays an
important role in the cellular uptake of influenza.

The densitydependent behavior found in this study identifies another connec
tion between the activities of the HA and NA proteins of influenza. HA and NA
actions balance mobility and binding, but this balance also shifts as a function
of receptor density. This implies that when interpreting the functional conse
quences of antigenic changes in HA and NA between influenza strains, one
should not just consider receptor specificity, affinity, and enzymatic activity of
HA and NA, but also the functional balance of HA and NA and its dependence
on receptor density.
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8.5 Materials and Methods

8.5.1 Materials

The biotinylated glycan 2,3S(LN)3 was synthesized as described before.15
Influenza A/Puerto Rico/8/34 virus (Mt. Sinai strain) stocks were prepared and
labeled as described before.15 All other starting materials and chemicals were
purchased from SigmaAldrich, Fluka, Serva, Becton Dickinson, Avanti Polar
Lipids, Acros organics, Microchem, Biotium, Thermo Fisher, Lonza, Schott
and Fujifilm, and they were used as received, unless otherwise stated.

8.5.2 Chip fabrication

Flow cells were fabricated according to the procedure described earlier.25 A
bilayer liftoff recipe was used for fabricating Au electrodes on Mempax glass
wafers of 0.2 mm (Schott). First, LOR 5A (MicroChem) was spincoated, after
which normal lithography was performed on top with Olin OiR 90717 photore
sist (FujiFilm) to create a bilayer resist stack. Electrode patterns were made
by exposing the photoresist through a patterned photomask and developing in
Olin OPD 4262 (FujiFilm). The develop step washed away the exposed pho
toresist, and etching through the LOR 5A layer created an undercut. Then,
5 nm Ti and 95 nm Au were sputtered on the substrate. The bilayer resist
was then removed by ultrasonication in acetone (20 min) and isopropanol (10
min) followed by 5 min immersion in OPD 4262, serving as a sacrificial layer
to leave patterned Au electrodes on Mempax glass. To fabricate the Cr cor
rals (10 nm thick) in between the Au electrodes, the same procedure was
performed a second time, but in this case following alignment with respect to
the Au electrodes.

8.5.3 PDMS flow channel

Silicon flow channel masters were produced by standard photolithography
steps and deep reactive ion etching. The polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) flow
channels were prepared from a degassed mixture of 10:1 Sylgard 184 elas
tomer and curing agent (Dow Corning Corp), which was cast onto the silicon
master and cured at 60 °C overnight. The flow channels were cut to size
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and inlets and outlets were punched using a 1 mm Ø punch (Harris Unicore,
SigmaAldrich). After bonding to the chip, a flow channel of 6,000 x 500 x 50
μm was prepared with a second channel entering from the side.

8.5.4 PDMS bonding

Chips were rinsed and sonicated extensively with acetone, ethanol and MilliQ
water, and dried prior to at least 20 min of UVozone exposure (UV/Ozone
Procleaner plus, Bioforce Nanosciences). After UV exposure, the chips were
rinsed with ethanol and water, and dried under a stream of nitrogen. Both cut
out PDMS flow channels and cleaned chips were treated with oxygen plasma
for 30 s at 40 W (Plasma prep II, SPI supplies) after which they were bonded
immediately. The chips were placed on a hot plate for 10 min at 70 °C to
increase the binding strength. Tygon Microbore tubing S54HL (VWR, 0.25
mm inner Ø and 0.75 mm outer Ø) of 80 cm for the inlets and 40 cm for the
outlets was inserted into the PDMS. The assembled flow cell was placed in
an oven at 60 °C for 1 h. Leakfree operation was shown for flow rates up to
200 μL/min.

8.5.5 Lipid vesicle preparation

The lipid 1myristoyl2palmitoylsnglycero3phosphocholine (MPPC) was
stored as a 10 mg/mL stock solution in chloroform at 20° C. 1,2Dioleoylsn
glycero3phosphoethanolamineN(biotinyl) (DOPE–biotin) was stored as a
0.2 mg/mL solution. Aliquots of these stocks with desired lipid molar ratios
were mixed in a glass vial, dried under a flow of nitrogen and kept under
vacuum for at least 1 h. The resulting film was resuspended by vortexing in
MilliQ water at 50 °C to form multilamellar vesicles (MLVs) at 1 mg/mL. The
MLV solution was extruded 11 times through a 100 nm polycarbonate mem
brane (Avanti) at 50 °C. The resulting small unilamellar vesicles (SUVs) were
kept at room temperature and used within one week.

8.5.6 SLB formation and functionalization

Before SLB formation, the flow cells were washed with 2% SDS (Sigma
Aldrich), then rinsed with MilliQ, and washed overnight with 2% Hellmanex
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to activate the glass surface. Flow cells were mounted onto a heating plate
using Scotch tape and rinsed with MilliQ and PBS, while heating to 50 °C.
Shortly before SUV incubation, the SUV solution was diluted to 0.5 mg/mL
with PBS. The diluted SUV solution was passed through the flow cells through
the secondary inlet for 30 min (10 μL/min; primary inlet 1 μL/min PBS) to al
low adsorption and rupture of the vesicles on the chips. The chips were then
washed with MilliQ (100 μL/min secondary inlet, 10 μL/min primary inlet), af
ter which freshly prepared 0.5 mM hydroxymethylferrocene (FcMeOH, Acros)
was passed through the device (50 μL/min, both inlets). A potential difference
of 2.0 V was applied over the device for 30 min to induce electrophoresis in
the SLBs. Subsequently, the chips were cooled rapidly on a heat exchanger
to fix the surface gradient. The flow cells were then rinsed with MilliQ. Bovine
serum albumin (SigmaAldrich) 50 mg/mL (0.5 ml, 10 μL/min) was passed
through the flow cells to form an antifouling layer on the tubing. The flow
cells were rinsed with PBS. SAv with Alexa Fluor 488 label (Thermo Fisher)
20 μg/mL was passed through the secondary inlet (10 μL/min, primary inlet 1
μL/min). The flow cells were rinsed with PBS. The SAvmodified SLBs were
inspected with fluorescence microscopy on a Nikon TiE fluorescence micro
scope with perfect focus system and Andor Zyla 4.2 sCMOS camera at 40x
magnification with oil immersion. Blue excitation (473 ≤ λex ≤ 491 nm) and
green emission (506 ≤ λem ≤ 548 nm) were filtered to image the SAv gradient.
A solution with 500 nM of Glycan 2,3S(LN)3biotin was passed through the
primary inlet (10 μL/min, and secondary inlet 1 μL/min), after which the flow
cells were rinsed with PBS. During all steps, care was taken to ensure that no
air bubbles entered the flow cell.

8.5.7 Single virus tracking

Flow cells with 0.2 mm glass were used to allow higher magnifications. Gradi
ents were formed from SLBs with 0.5% biotinDOPE and were functionalized
with SAv and biotinylated 2,3S(LN)3. Virus solution was passed through the
microchannel at a flow rate of 5 μL/min. Fluorescence micrographs were ac
quired in 16bit dynamic on a Nikon TiE fluorescence microscope with perfect
focus system and Andor Zyla 4.2 sCMOS camera at 40x magnification with
oil immersion. Blue excitation (473 ≤ λex ≤ 491 nm) and green emission (506
≤ λem ≤ 548 nm) were filtered to image the SAv gradient, and green excitation
(542 ≤ λex ≤ 582 nm) and red emission (602 ≤ λem ≤ 678 nm) were filtered
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to image the viruses. Virus binding was studied by acquiring fluorescence
micrographs at 5s intervals.

8.5.8 Supporting figures

a b

c

Figure 8.10: A histogram of the Diffusion coefficient with semilogarithmic
axis shows a bimodal distribution, but does not provide a means of sepa
rating the populations. The populations as separated using the integrated
distance travelled match the components of the bimodal distribution well.
(a) Diffusion coefficient histogram of all tracks (blue) with a double Gaus
sian function fitted (black, components shown as yellow and red). (b) Dif
fusion coefficient histogram of the hightravelled distance population from
Figure 8.6 superimposed with the slower component of the fitted Gaussian
function of (a). (c) Diffusion coefficient histogram of the lowtravelled dis
tance population from Figure 8.6 superimposed with the faster component
of the fitted Gaussian function of (a).
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a b

Figure 8.11: Densitydependent diffusion and dissociation. Same data as
Figure 8.9c/d but with larger bins. The trend is identical, but less clearly
visible. (a) 2D histogram of the track duration (in frames) versus the receptor
density. (b) Side view of (a) to show the relative bin sizes more clearly.
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The current state of understanding emergent behavior

This chapter discusses the contribution of the work described in this thesis to
the understanding of weakly multivalent systems, and highlights some possi
ble research directions.

9.1 The current state of understanding the emergent behavior of
weakly multivalent nanoparticles

What constitutes emergent behavior? How is superselective binding by a
weakly multivalent nanoparticle ’emergent’, while social dynamics is not? The
answer is: they both are emergent. We just call superselective binding emer
gent because it emerges from something that is currently still too complex for
us to understand. Complexity means that many components are interacting
in multiple ways, following local rules, which typically results in hierarchical
dependencies. In other words: there is a huge parameter space, and it is
currently mostly untapped.

Some of that parameter space has been identified, both in previous work and
in this work, and is discussed below for three different types of behavior. This
is not an exhaustive list. On the contrary, it would be highly surprising to the
author if no additional types of behavior would be identified in the coming
years.

9.1.1 Superselectivity

Superselectivity is probably the type of behavior that is best understood. Con
ceptually, the idea that a single ligandreceptor pair is insufficient to restrict a
particle to a surface is elegant, and naturally results in a densitydependence
in the surface coverage. Thermodynamic theory for several cases of geome
try, flexibility and mobility are known, and have been discussed in Chapter 5.
These descriptions only consider macrostates (number of ligandreceptor
pairs) and treat all microstates as equivalent and as sharing a single inter
action volume.

This level of theory is sufficient for some applications; in Chapter 3 we have
introduced a virus sensor based on superselectivity, and we were capable
of quantifying the virussurface interaction by physicochemical parameters.
Variations on this theory include the effects of a pulloff force such as shear
flow,1 competition2 and targeting a mix of receptors.3
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These are interesting directions and applications, but the next level of un
derstanding superselectivity requires a theory that can account for all the mi
crostates of a surfacebound particle. Each receptor and ligand being their
own entity with their own probabilities for transitions between states should
be accounted for. This would negate the need for the arbitrary distinction be
tween systems based on geometry, flexibility and mobility, and pave the road
towards a kinetic view on multivalent binding.

9.1.2 Motility

A kinetic view on multivalent binding is needed to understand surface motility.
Some important aspects for motility have been identified, for instance, it is
known that the motility of influenza viruses is NAbased.4 Influenza viruses
also offer a convenient model system to study surface motility, especially
since their NA activity can be controlled using inhibitors.5 What is lacking,
is a coherent theory on surface motility.

The closest thing to a theoretical description that is available, are the Markov
chainmodels of molecular spiders. We connected the findings for these purely
theoretical constructs with influenza viruses in Chapter 2 and tested predic
tions in Chapter 8. Our work confirmed that particlescale properties such as
diffusion coefficient and residence time depend on the number of interaction
pairs between particle and surface.

Motility that is predictable, both in time and length scales, would allow the
design of programmable outofequilibrium systems. Cells rely on the spatio
temporal separation of reactions in order to run many simultaneous pro
cesses. Weakly multivalent motility may be the key to mimic the complexity
of cells in artificial systems.

9.1.3 Recruitment

The recruitment of receptors from a surface has been presented several times
in literature,6,7 and has been shown in Chapter 7 as well. Though perhaps
conceptually easy, recruitment of receptors is difficult to describe mathemat
ically. A quantified description not only requires an understanding of the dy
namics of binding on the level of a single particle, it also requires an under
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standing of how multiple particles interact with each other by depletion of a
common reservoir of receptors.

Recruitment has been simulated, and shown to be in good agreement with
an experimental system.7 Conceivably, recruitment could be modeled using
a set of coupled differential equations, with one equation for the common,
ideallymixed reservoir, one equation per particlesurface contact area and 
in the case of mobile ligands  one equation for the surface of each particle.
In any case, recruitment is an inherently dynamic process that cannot be well
described using thermodynamic equilibria alone. Hence, also here a more
dynamic view is needed.

Recruitment of receptors plays an important role in signalling processes that
occur at cell membranes. The clathrinmediated cell uptake pathway of in
fluenza is just one example of a process initiated by the clustering of pro
teins that could be better understood if a theory of recruitment is available.
The opposite effect, depletion of a common reservoir, can constitute a long
range signalling pathway useful when designing systems in which many dis
tinct compartments need to communicate, not unlike artificial tissues.

9.2 New research directions

Building an understanding of the behavior of weakly multivalent nanoparticles
and finding applications for that behavior go handinhand. A good exam
ple is the MAP project described in Chapter 3. This section highlights some
concrete directions for additional research.

9.2.1 Experimental methods to establish the contact area

In any description of any type of emergent behavior of a weakly multivalent
nanoparticle, understanding, assessing and describing the contact area be
tween a particle and the surface where all the interactions take place is impor
tant. Right now, there is no clear method that can quantify the contact area
between a particle and a surface for particles below the optical refraction limit.

Chapter 7 of this thesis introduces a method that uses the recruitment of re
ceptors to quantify the contact area, and while the experimental side of it has
significant drawbacks, the method has the potential to be easily scalable and
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applicable to a wide variety of systems. An alternative would be a system that
can distinguish between ’fresh’ and destroyed receptors and use it to quantify
destroyed receptors in the path behind a receptordestroying particle with high
accuracy, for instance using AFM. Even a single track from a single particle
would allow a high number of parallel measurements, yielding both path width
and fraction of destroyed receptors.

Such a method, which can quantify the contact area for a wide variety of sys
tems and under a variety of conditions, is needed to describe virtually any
behavior of weakly multivalent systems in a quantitative way.

9.2.2 Motility model system

Influenza virus particles were tracked over receptor density gradients in Chap
ter 8, and this project confirmed some predictions about particle motility. A
systematic investigation of weakly multivalent nanoparticle motility would be
an obvious next step. Using an influenza virus particle has drawbacks: there
is dispersity  in size, shape and distribution of ligands  to take into consid
eration. In case of a systematic investigation, a homogeneous particle would
be preferred.

A synthetic, bottomup approach could likely yield a particle homogeneous in
size, shape and ligand distribution, but may have difficulty incorporating cleav
ing activity. DNAzymes are one possibility, though their kinetics are much
slower than that of NA. The influenza strains that interact mainly through their
NA provide a topdown, alternative approach. Mutating HA out, or better yet,
harvesting the NA and making an artificial NA construct, would provide a ho
mogeneous receptorcleaving particle. The affinity between particle and sur
face could be tuned by receptor length and type (see Chapter 4) while the ac
tivity of NA can be tuned with the NAinhibitor zanamivir, in a dosedependent
manner5.

Right now, the combination of physicochemical properties that allow a par
ticle to bind to a surface without becoming kinetically trapped are unknown.
Using an NA construct and the work of Chapter 8 as a starting point, the most
interesting section of the parameter space could be identified. Finding a com
bination of parameters that would allow a particle to exhibit motility without
relying on receptorcleaving would be of specific interest to the author.
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9.2.3 Multivalent affinity profiling

The MAP project as described in Chapter 3 provides several interesting re
search directions. After the investigation of the influence of receptor length
and type on the binding of the PR8 strain of influenza, it would be logical
to redo these experiments using influenza strains with preferred binding to
humantype and aviantype receptors and verify whether the same trends
hold. In a more extreme form, optimizing and automating, and possibly re
designing, the MAP chip for highthroughput experimentation would allow its
use as a virus mutant screening method. Even if quantification by physico
chemical parameters is not possible for each and every measured virus, MAP
would still be useful to screen a large number of viruses, strains, and receptors
and quantify only the position and steepness of the threshold. A phenomeno
logical theory based on regressions  or possibly a machine learning model 
could then predict the positions and steepnesses of thresholds without even
knowing all of the hierarchical effects in binding. Once such a database of
thresholds is set up, quantification by physicochemical parameters would of
course still be an option. The quantification of all database entries should be
done concurrently, tuning estimated parameters such as the (receptor length
dependent) contact area for all entries at the same time.

A more focused alternative is keeping the virus strain and receptor identical,
but investigate the influence of individual mutations in HA. This investigation
should be coupled with investigating the monovalent (bulk solution) affinity
of the HA mutant for the receptor, and preferably with crystallography and
molecular dynamics to investigate the changes in structure. This research
direction has the potential to uncover the relations between mutations on the
molecular scale to binding and selectivity on the scale of whole virus particles.

Understanding the relations between mutations and binding would cause a
paradigm shift in virology. The antigenic drift of viruses could be studied and
possibly be predicted. This would allow identification of strains on the verge
of zoonosis and/or with high pandemic potential. It would also aid in the de
velopment of new antiviral drugs, as both the main strain and likely variants
could be targeted simultaneously.
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9.2.4 Predictive binding toolbox

A project that is unlikely to get funding, but would be of great use to the sci
entific community, is creating a predictive binding toolbox. All the theory of
superselective binding in one location, and receptor densitydependent cov
erages calculated automatically.

To experimentally oriented researchers, the seemingly complex math behind
superselective binding is often prohibitive for application. Supplying a sim
ple toolbox that can handle the different cases of superselectivity discussed
in Chapter 5 and that takes physicochemical parameters as input, would do
a lot to bridge theory and application. In synthetic approaches, many of the
required physicochemical parameters will typically be known, and thus such
a toolbox would constitute a loweffort check whether the intended particle
would have desired binding properties. Optimization by iterative design would
probably still be the final step, but unlike monovalent systems, designing su
perselective nanoparticles by an iterative approach without predictive model
ing is unfeasible.

Extensions to superselectivity theory, such as using competition, targeting a
receptor mix, or presence of a pulloff force, could be added to the toolbox,
as well as rules of thumb for how to estimate the unknown physicochemical
parameters. Such a toolbox would technically not add something novel to
science, and yet may have an impact larger than many an article.
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Summary

Multivalent binding is the formation of multiple, specific, distinguishable inter
action pairs between two entities, such as a (nano)particle and a surface that
are functionalized with complementary ligands and receptors. Multivalency
combines the effects of individual interactions, it translates both the binding
strength and selectivity of individual interactions ’upwards’ into the overall
binding behavior. The ostensibly simple ingredients of having multiple, in
dividually weak interactions between a particle and surface, creates complex
systems with a rich and dynamic behavior. This behavior is not trivially de
duced from the properties of the individual interaction motif, the particle and/or
the surface, but it is based on them; we therefore call it emergent behavior.

Most of the chapters in this thesis use the influenza virus as a model system.
Influenza is a roughly spherical virus that is decorated with a dense shell con
sisting of two types of proteins: the receptorbinding hemagglutinin (HA) and
the receptorcleaving neuraminidase (NA). HA interacts with various glycan
receptors with low affinity. Influenza viruses are therefore biological, weakly
multivalent nanoparticles, and they exhibit emergent behavior because of their
multivalent interactions with the surfaces  including cell membranes  they
bind to.

Three different types of emergent behavior are discussed in this thesis. Su
perselectivity is the strong preference of a particle to bind to a surface dec
orated with receptors; their coverage increases morethanlinearly with the
density of receptors. Chapters 35 discuss this phenomenon and its applica
tion in a novel type of biosensor, the Multivalent Affinity Profiling chip. Re
cruitment refers to a particle that binds to a surface with one or more inter
actions, but gradually increases this number by binding additional receptors
that diffuse into the contact area. Chapter 7 uses this principle in a method
aimed at determining the contact area between a particle and the surface.
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The surfaceboundmotility of influenza virus particles is investigated in Chap
ter 8. Influenza is capable of moving over a surface while remaining bound,
and does so while displaying densitydependent properties.

Chapter 2 discusses influenza virus motility by comparing them to a class
of molecular walker, called molecular spiders. Molecular spiders are many
legged constructs that can cleave the receptors to which they bind. Several
aspects of the motility of molecular spiders have been investigated in the liter
ature, drawing relations between their structure and their (emergent) behav
ior. This work provides new insights in the functional balance between HA and
NA and can help to explain and predict the evolutionary changes of influenza
viruses.

The Multivalent Affinity Profiling chip is introduced in Chapter 3. A receptor
density gradient was formed in a heated supported lipid bilayer (SLB) using
charged lipids and applying an electric field. Upon cooling, the SLB solidified
into the gel state, and as a result the gradient was locked in. The superse
lective binding of fluorescently labeled influenza viruses is clearly visible as
an almost stepwise increase in coverage, while the fluorescently labeled re
ceptor gradient is continuous. Using the method detailed in this chapter, the
receptor density can be fully quantified, and thus a multivalent affinity profile
can be constructed.

Chapter 4 uses the Multivalent Affinity Profiling chip to study the influence of
the size and the shape of the glycan receptors on the binding of the influenza
virus PR8. This influenza strain has the same affinity for long α2,3 and α2,6
linked sialic acid receptors, but the multivalent affinity decreases with recep
tor length much faster for α2,6 than it does for α2,3linked sialic acid recep
tors. The possible binding conformations between influenza viruses and the
various receptors were investigated using molecular dynamics simulations.
The virussurface interactions were quantified by physicochemical param
eters using a statistical thermodynamics model. The differences in affinity
between the glycan receptors was found to arise from the structural differ
ences of the glycan receptors, which are transferred in a hierarchical manner
through the length and density of the sialoglycans at the cell surface into virus
avidity and specificity.

The source of superselective binding is discussed inChapter 5, in the specific
context of quantifying existing systems such as the binding of influenza virus
particles to a receptor density gradient. There are statistical thermodynam
ics descriptions available for different cases of geometry and flexibility of the
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receptors and ligands. Choosing the correct theoretical model and obtaining
realistic values for physicochemical parameters is nontrivial. Methods to es
timate, measure or fit these parameters have been discussed in the context
of influenza binding to a receptordecorated surface. This approach allows
the deconvolution of the overall interaction strength into contributions from
the effective monovalent interaction strength and the number of interactions.

Chapter 6 quantifies the streptavidin (SAv) coverage on biotinfunctionalized
SLBs and selfassembled monolayers. The biotinSAv motif provides a sur
face architecture that is densitycontrolled, and that can easily be further
functionalized as desired, for example with biotinylated receptors. Using
quartz crystal microbalance and localized surface plasmon resonance mea
surements in conjunction, the biotindependent SAv coverage was measured,
as well as the fraction of the total mass originating from the water associated to
SAv. A zeroparameter model was presented that can predict the SAv cover
age for biotinylated surfaces. Having predictive control over receptor density
is important in the study of multivalent interactions and for the development
of biosensors.

Chapter 7 introduces a method to quantify the contact area between a
nanoparticle or vesicle and an SLB. A mix of SAv fluorescently labeled with
AF568 and AF647, was used on a biotinylated SLB that resulted in a low SAv
coverage. Vesicles with biotin lipids binding to that SLB recruit the SAv into
their contact area, forming a patch of high SAv density. As AF568 and AF647
form a FRET pair, the recruitment of the SAv by vesicles induces a FRET
signal which is a measure for the size of the contact area. The quantifica
tion of contact areas is needed to describe virtually any behavior of weakly
multivalent systems in a quantitative way.

In Chapter 8, fluorescently labeled viruses were tracked over receptor den
sity gradients. Chapter 2 predicts a directional bias towards higher densities,
as well as a densitydependent diffusion coefficient and dissociation probabil
ity. The tracks of individual viruses were extracted, and the receptor density
dependent behavior was analyzed in a gradually increasing level of refine
ment. Evidence of directional bias was not observed, most likely because
of the limited steepness of the gradient. The surface mobility, however, was
found to be significantly dependent on the receptor density. This study shows
that, when interpreting antigenic changes in HA and NA between influenza
strains, one should not just consider receptor type and affinity  both absolute
and relative between HA/NA  but also the receptor density.
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Chapter 9 reviews the perspectives of the work described in this thesis. The
current state of understanding of various types of emergent behavior are dis
cussed, together with their potential future impact. The current understanding
of superselectivity may allow the development of a predictive binding toolbox,
which could help experimentally oriented researchers to apply superselectivity
in their systems. As a research direction, a method to measure the particle
surface contact area would be of great interest in order to advance our under
standing of experimental systems showing emergent behavior. Other promis
ing research directions are the development of a synthetic model system to
study motility, using the multivalent affinity profiling chip to study mutations
in HA, or scaling up the multivalent affinity profiling chip to a highthroughput
system that can screen virus mutants in order to study  and possibly predict
 antigenic drift.
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Samenvatting

Multivalente binding is het vormen van meerdere, specifieke, onderscheid
bare interactieparen tussen twee entiteiten, bijvoorbeeld een (nano)deeltje
en een oppervlak die zijn gefunctionaliseerd met een complementaire set lig
anden en receptoren. Multivalentie voegt de effecten van die individuele in
teracties samen en creëert zo een binding die sterker en selectiever is dan de
afzonderlijke interacties. Het voorkomen van meerdere, zwakke interacties
tussen een deeltje en een oppervlak is ogenschijnlijk simpel, maar het ligt ten
grondslag aan complexe systemen die rijk en dynamisch gedrag vertonen.
Het gedrag van een multivalent systeem is niet zomaar te herleiden tot de
individuele bindingen, het deeltje of het oppervlak; daarom noemen we het
emergent.

Veel van de hoofdstukken in dit proefschrift gebruiken het influenzavirus
(griepvirus) als een modelsysteem. Influenza is een bij benadering bolvormig
virus met een buitenste schil die vol zit met twee typen eiwitten: het receptor
bindende eiwit hemagglutinine (HA) en het receptorknippende enzym neu
raminidase (NA). HA kan een zwakke binding aangaan met diverse suikers.
Dat maakt griepvirusdeeltjes tot biologische, zwak multivalente nanodeeltjes
en ze vertonen ook emergent gedrag omdat ze meerdere interacties aan kun
nen gaan met een oppervlak  zoals een celmembraan vol suikers.

In dit proefschrift worden drie soorten emergent gedrag besproken. Super
selectiviteit is de sterke voorkeur van een deeltje om te binden aan een op
pervlak vol receptoren; de bedekkingsgraad stijgt sneller dan linear bij een
toenemende dichtheid van receptoren. Hoofdstukken 35 gaan in op dit effect
en hoe we het gebruikt hebben om een nieuw type biosensor te ontwikkelen,
de MultivalenteAffiniteitsProfielchip. Het recruteren van receptoren gebeurt
als een deeltje bindt aan een oppervlak door middel van één of meerdere in
teracties, maar het aantal interacties steeds toeneemt doordat er receptoren
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in de buurt van het deeltje komen en het deeltje ze dan bindt. Hoofdstuk 7
gebruikt dit effect om de grootte van het contactgebied tussen deeltje en op
pervlak te meten. De beweging van een deeltje, terwijl het aan een oppervlak
gebonden is, wordt besproken in hoofdstuk 8. Griepvirusdeeltjes vertonen
dichtheidsafhankelijke beweging over oppervlakken terwijl ze continu gebon
den blijven.

In Hoofdstuk 2 wordt de oppervlakgebonden beweging van influenza
vergeleken met die van een type moleculaire lopers, moleculaire spinnen
genaamd. Moleculaire spinnen zijn constructies met meerdere poten die kun
nen binden aan receptoren, maar deze receptoren ook door kunnen knippen.
Diverse eigenschappen van deze spinnen zijn al onderzocht, waarbij er re
laties zijn gelegd tussen hun ontwerp en hun gedrag. Dit hoofdstuk geeft
nieuw inzicht in het belang van de balans tussenHA enNA op influenza en kan
helpen in het onderzoek naar de evolutionaire veranderingen die influenza
ondergaat.

De MultivalenteAffiniteitsProfielchip is geïntroduceerd in Hoofdstuk 3. Een
dichtheidsgradiënt van receptoren werd gevormd in een verwarmde onder
steunde lipide bilaag (SLB) door geladen lipiden te gebruiken en een elek
trisch veld toe te passen. Na koeling werd de SLB een gel, waarmee de
gradiënt werd ingevroren. Het superselectief binden van fluorescent gela
belde virussen is hierop goed zichtbaar als een stapfunctie in bedekkings
graad, terwijl de fluorescent gelabelde gradiënt geleidelijk verloopt. Gebruik
makend van deze methode, is het mogelijk om de receptordichtheid volledig
te kwantificeren en zo kan een Multivalent AffiniteitsProfiel worden bepaald.

Hoofdstuk 4 gebruikt de MultivalenteAffiniteitsProfielchip voor het bestud
eren van de invloed van de grootte en vorm van receptoren op de binding door
het griepvirus PR8. Deze virusstam heeft een vergelijkbare affiniteit voor de
lange versie van twee typen receptoren: suikermoleculen eindigend in een
α2,3 en een α2,6gekoppeld siaalzuur. De affiniteit voor deze receptoren
neemt af voor kortere receptoren, maar dit effect is duidelijk sterker voor α2,6
dan voor α2,3. De mogelijke bindingshoeken en conformaties tussen deze
receptoren op het oppervlak en de virusdeeltjes zijn onderzocht met behulp
van moleculairedynamicasimulaties. Deze interacties tussen virus en opper
vlak zijn kwantitatief uitgedrukt in fysischchemische parameters door gebruik
te maken van een model dat gebaseerd is op statistische thermodynamica.
De verschillen in affiniteit tussen de receptoren kunnen worden verklaard uit
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structuurverschillen tussen de receptoren. De lengte en dichtheid van de re
ceptoren werken hiërarchisch door in de bindingsaffiniteit en specificiteit.

De bron van superselectiviteit is besproken in Hoofdstuk 5, daarbij specifiek
gericht op het kwantificeren van bestaande systemen, zoals het binden van
een griepvirusdeeltje aan een receptordichtheidsgradiënt. Er zijn meerdere
statistischethermodynamicabeschrijvingen beschikbaar voor systemen met
verschillende geometrieën en flexibiliteiten van de receptoren en liganden.
Het kiezen van de juiste wiskundige beschrijving en het verkrijgen van realis
tische waardes voor de fysischchemische parameters is niet triviaal. Metho
des om deze parameters te verkrijgen of af te schatten worden besproken in
dit hoofdstuk. Onze aanpak zorgt ervoor dat de totale interactie kan worden
uitgesplitst naar het aantal interacties en hoeveel de individuele interacties
bijdragen aan de totale interactiesterkte.

Hoofdstuk 6 kwantificeert de dichtheid van een streptavidinelaag (SAv) op
biotinebevattende lipide bilagen of zelfgeassembleerde monolagen. De
biotineSAvmethode geeft ons controle over de dichtheid, maar zo’n laag
kan ook gemakkelijk verder worden gefunctionaliseerd, bijvoorbeeld met ge
biotinyleerde receptoren. Door kwartskristalmicrobalansmetingen te com
bineren met gelocaliseerdeoppervlakteplasmonresonantiemetingen konden
we zowel de biotineafhankelijke SAvdichtheid achterhalen als ook de hoe
veelheid water die aan SAv geassocieerd is. Een model is hier gepresenteerd
dat de SAvdichtheid op gebiotinyleerde oppervlakken kan voorspellen zon
der dat er fitparameters hoeven worden afgeschat. Kwantitatieve controle
kunnen uitoefenen over de receptordichtheid is belangrijk voor het bestude
ren van multivalente interacties en daarmee ook voor de ontwikkeling van
biosensoren.

In Hoofdstuk 7 is een methode geïntroduceerd waarmee het contactopper
vlak tussen een nanodeeltje of vesikel en een SLB gekwantificeerd kan wor
den. Een mengsel van SAv gelabeld met AF568 en AF647 werd gebruikt
op een SLB met een dusdanig biotinegehalte dat een SAvlaag van lage
dichtheid werd gevormd. Vesikels die biotine bevatten werden in contact ge
bracht met de SLB en deze rekruteerden SAv naar hun contactoppervlak. Op
deze manier werden gebieden met een hoge SAvdichtheid gevormd. Omdat
AF568 en AF647 samen een FRETpaar vormen, leidt de verhoogde dichtheid
na de rekrutering tot een FRETsignaal en dit vormt een methode om de con
tactoppervlakte te meten. Het kwantificeren van deze contactoppervlaktes
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is noodzakelijk voor de wiskundige beschrijving van vrijwel elk type emergent
gedrag van zwakmultivalente deeltjes.

De beweging van fluorescent gelabelde virussen over een receptordicht
heidsgradiënt werd gevolgd in Hoofdstuk 8. Voorspellingen uit hoofdstuk
2, over een voorkeursrichting voor beweging en dichtheidsafhankelijke dif
fusie en dissociatie, werden getest. De paden van individuele virusdeeltjes
zijn bepaald en hun dichtheidsafhankelijke gedrag is geanalyseerd in een
stapsgewijs toenemend detailniveau. Bewijs voor een voorkeursrichting is
niet gevonden, waarschijnlijk vanwege de beperkte steilheid van de gradiënt.
De bewegingssnelheid van virusdeeltjes over het oppervlak was daarentegen
duidelijk afhankelijk van de receptordichtheid. De implicatie van dit onderzoek
is dat, bij het interpreteren van genetische mutaties van influenza, niet alleen
gelet moet worden op veranderingen in receptortype en affiniteit, zowel in
absolute zin als relatief tussen HA/NA, maar ook of de veranderingen een
verschuiving geven in de receptordichtheden waarbij bepaalde gedragingen
voorkomen.

Hoofdstuk 9 geeft een overzicht van het toekomstperspectief van het werk
zoals dat beschreven is in dit proefschrift. De huidige staat van begrip van
verschillende soorten emergent gedrag wordt beschreven, samen met logis
che doorontwikkelmogelijkheden enmogelijke toekomstige toepassingen. De
huidige staat van begrip van superselectiviteit is al voldoende om een pro
gramma te maken dat de bedekkingsgraad van multivalent bindende nano
deeltjes kan voorspellen. Dit kan nuttig zijn voor experimenteel georiënteerde
onderzoekers om eenvoudig superselectiviteit toe te passen in hun systemen.
Mogelijke onderzoeksrichtingen zijn bijvoorbeeld de ontwikkeling van een
methode om het contactgebied tussen nanodeeltje en oppervlak te kwantifi
ceren, of het ontwikkelen van een synthetisch modelsysteem voor onderzoek
naar beweging over oppervlakken. De MultivalenteAffiniteitsProfielchip kan
worden gebruikt voor het bestuderen van mutaties in griepeiwitten, maar ook
worden doorontwikkeld tot een verbeterde verwerkingscapaciteit zodat het
kan worden gebruikt als screeningsmethode van virusmutaties, bijvoorbeeld
om antigene drift te kunnen voorspellen.
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